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NONFICTION

Messing with Words
An Interview with Scott Cairns

I

ast fall Taylor University had the privilege of hosting Scott
Cairns, poet and professor of English at the University of
Missouri. During his visit Cairns talked with classes, met

with students and faculty, and gave a public reading of his poetry.

While I had several thought-provoking conversations with Cairns
throughout his brief time on campus, the following interview gave
me the best opportunity to sit down with the poet and ask him
specific questions on issues related to vocation, audience, craft, and
the current state of Christian art. Joel Jupp, a senior at the time and
now a graduate student in creative writing, also participated in the
interview. -Rebekah Denison
Rebekah Denison: When did you start writing seriously, and how
has your writing evolved over the years?
Scott Cairns: I started probably halfway through college. Before
that, I would write a poem for a girlfriend or for my mom or dad.
You know, a poem written for a particular occasion, mostly just to
express affection to someone I cared about. And then I started
reading collections of poems, and realized that hardly any poems
were written simply to express emotion. The more I read, the more
I realized that just because a poem is published or just because a poet
is famous doesn't mean that the poem is necessarily any good, or
that the poet is any good. Still, I began to appreciate other indica
tions that something genuinely worthwhile was sometimes hap-
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pening on the page. So I worked to determine what those elements
were. Over the years, then, I became more and more comfortable
talking about when "the poetic" occurs. On the one hand, whenever
you can reduce a poem to a paraphrase, you know it's not a very
good poem. But when you glimpse an initial meaning in a poem,
and then, begin to see another, then revisit that poem a week, a year
later, or several years later and glimpse something fresh and new at
each visit—then something about the way the language works tells
me that this is a good poem... because it's capable of continuing.
And that's how my work, I think, if I have anything to say about
it, has continued to evolve. I've become increasingly aware of the
need for more moments of the poem to sustain and participate in the
generation of ongoing meaning.
Joel Jupp: Earlier you mentioned that Annie Dillard taught you how
to read. Would you say more about this?
SC: I think I was a sophomore in college when I had my first class
with her. I showed up thinking that I wouldn't have to work all
that hard, because my creative writing high school teachers had all
decided I was a genius; they patted me on the back whenever I put
anything on paper! I thought that all I had to do was have deep
thoughts and transcribe them, and that that was writing. As for the
relationship of writing to reading...if someone had asked me back
then if I liked poetry I would say, "I love poetry." And if they'd ask,
"Well, what poetry to do you read?" I'd say, "Oh, I don't read any po
etry, I just write it!" And ridiculous as that sounds to me now, that's
pretty much how I thought about it then.
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Then Annie Dillard said something to me in a conference. Once a
week we'd all line up in her hallway, and one by one go in for her to
beat up our poems. At one of those conferences, she said, "You're
just not reading enough." And I didn't know what she meant. I
was puzzled that she meant maybe I had to read in order to write,
and whether or not I expressed my puzzlement, I did get the sense
that, yeah, reading's pretty much a given. It was a revelation. In
order to write you have to read. In order to write poems you have
to read poems. To write good fiction, you have to read good fiction.
In order to write essays you have to discover, through reading, how
essays are shaped. You don't have to reinvent the wheel, but attend
to what already works. Look at these models. I think Annie also
might have been the one who helped me to see writing as joining
an ongoing conversation, so that it's not only a matter looking at
discrete, individual poems in order to know how to make a poem.
It's also a matter of developing an understanding of what is being
discussed by generation after generation of poets. Once you see this
is what making literature is all about, you enter in and participate in
the conversation.
RD: What do you think about being a "Christian poet"? I know
sometimes Christian literature gets stereotyped, and there's a lot of
bad "Christian literature" out there that's really propaganda.
SC: Well, that's not just the case with literature. It's true of any art.
If one approaches art with an agenda—whether Christian agenda
or pagan agenda or, I don't know, Republican or Democrat agen
da. . .any kind of agenda, it's going to result in bad art. It's going to
stink. The only people who are going to want even to bother with it
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are people who already believe what you believe, who already think
what you think. It's guaranteed not to appeal to anyone outside your
immediate circle, and therefore, it's not only bad, it's useless. It has
no purpose. It doesn't bring pleasure, and it doesn't convince any
one who isn't already convinced.
But, say you approach your art as a means by which you start to
glimpse stuff you want to know but don't know. That's going to feel
a lot different to you; it's going to feel a lot different to other people.
They're going to witness, in your attempts to shape, for instance, a
poem, the genuine desire to articulate the truth. They're going to
witness the seriousness of the endeavor—that you're not just trying
to say something you know and convince them of it; you're trying to
find out the truth, and they're invited to watch you figure pursue it.
And that's both pleasurable and effective.
As a Christian, there's no doubt in my mind that my faith is going
to inform and lead my work. I don't have to think about it. I don't
have to attend to it deliberately. The extent that I do attend to it
deliberately might actually get in the way of the work. So I focus
instead on working over language. I pay attention to the words
themselves. I work the medium the way that any painter would
work over the textures and the pigments of the paint, getting to
know the stuff before a resolution occurs in the work.
I think I hear, as well, another aspect to this question about being a
"Christian" poet or writer: sometimes if one's labeled a "Christian"
artist, then he or she might be dismissed by a larger community.
But I don't blame them—the larger community—for that dismissal,
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because there is an enormous amount of banality packaged as Chris
tian art.
When the Christian introduces genuine art to the scene, it's far
harder for that Christian artist to be noticed or taken seriously. The
audience has been burned before, so now he's got to woo them back
into thinking that another look is worthwhile.
JJ: Other than creativity and humility, what's the most important
quality for a writer?
SC: A work ethic. You have to develop a real taste for doing a lot
of work without expecting a lot of results. You can't have your eyes
on the results at all. You have to develop a taste for the work itself,
for messing with the medium. You have to learn to love messing
with the words, toiling with words for the mere pleasure of that toil.
RD: So, when you write do you try to discourage yourself from
thinking about whether it's good or bad, and just focus on playing
with the words? What attitude do you approach your work from?
SC: Well, I think it's helpful to develop an attitude that every
thing's good. I mean, whether or not that's so is beside the point.
Everything you do is good; it's good to do everything you do. There's
no time wasted. I've spent day after day after day on this legal pad
working on a poem, and the poem never attains anything like the
form I would demand of it to publish it. It never attains that, and
so the legal pad goes in a box with all the legal pads that have been
used up before. But it wasn't a waste of time, because inevitably, in
a general sense, some habit will have been reinforced, some way of
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seeing this relationship to language will be reinforced. It may lead
you to something later. But also, the individual phrases and lines
and figures of speech in a failed poem may surface in a later draft of
another poem. So discrete elements will find their way into a later
poem, while certain habits, attitudes, pleasures of working on the
words, will be reinforced in an ongoing, generative sense.
RD: Do you write with an audience in mind, or do you write for
yourself?
SC: Well, you know those people I always talk about? The poets I
love, the poets I read and reread? They're kind of my audience, too.
I mean, I'm their audience and they're my audience. So I would
write a poem and work it over hoping that it would be the sort of
thing that would please Wallace Stevens, or W.H. Auden, or Rich
ard Howard.
JJ: Would you say that you were called to be a poet?
SC: I think that when Christian writers or Christian artists try to
justify their work—the fact that they spend so much time making
art—they find that it's easier to say to their parents, pastors, friends,
"I'm called to do this." But I'm not sure if anyone is called to do it.
I have a different sense of how one perceives a vocation. My sense is
that we grow into it—we make choices along the way, which I don't
think we're predetermined to make, but we do make choices along
the way. And some of those choices have to do with our perceiving
that every time we do certain work and lovingly attend to that work,
we get a glimpse of how we might live our faith. I think that we
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lean into those discoveries if we're paying attention. We lean into
those activities which seem to us not merely to express our faith but
to help us realize our faith; and so I think a vocation has very much
to do with pouring our hearts into an undertaking by which we
come to know better, come to live more fully, and actually become
more grounded in our faith. The truly vocational activity doesn't
merely express our faith, but leads us more fully into owning our
faith. That's what I think poetry is for me, and I think it could be
any number of things that operate that way in any number of lives,
but for me poetry is most immediately that vocation.
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JOANNA CAMPBELL

POETRY
2 ND PLACE

To my Son who is Adopted
Your mother and I drove to Idaho
to bring you home.
Mining country, it is in you.
Irises of silver ore,
yellow scrub brush hair;
its landscape suits you.
That dry husk of earth
betrays your sober gaze.
We settled you
in Oregon. Fishing
country; you are out of
place. Fitful sleep,
listless days. You weep
with the rain, you storm
at the ocean.
And when you scream
there is no one to blame for
your endless ear infections,
no finger I can point to
the one responsible
for those crooked, gummy teeth.
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Left hand, right hand
we do not know,
we could not guess.
Your favoring will be
a miracle we cannot claim.
Child of my middle ages, talk
to me, tell me: who gave you
those grasping,
sea anemone fingers?
And when you open your mouth
is the rush of sound waterfall?
Or are you speaking a stony language
I do not recognize.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:
This poem uses compelling imagery and invites the reader to
imagine an adopted child as being born of landscape and place, since
birth parents are invisible. I liked the way that the poem grapples
with the complex subject of bonding with a child whose origins are
mysterious.
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NON-FICTION
2 N D PLACE

Big Shoe Dance
"W "TT hen I was a child, I used to imagine what it would be
^
•

/ like to perform in front of a large audience. It seemed
T very intimidating. My parents were not the kind to

force their child to perform, and I was not the kind of child to
demand the opportunity, so it wasn't until years later that I realized
I actually enjoy performing. When I was seventeen, I was asked to
join my church's worship band as a guitar player. You can debate
the propriety of referring to worship music as performance, but put
anyone in front of a large group of people and you are seeing some
aspect or measure of their ability to perform. Standing up on stage
in my church's auditorium with a large congregation looking at me
turned out to be not nearly as intimidating as I thought.
To be truthful, I was not up there alone. We guitarists were
a coalition. We stood at the back of the stage in a tight bundle
sharing jokes, mid-song nods, and a music stand. I was the kid in
the group - my fellow guitarists were grown men with decades of
experience playing in soul, gospel, and rhythm and blues bands.
I felt cool when I was with them. We were professionals. At
least when Vince, the bass player called me "Doc", I felt like a
professional. It was from him that I learned the cool, detached
dignity of a place just outside the spotlight. More inside the
spotlight was our piano player, Jeff, the Pastor's son. He protected
us from his mother, Tina, who led worship and gave erratic hand
signals to the band, which it was also Jeff's job to interpret.
If we were most comfortable just outside the spotlight, Tina was
most definitely right at home in the middle of it. She'd get some
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crazy ideas sometimes, but she was a forceful woman and not easy
to refuse. So when she asked me (on the spot, in the middle of the
song service) to be her sole accompaniment on a song with which I
was not at all familiar, I resigned myself to whatever train wreck lay
ahead. I started stumbling through the song, awkwardly stabbing
out the melody when I didn't know the chords. Blood rushed to my
head, and for the first time I understood the difference between justoutside-the-spotlight and underneath it, if even for a second. It was
anything but cool, and I felt anything but dignified.
After church that night, I wanted to run out as fast as I could,
but I had to take my guitar, my amplifier, and the large panel of foot
pedals that came with it out to my car. It took two trips, and I ended
up having to do a lot more socializing than I wanted to, walking
back and forth through the foyer where people simply refused to get
in their cars and go home. The service had been over for a good
twenty minutes.
"Nice job on your solo," people were telling me. "It wasn't a
solo," I wanted to tell them, "I was accompanying Tina," but that
was too much to explain. I took the compliments as graciously as
I could. I was sure they were only being polite, but then Larry, the
lead guitarist, said, "That was really great, Jared. It sounded like you
were playing two guitars at once. Sounded great." Larry always shot
straight when it came to the music we played, and I knew he wasn't
just humoring me.
So, I guess I came through in the clutch. I was surprised to find
that when put on the spot I could make something good happen. I
really hate being put on the spot, hate being the center of attention.
My assumption was that if my limits were ever tested, I would
certainly choke. Maybe I'd choke just to spite whoever it was that
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was putting me on the spot.
I don't tell people that I don't like to be the center of attention.
They don't believe me when I do. Why would they believe me? All
of my friends know that I like to make people laugh. In the name of
making people laugh I've dipped my head in buckets of water, come
up gasping and sputtering, pretended to be a woman, barked like a
dog, acted out being gored by a bull — there was even that ill-fated
time I was required to portray a pre-teen Jesus, What was all of this
for — the amusement of friends and strangers, possibly? You could say
making people laugh is its own reward — I certainly get a lot out of it.
Still, there's a contradiction that I'm at a loss to explain after many
years of trying. Between the gleeful extroversion of being witty, and
the paralyzing fear of failing socially, what forces send me one way or
the other? Attempting to make a large group of people laugh is like
putting yourself on the spot, and I do it repeatedly. To find out why,
I have to go back to a day in Sunday school when I was four years
old.
At that time, our family attended a large church quickly on
its way to being a regionally broadcast mega church shepherded
by a crowd-pleasing Bob Tilton-esque pastor with an eye for
showmanship. Unaware of how the conspicuous pageantry of our
church's Easter productions looked to other flocks in the area, and
unaware that not every minister had an illustrated sermon in which
he punched out a man dressed up as the Devil, the implicit message
to me at the time was simple - there's nothing wrong with putting
on a show. At four years of age I didn't realize our church was any
different from anyone else's in size or spectacle. I do, however,
remember marveling at the size of the Sunday school class. I was
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supposed to be in the three and four year-olds' class, but I was afraid
to be separated from my older brothers, so they snuck me into the
six to eight year olds' Sunday school class. After the progressive
ministry approaches of the day, it was called Children's Church to
make it seem more like what the adults did, which of course was
referred to as "Big Church".
Children's Church seemed plenty big to me though: we sat in
our own auditorium with stadium seating and the teacher had to
use a microphone to be heard in the nosebleed sections. Somehow
there came to be a time for sharing testimonies of God's faithfulness
- miracles he had done in our lives. In retrospect, such a large group
of children squeezed into the small auditorium seems strange, and
allowing them to stand up and speak into the microphone seems
downright dangerous, but I raised my hand, waited to be called down
front, and made my way to the platform. Maybe my brothers were
shocked at this, and maybe I appeared precocious to the teacher.
She must have known that I wasn't old enough to be in her class,
but they didn't try to stop me. I was not withheld from sharing
God's miracle in my life. Which was that my father had, that very
week, received a brand new Ford Aerostar minivan as his company
vehicle. Without submitting the matter to the authority of the
Vatican, I think I can safely say this did not qualify as a genuine
miracle, and was hardly worthy of sharing with the entire class. So
why did I? I honestly don't know. Nor do I know why I did what I
did next.
My favorite movie at the time was "Pee-wee's Big Adventure".
It is still one of my favorite movies. When our hero, Pee-wee
Herman, is in the biker bar, and he's about to be abused and
mistreated by the patrons of this establishment, he suddenly gets
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the idea to appease the enraged outlaws by putting on large white
platform shoes and doing a table-top dance to the Champs' classic
roadhouse rock song "Tequila". I can speculate now that I must
have sensed the inadequacy of my miracle and realized the audience
was about to turn on me like those bikers. So without the benefit
of a soundtrack or comically large platform shoes, I stood up on my
toes, bent my legs at the knees and mimicked the climactic scene
from "Pee-wee's Big Adventure - what we've come to call the "Big
Shoe Dance" scene, moving quickly, but gracefully off the stage
nodding my head and pointing my fingers just like Pee-wee. The
class laughed, and I felt strangely vindicated for wasting their time.
My brothers got a big kick out of it. So big, in fact, that
they needed to share what I had done in the Lord's house with
my parents. In our household, any sort of acting up in church
was severely frowned upon, and usually rewarded with swift, sure
punishment. I was not punished, however. My parents also thought
it was funny, and it has since passed into legend - one of those stupid
stories you wish your Mom would stop telling people. I was on the
spot, and not only did I come through, but apparently I hit it out of
the park. I can't be sure, but this must have been the first time I felt
the pressure of being on a stage with a crowd of people expecting
me to do - something. I could have walked quietly back to my
seat. I could have run from the auditorium in shame and hid my
failure to please the crowd until an usher could find me and escort
me back to the 3 and 4 year-olds' class. In that moment, however, I
did what seemed right, and that was to act like a fool in an attempt
to make people laugh, thus transferring my previous embarrassment
and shyness into a shared experience of communal mirth — in other
words, comedy. Perhaps that early-childhood turn as class clown
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contains the resolution of my conflicting impulses - one that says,
"They hate you, run away, you idiot!" and one that says, "They
hate you, make them laugh, you idiot!" What these impulses say,
basically, is that if you're not going to make anyone laugh, you'd
better just fall silent.
Sometimes I feel like a novelty. In stand-up comedy, the
audience loves you when they're laughing and hates you when
they're not. I know that life is not a stand-up comedy routine, but
it feels that way sometimes. Sometimes it feels like if people aren't
laughing, they hate me. At those times, I want to be alone where
I'm free to not make people laugh and no one is there to hate me for
it. At these times, I suddenly become an oversized pair of sunglasses,
or a big foam "#1" finger. These things were made to be funny, but
they are old jokes and no one laughs at them anymore.
Let me put it another way. I didn't like the movie Vertigo, but
I can identify with Jimmy Stewart's character. I live on the fourth
floor and when I climb the stairs I can't look at the ceiling when I
get to the top. I'll see how far it is to the bottom and suddenly the
height at which I'm standing seems wrong. It's not that I'm afraid
of falling. Something just seems fundamentally wrong and I can't
figure out how I got way up there. It's as if M.C. Escher repainted
the world when I wasn't looking. That's what I mean when I say
I feel like a pair of novelty sunglasses - that when I have people's
attention, I'm at the center of something absurd and impossible, like
Escher's staircases. When I'm with a group of people, sometimes I
can move them and make them laugh like conducting an orchestra
- I'm overjoyed to hear them, and they are proud and satisfied with
their part in this symphony of social interaction. All it takes is one
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careless glance off the edge to induce a sort of social vertigo though,
and I recoil from speaking as if it is a great ledge with no railing. I'm
not withholding something good that I've got to say, I simply can
not tell which way the staircase goes.
Someday someone will want to be there when I am not being
funny and for once I will not just tolerate their presence, but enjoy
it. They will show me which way the staircase goes. "Look," they'll
say, "It's an optical illusion. You don't have to be funny. If you just
don't feel like talking, I won't take that to mean that you are stupid
or stuck up." Until then, I rely on carefully rehearsed monologues.
That might sound disingenuous, but the daily social interactions one
faces are fraught with enough variables and unexpected twists that
it's good to have a working script. Without it you might not be able
to improvise your way out of trouble.
Not too long ago, I learned this lesson the hard way. I can't
divulge the exact circumstances under which this happened, but
I had one of my episodes of social vertigo - performance anxiety
before an audience of one.
We walked outside at sunset on a beautiful fall day through grass
that still had the soft touch of summer upon it - you could walk
barefoot and it felt like a cool blanket under your feet. I needed
to say something to someone, and it could wait no longer, but my
mouth was so dry that I developed a sudden lisp. Sensing trouble
ahead, I ditched the script at the last minute. Maybe honesty would
reveal me as a man of imperfect, but admirable character. Besides,
I was sure that I didn't have much time before my throat closed up
entirely and I fell down on the ground choking to death, so I talked
very fast and left out the flowery parts I had come up with in the wee
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hours of that morning. Nature and coincidence were obviously in
charge that day, so I thought that if I could just spit the words out
they would fall on a heart that had been prepared.
Something went wrong though. I delivered my address, and my
audience looked like I should say something else, but what came out
was just redundant. This went beyond social vertigo. This was an
interpersonal tailspin. I searched desperately for a lifeline — save me,
Pee-wee! I thought. I was on the spot again, but this time I didn't
do any big shoe dance. I willfully raised the curtain and made myself
as vulnerable as a knight who goes into battle in his underpants. I
thought maybe this was it - this was the moment when my audience
would tell me that it was all an optical illusion.
I wasn't rescued though, and my audience just looked at me
as if I had begun a joke and never arrived at the punch line. The
audience left, and they haven't been back to see the show since.
I can't always handle being the center of attention, but if
someone knew everything about me, could I handle being the center
of their attention? The public self, the private self. Who was it
that wrote about that? Carl Jung? Northrop Frye? Bill Cosby? One
of them knows what I'm talking about. Someday I'll reconcile the
two and being put on the spot won't bother me so much anymore.
Or is it that most people live in that cool, comfortable place just
outside the spotlight? The essence of comedy is seeing somebody
lose his dignity, only to avert disaster at the last second. I didn't
feel one iota of dignity restored by dancing off the stage like Peewee Herman, but I averted disaster. When disaster was not averted,
when I refused to make a joke out of my sudden hemorrhage of
dignity, a good friend counseled me that I had done the honorable
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thing by being honest and vulnerable. I felt my dignity restored, but
I found dignity to be small consolation in the face of social failure.
If an audience walks out on your show, they're not likely to ever
return — dignity's not going to save you from being alone. All you
can do is write a better script, rehearse your lines until they become
second nature, and try again on a different audience.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:
This is an ambitious essay that covers a lot of intellectual
and tonal ground. It creates several vivid scenes in quite different
emotional registers as it considers the trials and rewards of the
spotlight, and it keeps developing and reconsidering, raising the
stakes each time.
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The Desert Floor

I

held her on the desert floor with my fingers in her hair and her

breath sweeping down my neck. I held her wide-awake, staring
down stars too high to touch. She had told me she used to

watch the stars, but she'd stopped. Said it was silly. They never

changed.
I wasn't watching the stars, though; I was waiting for Jesus in
a fiery chariot to come down and smite me. She was painted just
like a whore, and I had shed the skin of a saint. It was a relaxing
sensation.
As she fell asleep and out of my mind, she made room for the
Fear of God to come speeding back, making cactus clouds in the
sand as he tore through Nevada to turn me into a pillar of salt. I
cringed, shuddering against her shoulder. There were coyotes
calling each other in ominous diablo tones. I was looking down the
barrel of a sleepless night. A long string of sleepless nights.
I couldn't leave. We'd both come out in her car, and leaving
her out there at the mercy of the desert wouldn't have done at all. I
think at one point I started crying gently into her hair, careful so I
wouldn't wake her up
Another man could have blamed her, could have seen her as
something dirty that had duped him. I knew better. I slid my arm
out from under her and pulled away as it occurred to me that this
wasn't going to just disappear.
I had always been a good man. I was good to my wife, to my
children. I had stayed away from vices. This wasn't like me at all.
Standing naked in the middle of nowhere, I tried to resist
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looking down at her body, rising and falling with breath, the blanket
draped over her, making an outline, a perfect outline. She wasn't
instantly beautiful, but had the kind of face you had to figure out,
and then it was beautiful.
When we'd parked out here, she had said that the desert was a
home for spirits, lost souls. She had said it controlled people; it was
so big it became the world to some. That's what some writer had
said in some book. Some book about death. She was afraid of the
desert. Of course, as a man of the cloth I didn't think much of it or
give it much credence.
I put my jeans on and wiped my forehead. My skin was caked
with sweat and sand. I thought about what my congregation would
think. There was no way I was going to hide it; they always know.
Sunday mornings, while you're trying to save them, they're reading
you, looking for something you've swept under the rug. A pastor
is held to a higher standard. I'm supposed to be the mouthpiece
of God, and here I was in the middle of the desert with a woman I
hardly knew.
I gave myself the moment-of-weakness speech. She'd said she
had been running from life in the city, where everyone had turned
out to be some sort of a pervert and you always felt like you were
being watched. I told her I knew the feeling, I lived in a small
town in the Deep South, but I'd grown up in New York. We'd had
a moment of weakness, a lapse of rationality. People get lonely on
New Year's Eve. We were both traveling. We were both vulnerable.
God is merciful.
I told myself I could fix it. I circled the little camp we'd made;
her car and a fire burning on vague Eagle Scout memories. I didn't
want to face her when she woke up. I didn't want to face her or my
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congregation or God or anyone.
She'd sat at my table because we were the only two in the place
who weren't drinking. She hated alcohol, she said. Her name was
Wendy. I never told her what I was. I think somehow she picked up
on the fact that I was a halfway decent human being though.
I was more than that. It may sound prideful, and that shames
me, but up to that point, I had always been sure of my godly nature.
I was selfless and loving. I was the man I had always aspired to be.
My wife and children were saved and devout. Countless others
owed their salvation in part to me and my ministry. Everything I did
was to the glory of God. I had built myself a perfect Holy life.
Clutching my hair and gritting my teeth, I kept pacing and
trying to decide if I should wake her up and take her back or let her
sleep. It was a full moon, and it was a big moon. I'd never seen it
look so big. We were far enough away from man-made light that the
night sky shimmered.
"I am laid low in the dust," I said. Psalm 118. Ever since I was a
child, I'd loved the psalms. "Renew my life according to your word."
Another coyote cried. I got suddenly cold for a second. "O Lord,
hear my prayer, listen to my cry for mercy." Psalm 143. I wasn't
really saying the words, just reciting them. "In your faithfulness and
righteousness come to my relief. Do not bring your servant into
judgement, for no one living is..."
I stopped pacing right in front of her. A little wind ruffled her
red hair, melding it with the orange sand. Her shadow flickered in
the firelight, dancing recklessly, dangerously. She'd had a certain
grace about her, a certain kindness you could see just by looking at
her. But there was also a kind of sadness.
I went on with the psalm. "The enemy pursues me, he crushes
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me to the ground. He makes me dwell in the darkness like those
long dead."
The fire was already low, and I kicked dirt in it to put it out. It
kept going.
I heard the drums for the first time all night then. I'd heard
them before; I'd always heard them as long as I could remember, but
never so loud. From time to time, they'd rumble quietly, just loud
enough for me to feel the rhythm. I tried to go on- "So my spirit
grows faint within me..."- but I couldn't remember anything else.
I could have sworn the drums were real this time. Pa-da-pam
pa-da-pam. My pulse throbbed with them. I opened the door of her
car and sat inside. I thought that might drown them out.
It didn't. They were the same drums I always heard. Pa-da-pam
pa-da-pam. Lust and coveting. Pa-da-pam pa-da-pam. Temptation
and resistance. Pa-da-pam pa-da-pam.
I tried to find something to distract me. There were a couple of
empty fast food cups in the cup holders and a duffel bag in the back
seat. The radio looked tempting, but I didn't want to wake her up
or run down the car's battery. I dug through her glove compartment.
It was filled with maps and makeup. I needed something to distract
me- too much nervous energy, so I toyed with the little compact of
blush as the drums got louder. I took a tube of lipstick in my hand.
I tried to resist, but it was impossible to move free of the rhythm as
I got out of the car and stood near her again. Looking down at her I
couldn't help the impure thoughts from welling up inside me as the
drums crescendoed. Pa-da-pam pa-da-pam. Violence and flesh. Pada-pam pa-da-pam. Guilt and despair.
I knelt by her head and opened the tube, smearing lipstick on
her face like war paint. Luckily, she didn't wake up. When I stood
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up and looked at her again, she didn't repel me like I'd hoped; in
fact, she was even more desirable. I slid the war paint into my
pocket. Her shadow still danced in the flicker flicker of the firelight
as it smoldered to coals. Her shadow danced, pulsing with the
drums.
Pa-da-pam-hate, Pa-da-pam-death, Pa-da-pam-lust, Pa-da-pamblood.
I threw my head back to blind myself in the burning moon,
but it didn't work. The faint hazy spot it left faded in a few short
moments.
Staggering from our campsite and into the darkness of the
open desert, I told myself I would be forgiven, that I could resist
the temptation after this, that a lesson had been learned. God is
merciful. I staggered off towards the sound of the drums. Coyotes
called again; harmony. Music in the desert. She had watched the
others around us as we talked. Some had been dancing. She'd told
me she didn't dance, but she'd try if I wanted to. I had politely
declined.
Still naked from the waist up, I fell to my knees and picked up
handfuls of dust, trying to scour my hands, trying to clean the sins
from them. They felt dirty. I could still feel her skin on my palms,
on my fingertips.
"Hey, Steve."
Donald Pool had been my best friend in grammar school. "Hey
Donnie." Shouldn't he have aged? I thought. "What are you doing
here?"
"Who's the girl, Steve? Is she your girlfriend?" He stressed the
word the way kids do; the way they make it sound accusatory and
taboo.
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"Don't mind her," I said. "I have to get away from here."
"It's gonna be a long night Steve." He looked sympathetic.
"Real long."
I looked up at him. I missed him sometimes. "Go home,
Donnie. You're not safe here."
"Neither are you, Steve." He got on his knees. "Been a long
time, Steve."
"Yeah, I guess it has."
"Remember when we fought Jimmy Tench? Remember him?"
He scrubbed his skin with sand the way I did, from his wrists to the
short sleeves of his baseball shirt. "He used to pick on everybody.
Remember that time you put his lights out? Remember all of us
cheering you on? The drums?"
When he said that, they got a little louder. Donnie never knew
about the drums. But they had been there that day. Pa-da-pam pada-pam. I had taken Jimmy Tench off his feet with one blow. All
the kids in the neighborhood had cheered for me. Pa-da-pam pa-dapam. I didn't let it rest, though; I had thrown myself on top of him
and choked him and hit him as the drums got louder.
"Get out of here Donnie," I said. "Go home."
He looked at me like he was going to cry, and sauntered back
into the darkness.
I scrubbed my skin harder, but I couldn't shake that feeling of
being marked. I went farther into the darkness, following the sound
of the drums.
I smelled cigarette smoke. When we were in that little place
before we came out here, she had smoked. She'd said it was her only
vice, and I'd said there were certainly worse vices, but she still felt
ashamed.
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"It's perfectly disgusting."
It wasn't Wendy. "Hello, Mother," I squeaked. I couldn't look
her in the eye.
"Steven, I'm terribly disappointed with you." She took a
quick, noisy drag from the cigarette. "Out here with that kind of a
woman...A slut, Steven. You should be ashamed."
My insides sunk when she said that. A choking feeling was
welling up in my throat. "Yes, Mother." I wanted to tell her it was
my fault. I didn't want her to talk about Wendy that way.
"What will your father think?"
I gagged on the sobs in my throat. My father was going to kill
me. "Leave, Mother."
She dropped her cigarette on the ground and twisted her foot
over it. "Don't you talk to me that way. No son should talk to his
mother that way. You should be-"
"Mother! Leave." I looked at her face and almost enjoyed the
expression, open mouth, horrified eyes. I thought about attacking
her like Jimmy Tench. I thought about attacking her like I'd
thought about it a thousand times as the drums pounded around me.
She shrank back slowly.
I took the compact from my pocket and smeared it over my
face wildly. A chorus of coyotes and birds of prey fumbled over the
rhythm. I stood up. A howl was rising from my ribs, but I stopped
it. I wasn't afraid anymore of God striking me dead. I welcomed it.
"Get a switch," my father said. He'd said it a million times. It
was a natural response to him, like sneezing. I ducked my head and
obediently picked up prickly tumbleweed. My father stuck out his
hand for it, and I thrust in his direction. He pulled back reflexively,
a little trickle of blood making a line down his hand. I watched him
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stare at it. It was the deepest red, scary and powerful like the fury of
Hell and the essence of woman and the sound of the drums. I was
drawn to it. "Give me the switch, son."
I did. I ran at him, and he didn't even try to move. The thorns
tore across his skin with a scraping sound, like metal on metal. He
screamed in perfect pitch with the coyotes. I swung in time with the
drums, letting them possess me. They were the puppeteers. Pa-dapam pa-da-pam. Pain and lightning.
I danced around his body.
"Steve?"
Sharon Field lived down the street. She was a senior at my high
school when I was a freshman. "Steve? What are you doing?"
I didn't even bother to answer her. I had spent whole summers
riding my bike past her house as she tanned herself on her front lawn
in an achingly revealing bathing suit. She was wearing it then, too,
in the darkness of the desert. All those summers she had laughed at
me as the drums pulsed pa-da-pam-pam. But in the desert she only
looked frightened. I took her in my arms forcefully and kissed her.
Wendy had told me on our drive out here that she usually didn't
do anything this impulsive. I'd said I never did either.
I dropped Sharon in the sand. She stared at me with a scared
look in her eyes. While she drove, Wendy had said that the men in
her life had all turned out to be crazy. I knelt next to Sharon and
painted her face. Maybe Wendy had seen that I was different. I was
a decent man. A perfect Holy life. I tore Sharon's bathing suit off
and the warm sand swallowed her whole.
Now the drums were all that were. Pa-da-pam pa-da-pam.
Drawing me in, dancing. There was a circle of us, faces painted,
bloodthirsty. Fire shot up in the center. I spit into my hands and
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rubbed them together, pointing my palms up to the night sky. A
man in animal skins gave me a drink from a hollow horn. The
drums surrounded me and I submitted. I let the throbbing sound
speed through me.
I cried to God. I cried for an angel. An angel to wrestle
like Jacob did. I needed to fight God, let him smite me. And if
I overcame him, so be it. I was Isaac under Abraham's knife. I
didn't flinch, I just moved with the pace of the drums. I wanted my
burning bush, my host of cherubim. I deserved it after all. God had
every reason to be incensed with me. I was a fickle child making a
mess to get attention from his absent father.
I was yelling. "Come on! I've turned away from you. Do you
see this? Come here and strike me down. Strike me down."
I was ready. I was unworthy, and I wanted to face my
punishment like a man. I didn't want to wait. And I didn't want to
simply be handed grace. That was too easy; I wanted to suffer for it.
I wanted a dramatic absolution. I wanted forty years of wandering,
I wanted plagues, I wanted leprosy. I wanted it all; I deserved it.
Bring me that long night of suffering; bring me that anguish so that I
may be cleansed.
Suddenly the reality of what I was doing hit me. I threw myself
face down in the dirt, laid low in the dust. It was dark again, and
silent. The Fear of God sped through me. I cowered in the sand
with my arms stretched out.
"Go on, turn him over or something."
It was a group of kids. There was Donnie Pool and Frank
Bishop. A few other kids were there too, but I really didn't
remember their names. It was that day we saw the man in the
woods. We'd been playing some game out there and Frank had seen
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him first.
He was face down, and his arms were pointing straight out, and
we thought he was sleeping. I heard the drums then. That's why I
was scared. There was some big kid-1 couldn't remember his namewho dared me to go wake him up. I didn't want to, but they called
me names.
Pa-da-pam "faggot," pa-da-pam "nancy boy."
I nudged him with my foot first. Nothing but the drums faintly
in the distance. I knelt and shook him with my hand on his
shoulder. I shook him harder and harder in time with the drums,
and as they came over me louder and louder I turned him over.
There in the desert all those years later his face was just as vivid.
One eye swollen closed, purple-blue skin, cheek torn open, blood
streaming, maggots burrowing around his mouth. I wasn't scared.
Once I saw his face fear melted into a kind of guilty excitement.
The other boys ran away to the rhythm of the drums, and I stayed
with him for hours.
I danced around him, letting my incarnate child free. I saw
my father on his deathbed and didn't feel a glimmer of remorse. I
saw Jimmy Tench and Sharon Field. I saw my wife greeting at the
sanctuary doors. The drums possessed me. Words, foreign words
poured out of me, strange frightening sounds.
I howled, desperate, grasping for something, smearing the war
paint on my chest and dancing to the pa-da-pam pa-da-pam drums
thundering. Fires shot up from the sand, and I ran like a banshee
into the darkness.
She had said that the desert was a home for spirits, lost souls.
She had said it was seductive, that it was so big it became the world
to some. I didn't look back as I left. I marched to the pulsing drums
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and felt my exteriors falling away leaving just the core. The desert
called me, seducing me.
"It's gonna be a long night Steve." Donnie showed teeth when
he smiled. "Real long."
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Cells
Do they know their part in the whole? Do bone cells, for instance,
packed tightly like
Jews in a boxcar know that together they are hard and brittle? Do
they ridicule the blood
cells for being too soft or the nerve cells for their constant chatter?
Is there prejudice
within our own bodies, or is the body a family—muscle cells second
cousins
to the brain cells?
How do we move from the inside out? Do red blood cells dance
down streams of liquid or rub against each other in a claustrophobic
space?
Are sloughed skin cells like sailors jumping off a sinking vessel or
are they the weak-willed, too tired to hang on? Do cells shake when
they laugh?
Do they laugh?
When they fatten with coils of duplicate chromosomes is the
eventual division a relief? Do cells sigh at the though of more room
beneath the membrane and repetitions
of a growth cycle? Or is it agonizing to cleave from itself, to feel its
insides line up
in the middle then split, tear? Does a cell dread anaphase the way
we fear
inevitable loss? Or is division expected, trained for, as simple as a
step out the door?
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Maddalena: La Vita Eremitica
She hid her shame, retreating to the blind
jungle, where creatures neither judge nor lust.
Her generous hair cloaked her shriveled breast,
as, like Eve, modest leaves hid her ruined
spirit from the watchful eyes of Heaven.
She fed her future with her rotting past,
dug her own grave inside her dusty flesh,
to obey her self-styled punishment.
As Maddalena, dying, searched for grace,
whispered a prayer asking for her pardon,
courier ravens greeted her with bread;
a miracle transformed them into bone.
She ate her last earthly meal, giving praise
to whom she had seen risen from the dead.
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FICTION
3RD PLACE

Growing Up
a

ello? Anybody home?" I threw my car keys onto the
empty kitchen table and headed to the fridge for an after
. school snack. When I was in elementary school, my

mom would prepare sliced apples with a cinnamon-peanut butter
dip for my two siblings and I to enjoy as we confessed the triumphs
and tragedies of our school day. I scrounged around in the kitchen
for something edible, finally settling on tortilla chips and salsa.
After filling a bowl with chips and dribbling salsa on top, I began to
search the house for signs of familial life.
I walked through the living room to the staircase. The house
was silent; I paused at the bottom of the stairs to listen. I couldn't
hear any noise, but maybe that was because I was munching loudly
on my tortilla chips. As a little kid, I had learned which stairs made
the most noise, so I could sneak downstairs during naptime and
play with my toys. 1 never was all that successful, mainly because
my mom would either be reading a book on the couch in the living
room or doing laundry down in the basement. I crept up the squeaky
steps, skipping the third one and then the fifth one from the top. I
paused at the top of the stairs and peeked into my brother's room
on the right. The door was plastered with comic book hero cutouts,
and his name, Johnny, was punched out on a street sign hanging
on a nail. I wasn't sure if he actually was in his room or not. He
might have been napping on his bed, but there was too much junk
lying around to be able to tell. I noticed the vanilla Glade plug-in,
situated on the outlet outside his door. I smiled; my mom and I had
discussed different ways to cover up the disgusting boy odor that
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emanated from his room. This had been my suggestion.
Turning to my left, I could finally hear some signs of life; my
parents' bedroom was straight ahead. I tiptoed to the open door of
my parents' room, with the intention of popping in and scaring my
mom. Avoiding the creaky boards on the floor, I stuck my head in
the doorway, ready to pounce.
Mom was situated on a chair facing away from the door, staring
out the window as she talked on the phone. The combination of
my mom's vibrantly red hair and the brightly colored fall leaves that
filled the backyard was a beautiful sight. Mom was truly a beautiful
woman. She had a baby doll face, one that in her mid-twenties had
made her look like she was still twelve. I hesitated; something wasn't
normal. My mom's voice broke as she talked in a quiet voice, "And
then, I overheard her say that we were self-absorbed and slothful,
just because we didn't support her PTA fundraising. Ben and I have
a tight budget, Mom. There is no way I can work a job, be a mom,
and find time to co-manage some rummage sale." Mom wiped a
tear as it trickled down her face. "Really, this woman is completely
unreasonable. She'll be so sickly-sweet to me in person, but when
I'm not there, she'll talk about my family like we're a bunch of
uneducated, uncivilized fools." Mom squeezed the phone so tightly,
her knuckles turned white. "I would never talk to her again except
for the fact that Ben and her husband, Joseph, are great friends. I
don't know what to do. I don't want Ben to treat her differently, but
he always wants to have them over for dinner. I know I can't hold a
guise much longer."
I stepped back from the door and leaned against the wall outside
her room. Sinking down to the carpet below, my brow furrowed in
frustration. The Fuller's were long time family friends. My dad had
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met Mr. Fuller when my sister and I started playing little people
soccer. They had coached our team together and become great
buddies. My sister, who was currently away at college, and I always
secretly disliked Mrs. Fuller and her spiky, dirt-blonde hair. She had
a stiff frame and always seemed to glare at us like a French teacher
would at a student speaking rubbish. Her husband, Joseph, was great;
he had an easy laugh. He always reminded my sister and me of our
Ken dolls: tall, tan, brown hair, white teeth. Their two sons were
the main sources of heartbreak for many girls in our small town,
including my sister and me. We all had gone to the same school at
some point, the only one in town, but we rarely talked to each other.
I don't know why we weren't such great friends, we used to splash
around in the Fuller's baby pool when we were cute little naked kids.
Doesn't that sound like the recipe for a life-long friendship?
I listened to mom cry on the phone to Grandma for a bit and
then headed off to my own room with my bowl of chips, deflated and
wishing for the better times of the past when people were nice and I
was innocent.
I sat at the wooden kitchen table, my feet curled under the
chair. The toes of my socks slipped on the beige-tiled floor. I flipped
through the pages of my geometry book, listening to my parents talk
about their day. The page was a blur of angles and words; I couldn't
really concentrate. I looked up from my homework to observe
my parents. They seemed to have forgotten my presence, a rare
occurrence.
A huge stack of dishes was piled on the grey counter to the left
side of the stainless steel sink. My mom was mindlessly scrubbing the
the sticky residue of caramel from the sponge-blue dessert plates. We
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had eaten caramel apples, the last ones of the fall season.
My parents had started doing the dishes together when they first
got married. They had continued the tradition until my sister was in
7th grade. Then they decided that she might need the responsibility
and relinquished the chore to her. A short while later, she swindled
me into the duty and managed to escape scot-free for about a week.
My parents punished her by giving her the more satisfactory job of
doing her own laundry and begrudgingly reclaimed their beloved
task.
They did the dishes every night. Forming a pseudo-assembly
line, Mom would wash while Dad dried. The glasses always were
cleaned first, then the plates, the serving dishes, the cooking dishes
and lastly, the utensils. What had caught my attention on this night
was the stiff silence that had permeated the room and crept into my
mind, distracting me from studying theorems. Dad's right hip leaned
against the counter; he dried a plate, gazing intently at Mom as if
trying to read some hidden expression. His salt and pepper hair was a
vivid contrast to her shiny, red tresses. While Mom had the face of a
child, Dad's face showed the sun-weathering affects of wrinkles. The
kitchen window was dark with the winter night, serving as a dim
mirror of mom's reflection. She stared fixedly at the faucet on the
left side of the sink, occasionally glancing down to check and see if
the plate was free of debris. Her eyebrows came together and a slight
frown appeared on her face as she scrubbed an especially stubborn
piece of food.
"I talked with Joseph Fuller today." Dad commented. Still facing
her, he placed the shiny, sanitized dish on the increasing stack of
clean plates. "He mentioned that Jenny had been trying to call you,
but that you'd always been unattainable." The degree of her frown
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increased slightly and she glanced over at Dad. Finishing up her
dish, she placed it in the rinse sink and fished around in the sink for
another one to scrub.
"Really?" She asked, "I guess I was never around when she
called." Dad rinsed a recently scrubbed plate in the scalding hot
water and then plucked it from the rinse sink. Gently wiping every
molecule of water from its surface, he continued to scrutinize Mom.
"Well, maybe we should have them over sometime soon, so
Jenny doesn't feel as though you are trying to avoid her." Bearing
a grimace of frustration, Mom searched around the mismatched
kitchen for the cooking dishes. "Are you?" Dad asked, pausing midwipe and turning from the sink.
For the first time, my parents stepped out of their self-consumed
bubble and noticed me. Dad coughed and turned back to the sink to
continue drying the dishes, gazing at me in the window's reflection.
Mom glanced at me, a smile of relief on her lips, as she lifted the
frying pan off the stove. I looked down at my book and realized that
I was on the wrong page.
I lay on my bed missing the companionship of my older sister
and listening to the rumble of voices emanating from my parents'
bedroom. When I was little, I never realized what was going on
around me. Oblivious to conflict, I lived in my own, perfect little
world, unaware and without a care. Although I had developed
affections for certain people and avoided others, those choices were
made purely out of preference, not for any valid, deterring reasons.
My parents had shielded me from pain in a lot of ways, but now I
was old enough to understand such conflicts and thought I had a
right to be involved. I sat up in my bed abruptly, frustrated with
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my parents for treating me like I was still a little kid. How foolish
were they to think that I would remain completely oblivious to any
problems?
Kicking off the clean, linen sheets and flower-patterned
comforter, I pushed myself off the bed and marched toward the door.
I stumbled over my book bag and a stack of dirty laundry, composed
of clothes and sheets, and fell to the ground in a heap. I lay on the
carpeted floor, wrestling with the sheets that had somehow managed
to wrap themselves around my ankles. My efforts to elude my captors
only created a greater mess and my long, blonde hair added to the
struggle, smothering me and creating tangles. Perhaps if I wasn't so
frustrated, this scene would have been a source of rueful amusement,
but it only served to increase my irritation.
The ceiling light flicked on and I huffed the hair out of my
face, exasperated and ready to yell out all my frustrations. I looked
towards the door and was met with the shaking shoulders of my
parents as they tried to withhold their laughter. My mom walked
over to me and nudged me on the shoulder with her foot. "What
happened?" she asked, kneeling down to unwind the sheets from my
ankles.
I groaned and sat up slowly. "I was coming to yell at you for
keeping me awake."
"Oh, yeah?" said Dad, as he held out his hands for me grab.
Hoisting me up, he encompassed me in a giant bear hug. Mom
brushed the hair out of my face with her fingers, pausing at my chin
to hold it in place as she looked deeply into my eyes.
"Yeah. I was mad at you for excluding me from your argument."
Mom's eyebrows furrowed gently and she turned to lead me over
to the edge of the bed. We sat down and she continued to brush
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out the tangles deep in my hair. Dad sat on my desk chair facing
the both of us and looked at me, his gray eyes wrinkling in thought
as he listened. "I overheard Mom talking on the phone today and
I knew what was bothering her after dinner. It didn't seem fair to
me that you guys left me out." Dad smiled softly at Mom and raised
his eyebrows. I turned to look at Mom and saw they were involved
in the eye-talk, the language my sister and I were never able to
understand.
"I guess that we had to resolve some things before we could
bring you into it," he said looking down at his hands.
"Yeah, but I'm on the same team as you." I said, frustration
waning.
"Sure you are, Honey, but that doesn't mean we're going to
fill you in on every little thing that comes up. We did survive for
twenty-so years without you mediating our arguments; I think we'll
still able to resolve the issues that occur on our own."
Mom pulled my hair out of the way and kissed my cheek.
"Thanks for caring, Sweetheart, but we'll let you know when we
need you to get involved. Now, how 'bout you get some sleep."
I leaned back into my bed and mom pulled the sheet up,
straightening out the comforter, her red hair brushing my forehead
as she bent down to kiss me. Mom walked toward the door, avoiding
the mountain of clothes that had been my trap. Dad smiled at me
and turned to follow Mom, closing the door as he left. I punched my
pillow, frustrated with the situation. I couldn't wait to grow up and
be treated like a real person.
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JUDGE'S COMMENTS:
"Growing Up," a rite-of-passage, coming-of-age story, rings true
because it doesn't settle for easy, artificial resolution. The story's
greatest strength is its first-person narrator. In her confliction and
ambiguous frustration, we can recognize aspects of our own alwaysevolving selves.
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POETRY

La Belle Dame Sans Merci:
From the Quy's Point of View
It started in the park one day,
Seemingly by accident. Walking
By a grove of trees, I saw The Woman.
My first impression? A pair of eyes
So gorgeous that I didn't see how cold
The blue orbs were. Nor certainly how cruel.
You know, I'd heard all those tales of cruel
And heartless damsels. In Arthur's day,
They'd use their calculated, cold
Reason to stop a poor knight walking
His hapless way through life. Mocking eyes
Seduced sweetly in the faces of these women.
I laughed at the stories. No woman
No matter how sensual, how cruel,
Could draw me with tantalizing eyes
To my "doom." Until in the park, that day,
While enjoying life, and walking,
That pair of blue eyes stopped me cold.
My body went from hot to cold,
And while staring at her I cursed this woman
Who so easily, by her slow-sliding walking,
Could trap me and hold me with power incredibly cruel...
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And change me. Not just for that day,
But forever, imprisoned by a pair of ice-blue eyes.
Like an idiotic dog, I pursued those eyes,
And continued to follow her, through heat and cold,
Through seasons, towns and endless days.
She teased me, she mocked me; every woman,
I suppose, knows how to use those wiles, in a cruel
And strangely gloating way, still leading me and walking.
What happens to the knights in the tale? Their walking
Stops forever; stopped, in fact, by that same pair of eyes
That seduced them in the first place. The cruel
Eyes that caught me have also left me cold.
I've died, too. It's ridiculous that a woman
Used me, then discarded me, the easy work of a summer's day.
While walking in any store—it could be any random dayWoman could make a slave of you, seducing with her eyes.
The femme fatale still exists; she's cold, and just as cruel.
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POETRY

Plague Tract #3: Miasma
".. ,[T]he problem was how to keep out of the way of the dreadful
miasma, the infected air which borne generally by the south wind, carried
death from land to land." (Philip Ziegler, The Black Death)

A thick vapor hung
over doomed cities.
On certain nights
a dark whisp
streaked the moon
foretelling the Plague's
next movement.
In the time before
germ theory,
this thought held sway:
that to live
under the wrong sky
was to die
from simply breathing.
Has it ever
been otherwise?
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NON-FICTION
[ST PLACE

On My Brother's Childhood
Cancer

I

was seven years old when my brother, a highly-verbal, slow-

to-develop fourteen year old was diagnosed with cancer.
Hodgkin's disease. A lymphoma.

"The best kind of cancer to get," the doctor told my mother,

then added hastily, "if you have to get any kind." Along with
instructions on how to prevent bedsores and several business cards
of recommended family counselors, the statistics were dealt out
later, in a mauve and yellow hospital room with a plaque on the
door that read, "Reserved for" and a wipe-off board where you could
fill in the name of the latest shocked and bereaved family.
And the statistics were promising. The doctor hadn't lied:
Hodgkin's disease is the most common, and therefore the most
commonly treated cancer in children and adolescents. Though
large, filling two-thirds of his chest cavity, my brother's tumor
hadn't metastasized. There is an 80% survival rate for someone
of his age and stage of tumor development. Avenues other than
chemotherapy have proved effective in treatment. There is always
hope.
Four in five chance he'd make it—those were his odds. Strange
that they give odds on the probability of a child's existence, as
though we would then take a pool, and place bets, and whoever
came out on top would win the whole kitty. What really happens:
we keep silent, and fear death, and those inclined to feel optimistic
inhale deep, steadying breaths.
When a child is diagnosed with cancer, many abnormalities
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confront a family. Thoughts, actions and words which before
the diagnosis would have seemed unthinkable, undoable and
unspeakable are suddenly commonplace, a given. Where there
were once only two pre-purchased headstones, the family now has
to worry about the possibility of needing a third. The siblings are
sent away over the mountains to grandmother's house, because the
potential of having to explain what is happening to their brother
with the tubes and the convulsions and the blue dye marks all over
his feet is too much for the parents to manage at that—or at any—
moment. And the child is asked about his favorite songs and psalms,
and who he wants to invite to his 15th birthday party, if they decide
to hold it early, if the doctors say three months and his birthday isn't
for another six.
The days and hours prior to the call which confirms or denies
a parent's greatest fear, before the biopsy results come in, are full of
empty space. The waiting, the holding pattern might be the cruelest
thing. During that long and draining time, there is still hope,
there is still the chance that you might emerge unscathed, a bullet
barely grazing your cheek. But until then you are paralyzed: unable
to play defense because you can't even see what's advancing upon
you, unable to play offense because doing so requires owning the
situation, and you haven't yet been given permission to own it. The
phone gives you that permission. Every time the phone rings—and
at the beginning it rings constantly—it can mean only one of three
things: "yes," "no," "still waiting." There are parents all over the
world who have answered that ringing phone and met the news of a
negative biopsy with relief and gratitude and an "oh dear God thank
you Jesus" utterance from their lips and hearts even if they hadn't
believed since third grade Sunday School. My parents received a
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different call in the summer of 1988. While my dad was at work,
my mom picked up the phone, heard the verdict, calmly found her
purse, walked past my sister and I, got into the car and drove away.
Later on she would tell me that she wept out loud in the car but
composed herself by the time she got to the house where my brother
was staying the night with some close family friends. She knocked
on the door and waited. When it opened she simply said his name,
"Andrew." He came and she took him by the arm, pulling him out
the door, saying over her shoulder to the confused people standing
on the threshold, "It's bad. It's cancer."
And so we adjusted, and the routines quickly began. They chose
to attack the cancer through radiation first, because chemotherapy
could always be used as a last-ditch attempt. So my brother went
to high school in the mornings and once a week was picked up
in the afternoon by my mother. They drove the twenty minute
drive over the bridge into Seattle to the University of Washington
Medical Center and School where he was submitted to all sorts of
tests and treatments. For what was supposed to be nearly the best
care in the world, the trade-off was this: Andrew as a human guinea
pig, waiting patiently for the med student to try yet again to find a
vein to draw blood. After about the eighth unsuccessful stick, the
student moves to the other arm, and only once she has achieved the
desired results, three small vials of O-Positive, does she send Andrew
upstairs to oncology.
Most days, because traffic crossing the bridge was heavy and the
wait was long with only two people, my mom would take me with
her to Andrew's appointments. The carpool lanes were empty and
with three people we could breeze past the backups on the s-curves
and the bottleneck as four lanes narrowed into two right before we
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got onto Evergreen Point Floating Bridge. I came to know that
medical hospital and most of its waiting rooms intimately, with their
aquamarine tanks of tropical fish, cheerful installation art and torn
children's books on the end tables.
At some point in the hours following Andrew's treatment,
which included drinking a large glass of thick silver sludge called
Barium and then lying on a table while specific areas of his body
were radiated in the hopes of shrinking the tumor, it was almost
certain that he would throw up. So I was also familiar with all the
grayish spots in the corridors where he had once bent down and
vomited on the floor, where the chemicals given him combined with
his natural stomach acid ate away at the tile, leaving the spot just
noticeable, if you knew where to look. No matter what the weather,
on the drive back home my brother's car window stayed rolled down,
so he could just lean his head over and be sick outside, whether we
were on the freeway, or stopped at a light.
In the summer, when it became obvious that radiation was
slowing the tumor, but surgery would also be inevitable, my sister
and I were sent to our grandmother's house for three weeks. This
was a break from normalcy, and one my mother had fought against,
but it was unavoidable because two small girls only get underfoot
in the long days of hospitalization. So Andrew had his spleen
removed, for reasons I still don't quite understand, though I'm
sure in a roundabout way it saved his life; and then we returned.
The tests began and the good news came, the emancipation word:
remission.
I can't recall a single conversation I had with my brother during
those three years. Silence and conversely, laughter were both a large
part of the way our family communicated with each other. I can
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remember my parents teasing, saying that the reason Andrew had
cancer was because he hated broccoli and had always refused to eat
it, "so eat up." Though even at the time I knew it was said in jest,
the unknown nature of cancer's source lent my parents' joke a sort
of voodoo power. Who knew why he had cancer; who knew what
prevented it, what caused it? For years I believe in broccoli's ability
to prevent cancer.
Other ways of dealing with the reality of malignancy seemed
equally superstitious. Three times my father and my brother spent an
evening in our church sanctuary, surrounded by solid men of faith
who laid hands on my brother's body and asked God to miraculously
intervene and rid his body of the cancer. Three times shadows
appeared on chest x-rays only to turn nothing up during exploratory
surgery. Three times we thanked God with wary hearts, wondering
when next the phone would ring.
One of my most vivid recollections is of the second phone
call, two years later, the one confirming Andrew's relapse. It was
November, a couple days before my ninth birthday. My mom and
I were happily going through a cookbook, deciding which cake she
would bake for my special day. The call came and her face went
ashen. Absent-mindedly she shut the cookbook and that year, no
birthday cake. This time the cancer had spread to lymph nodes
under his arm. Back into treatment. After the promise of remission,
to hear there's been a relapse is to realize that every night you spent
sleeping half-upright in a hospital chair listening to your son's jerky
breath in the bed beside you has mounted nothing against an elusive
and persistent malignancy. So my sister and I continued going to
school, as did Andrew, my parents continued going to work and
we all continued going to church, taking communion every fourth
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Sunday and praying silently at every opportunity for healing, or at
least respite.
For my family, the advent of Andrew's sick years also ushered
in a new, more extravagant way of life. My parents— the son
of a coal miner and the daughter of a preacher—were naturally
thrifty. Due to that, and to their dissenters blood, they were also
fairly unconventional. For instance, we used to have to request
permission to open the refrigerator door. And because of its
economical value, my parents always bought powdered milk, never
mind the small clumps and gobs of gooeyness that drifted slowly
to the top if it wasn't stirred well enough—and it was never stirred
well enough. We were forbidden from the television except for The
Cosby Show, the Olympics and the occasional Hallmark Hall of
Fame movie. But with Andrew's diagnosis came a leniency toward
eating whenever we felt like it, the routine purchasing of 2% milk
in order to introduce a little extra fat into his diet, and an easygoing
attitude toward television, whether it was a PBS educational on
leopards or All My Children.
The most embarrassing thing to admit is that my memories of all
the years when cancer's presence surrounded my brother are framed
solely in terms of myself. The smallest and most petty things are
what stand out to me—not the pain my brother suffered, but the
fact that he was brought gifts, stuffed animals, balloons, books, and
ice-cream by people who had never given me anything. Later on
he would tell me about the hours when he would lie in his bedroom
on the far side of the house after coming back from treatment, able
to hear the voices of our family, feeling like death was circling at
that very moment, but not wanting to bother us so not calling out
for anyone. But that is not in my own memory, mine holds only the
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insignificant details about the size of the hospital swimming pool,
and how other kids who had brothers and sisters with cancer got to
go to a special camp in the summer, but I never did.
Most of these stories and moments are told to me by my brother,
on this side of death, looking back at a period in his life which
simply was. Andrew does not profess that cancer "shaped" him in
any except the most literal way—a scar five and a half inches long
and a centimeter wide runs from his belly-button to his diaphragm,
a permanent stripe that indicates to those in the know: survivor.
But of course cancer shaped him, as it shaped all of us. His body
got cancer, but it was something we all got, something our family
received.
To have cancer, to have a child with cancer, to have a brother
with cancer: you are changed by these experiences. My brother
was changed. I was changed. My family was changed. It seems the
most obvious possible thing a person could say, but it's also the most
truthful.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:
This essay's emotional accuracy and lucidity, as well as its
graceful style, won me over. The writing is clear-headed and clean,
sympathetic yet unsparing, and remarkably free of sentimentality, a
real achievement with a subject as easily sentimentalized as this one.
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NONFICTION

Joe's Mem-Wars: a Theodicy
ONE: How to Spell Memwar and Brittany Spears
hese pieces are part of a longer thingee I call my memwars. I started calling the thingee that because, when I'm
writing early drafts, I try not to worry about spelling. When
I got around to revising, I decided that I'd just leave it because I
like my spelling better than the traditional one. That's also why I
spell Britney Spears' name as Brittany. I figure my spelling is better.
Speaking of her, I heard the other day that she had written an
autobiography or something. So, I guess I can too. I might have to
spell my name, Jo, though. Like Thom does.
I know some people might think I don't have much to write
about. After all, I'm not a retired general, war hero, actor, or
terrorist. My parents didn't come over from Ireland and eat dirt and
stuff. If they did, I guess I still wouldn't talk about it. They were
alcoholics though, so maybe this mem-war could be successful if I
really expose the dark abusive underbelly of suburban American
in the 50s. But I probably won't. Come to think of it, I think this
should be called a "Meta MemWar." I'm not sure what that means,
but most of us don't know what "Meta Marketing" is either; yet we
pay people a lot of money to do it.
Maybe this isn't really a mem-war anyway. Maybe it's just
some memories, like that song from Cats (which is, unfortunately,
also known as that song by Barbra Streisand). I have some pretty
powerful memories. Some I guess I'll remember for the first time
as I'm writing about those days. Some I'll probably be making up.
Some, I won't know for sure which. Neither will you, dear reader.
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You ought to know something about me. I tend to think that
Life is Beautiful. That's the name of my favorite movie. Well,
truthfully, that's my second favorite movie. My favorite movie is Joe
vs. the Volcano. That's a long story. If you listen long enough you'll
hear it. By the way, since you asked, my three least favorite movies,
in order, are Matrix 3, Matrix 2, and Matrix 1. What, you query?
How can so many people be wrong? Have you ever heard of Good
Friday? Of the House of Representatives? Of the 1970s? Many and
wrong fit together comfortably.
Anyway, as I said, Brittany Spears has an autobiography out or
in the works or something. I know this is true because I heard Jay
Leno say it on the Tonight Show. That last statement, by itself, tells
you something crucial and sad about the culture in which I live.
But the point I'm trying to make is this: if you, dear reader, have
no idea who Brittany Spears is when you read this, we will know
two things are true. First, Andy Warhol was right about celebrity
("fifteen minutes of fame"). Second, my optimistic attitude about
the world being a good place and all will be proven true. Stupidity,
superficiality, and vulgarity (not to mention implants) cannot keep
stupid, superficial, vulgar (implanted) people afloat for long. I'm
having doubts about this one as soon as I said it. OK, even if all
the Brittany Spears in the world were presented as evidence to the
contrary, I would still say that life has beauty, meaning, and purpose.
Of course, then my theodicy would still have to account for the Fox
Network, Matrix, and Angelulu Jolie. Maybe I should just follow
the advice of Job's wife.
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TWO: Little Golden Books
I came home from a movie tonight and my daughter and my son
and my son's girlfriend were playing a board game. I'm not a big fan
of board games except for games like Trivial Pursuit or the Jeopardy
Home Game by which I can show off all the useless knowledge I
have acquired over the years. I really should have been on that
Regis show and become a millionaire. If, dear reader, by the time
you read this, you don't know who Regis is, I say "God bless you."
And to make it extra special, just imagine that I'm saying it the way
Ingrid Bergman does to Humphrey Bogart at the end of Casablanca.
Talk about a benediction, a good word. Right after Bogie has made
his heroic decision to save mankind and give up the woman he
loves, she turns to him with the weird broad-rimmed hat, which
could only look could on Ingrid Bergman and only in the extreme
soft-focus shot which Greg Toland, the cinematographer, used to
death in that movie. Anyway, she turns to him, a beautiful softlyfocused tear in her softly-focused eye, and says, with her incredibly
sexy European, but anti-Nazi, accent: "Good-bye Rick. And God
bless you."
As I was trying to say, bless you, dear reader, and bless our world
if, by the time you encounter these words the name "Regis Philbin'
means nothing to you. Or, at worst, you remember him only as the
lame side-kick to Joey Bishop on the lame late-night talk show, The
Joey Bishop Show (ABC Network, circa 1968?). Yes I was alive in
1968. People I was in high school in 1968.
But about Golden Books. When I came home the other night,
Lauren (my daughter), Nathan (my son), and Cassie (Nathan's
friend) were playing a board game. I was coming in from seeing a
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movie with my friends Kirk (who's shipping out for the Persian Gulf
in three days) and Ken (an art professor). We had seen The Bridge
on the River Kwai. We kept trying to figure out if the story is set in
Thailand, Burma or what? Was there even a Thailand during World
War II? Or was it called something else? I'm not sure. I know
David Lean, the director (who never saw a panorama that he didn't
like and that he didn't want to film), shot the film in Ceylon.
The fact that I was coming home from seeing a film made in
1957 tells you something important about me. First, that I love
old films and will go out of my way to support places that still show
them. That's why I called up Ken and Kirk and invited them to
come along. Besides, Ken loves war movies. And Kirk, as I said
before, is shipping out in a few days for the Persian Gulf. I don't
know why I keep saying "shipping out for the Persian Gulf' except
that I really like the sound of "shipping out for the Persian Gulf."
Kirk doesn't put it that way. He says, "I'm flying over to Kuwait." I
like my way of putting it better. No wonder we aren't "the greatest
generation." We don't express our commitment to duty and honor
in nearly as romantic a way as we should.
So anyway, I came through the door [I realize in retrospect that
part of the "war" in my mem-wars is the fight to get to the main
idea]. The three kids were playing a board game. Yes, I know I
haven't mentioned what board game it is, but believe me, dear
reader, that's only because it's one of these new-fangled games that
combines several games into one. It would take way too long to
explain it all to you. And I don't even like board games. Besides,
the chapter title clearly tells you that this chapter is about Little
Golden Books, not board games. Please pay attention.
On "the big brown thing" (that's what we call this kind of shelf,
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storage chest, bookshelf thing that's in our kitchen; it's huge—much
bigger than you're imagining as you read this. No, bigger than that.
BIGGER!) were sitting (or, as we say in Indiana, "setting") four
"Little Golden Books." They were, in no particular order: Birds:
A Child's First Book About Our Most Familiar Birds (illustrated
by Eloise Wilkin, 1958); Colors Are Nice (Pictures by Leonard
Shortall, 1962); The Bunny Book (by Patsy Scarry; pictures by
Richard Scarry, 1955); and The Christmas Story (pictures by Eloise
Wilkin, 1952). You may see a pattern here. All these books were
published during my childhood.
In our house, the Little Golden Books are not kept with the
other books or even the other children's books, at least not usually.
They are shelved together in a big brown bookshelf (no not "the
big brown thing"— think smaller and think living room) along
with some other books—children's and others—that have some
sentimental or collectible value. Truthfully, we probably aren't that
organized. There are lots of other books throughout the house (and
at my office) that have sentimental or collectible value. The main
thing that unites the books in that section of the old brown livingroom bookshelf is that they are included as part of the subset known
as "books shelved together in that part of the old brown bookshelf."
If you have a lot of books, you might know what I mean.
The sad thing about Little Golden Books is that they, like all
"Things," fall apart. They especially lose their back covers. And
the back cover is very important. If you're a collector, of course, you
understand that books lose their value if they don't have their back
cover. Used books are rated as being in Fine, Near Fine, Very Good,
Good, Fair, and Poor Conditions (with some pluses and minuses to
complicate things). But books without their back covers better have
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some sentimental value, because they just get rated NBC (no back
cover). The other really important thing about the back cover of
Little Golden Books is that it provides the quickest way of dating
the book and estimating its value. I call it the "Big Bird Test."
Since the popularization of Sesame Street, the back covers of Little
Golden Books have featured Big Bird as the most prominent cartoon
character in its menagerie (is this a good time to use that word?). In
case you were wondering, the back cover of Little Golden Books do
not feature any glass unicorns. Sorry Laura.
Also featured on the modern back covers are Bert and Ernie
sitting together in a little train car. Yes, that train is being pulled
by Tootle the Train Engine. He or she is a left over from the early
Little Golden Book Covers (pre-Sesame Street). Along with
Pinocchio, the Pokey Puppy, Smokey the Bear (although Smokey,
I believe, is a transitional figure—pre-Sesame Street but post-Pokey
Puppy), the Tug Boat whose Christian name I have forgotten, and
several others characters. Many of the same characters appear in
both eras, but you can quickly tell if something is really a good old
Little Golden Book from my childhood days by the absence of Big
Bird.
This is especially important because you may, for example, be
browsing through some garage-sale books, come upon a beautiful
LGB drawn (and the drawings are what these books are all about
usually) by Richard Scarry or Eloise Wilkin (the LGB super-star
artists, as far as I'm concerned) and think that you've really found
something special. Without having to look inside to see if you
really have a 1955 or 1963 original, just check on the back cover
for Big Bird. If he (or she, does anyone know for sure?) is there,
you know you have the 12th Printing or so of the book (and it's not
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worth much). My collection—which isn't worth much except in
sentimental value—consists mostly of modern reprints (identified
easily by the Big Bird Test) in really nice shape or really old
originals with the back covers missing!
"Why are these Little Golden Books sitting out," I asked the
kids, who were, as you'll remember, playing a board game. "Jennie
got them out," Lauren said. Jennie is my five year old. I don't really
like it when she gets them out; I'd rather read them to her. That
way I can protect those few back covers I still have left. But, it's
Jennie. What'ya gonna' do? Punish her for getting into the Golden
Books? Hardly.
Later on, I hope to speak again of the beauty of these books. But
for now, let me quote from the greatest of all Little Golden Book
authors, Richard Scarry's partner, Patsy Scarry. In The Bunny Book,
a number of bunny characters (Daddy Bunny, Bunny Brother, Great
Aunt Bunny, etc.) ask a baby bunny what he will be when he grows
up. And they suggest possibilities-lifeguards, cowboys, doctors,
farmers, and such. I can't give you the illustrations here, but I'll
quote from the bunny denouement.
But the baby bunny did not want to be a doctor or a lifeguard or
a farmer with a fine red tractor when he grew up.
He bounced on his daddy's knee and laughed.
Can you guess what he will be?
The baby bunny will be a daddy rabbit!
That is what he will be—with lots of little bunny
children to feed
when they are hungry.
He will be a nice daddy who will chase the
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children when they want to be chased.
And give them presents on their birthdays.
He will read them a story when they are sleepy.
And tuck them into bed at night.
And that is what the baby bunny will grow up to be.
A daddy rabbit.
(Scarry 19-24)
That's the MLA reference style for those of you who don't
recognize it. And I hope you appreciate the fact that I counted up
all the pages so I could give you an accurate citation. Little Golden
Books don't have page numbers. They would get in the way of
the pictures. I say "God Bless Racine, Wisconsin"—home of Little
Golden Books. And I say it the way Ingrid Bergman did at the end
of Casablanca. "Good-bye Little Golden Books ..." I look out from
under my broad-rimmed, soft-focused hat. "And God bless you."

THREE: Deaths of Fathers and Reading to Jennie.
Through the years, some people have told me I'm bigger than
life. Or maybe it was just "big and nasty." Anyway, they should
have seen my dad. At least they should have seen him through my
eyes and should see him now in my memory. That was and is bigger
than life.
I was in my early 20s when he died. I fancied myself a poet in
those days. Now I know better. I remember that after crying for
awhile I wrote down some lines. One of them was simply: "You're
too big to die daddy." Now I know better. Big people die all the
time. Jennie doesn't know I'm preparing her for this but I am, in
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a way that I hope is appropriate. Sometimes when we're doing
something special together or it just seems to me to be a moment I
hope she'll remember, I try to get her to make a mental photograph
of it and paste it into her heart somewhere while I'm still here. For
example, tonight I read to her in bed. Three books—Green Eggs
and Ham. Jessica (which she won in the library reading program;
eventually I need to get around to writing about library reading
programs since they have been such a big part of our family's life).
And The Twelve Days of Christmas (you guessed it, the Little
Golden Book version). She likes the latter because she says she can
read it. I like that because I'm always looking for an excuse to fall
asleep while we're reading. I find it very difficult to do so when I
am actually doing the reading. Well, it's really not that difficult, but
Jennie keeps waking me up with a shove and a "daddy, reeaad!"
Sometimes I sing the books as an opera. Tonight I improvised
a score for Green Eggs and Ham. Sam LAm sang a sort of soprano/
tenor part, quick and jumpy. The grouchy anonymous convert to
green eggs and ham sang basso. There was lots of recitative, but
some of the "I will not eat them in a blank" lists were pretty creative,
I thought. Jennie thought so to, but they don't let her review opera
for The Times. But I digress.
Towards the watery denouement of Dr. Suess's classic poetic
narrative tale, I sort of half closed the book and said to Jennie,
"When Jennie is bigger and Daddy is an old grandpa, I want you
to remember the time when we got in your bed and we made an
opera out of Green Eggs and Ham. Don't forget it, OK?" She gets
a funny little smile when I say such things. Then I say, "Give me a
kiss." And she does. Then it's back to the opera. Or "Back on the
Chain Gang," as the Pretenders sing. We have made similar mental
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snapshots at the sunken gardens feeding the fish, swimming in the
ocean, and driving out into a cornfield late at night to try to see the
Northern Lights.
When we got to the third book, The Twelve Days of Christmas,
Jennie tried to sing. Of course, it IS a song, but usually she just
tries to read it. She said she knew it but mostly she just knew "On
the blank day of Christmas my true love gave to me" part. She
couldn't usually remember exactly what to call what she was seeing
in those Little Golden pictures. "A pear tree," she said, but forget
about the partridge. "Two doves," forgetting their origins in the
primordial slime. "Three French ..." I hesitated while she thought
about it. "CHICKENS!!" she said proudly. I kid you not. Then, of
course, we had the age-old argument over whether it's "Five golden
rings" or "Five gold rings." She said golden because that's what
they sing in kindergarden. I say gold because I know history. And I
know that the "en" got added to gold just because Americans were
uncomfortable singing two musical notes for one syllable—"Five goold rings." That's why we can't sing hymns. Or we feel the need to
change all the language. It's gold.
To their eternal credit, the Golden Book version had the good
sense to give the traditional reading, "gold (rather than "golden").
Think of the economic advantage to promote their Golden
"product" those people from Racine, Wisconsin squandered. If only
they would have had Meta-marketers*** to help them position
themselves by tying in the Christmas song with their brand name.
But I say [with my wide-brimmed hat, soft-focus lens, and European
anti-Nazi accent], "God bless you Little Golden Books for your
lovely squandering." Such lovely squanderings** of advantages
are part of my theodicy. Without the squandering of advantages,
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Hobbes (and Calvin, for that matter) would be right about human
life. Thank God, people (even Divine Persons) freely choose to
squander their advantages out of love every day in this not-sogolden-but-still-pretty-shiny world. Thank you, dear reader, for
squandering a few thousand heartbeats of your earthly existence to
connect with mine.
*Almost Final Note. Most of this was originally written a few years
ago. I have decided not to try to revise everything to read—"a few
years ago" instead of "last night." On the other hand, I did insert
semi-contemporary Matrix references in place of earlier examples of
Hollywood excess. And a few references to meta-marketing. Jennie
turned nine recently. We still take mental snapshots. Nathan and
Cassie broke up. Kirk has been back and forth a couple of times to
the Persian Gulf and is still doing well. Ken still likes war movies.
Our bookcases are still not organized very well.
**Final note to the reader: with the help of some experts, I have
decided that Lovely Squandering will be my new branding.
***Final, final note: All references to meta-marketers, branding,
and Reformed theology are purely coincidental.
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I Know Only Market Days
I know only the market days in Treviso, and those sweet, soft
Saturdays.
There is a peace, on Saturdays, in Italy:
people lounging on the steps in the Piazza:
a week's work behind them,
Sunday at the sea before them....
it's a quiet, contented calm.
I know only the ticking of spokes
as a white-haired woman rides her bicycle,
her high-heels poised on the pedals,
her dress hitched above her wrinkled knees,
a basket of pears attached at the handlebars.
I know only the thin, bronzed arms of the boys;
and the haughty hips of the girls,
the secure and heavy clunk of the gate closing behind me,
the sweet smell of the bluegum trees.
I know only the sound of the father whistling
as he bikes with his sons,
the smiles of the mother with her daughters in tow.
I know only the children at the sea:
brown as teabags, splashing in the tide.
I know only the embraces near cathedrals,
the impossibly narrow streets,
the confident laugher and the shy smile before, "Ciao, Bella."
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I know only the catches of perfume in the breeze,
bunches of lilacs wrapped in bright white cones of paper,
dark, glossy hair,
the soft moss of the riverbanks.
I know only the musical strains of Italian,
floating among the streets,
families sitting beside the river,
throwing brown bits of bread to the swans.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

This poem stood out from the rest because of its lovely sounds and
keen word choice. I discovered this poet's gifts with language by
reading the poem out loud.
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My Grandmother's Ex-Third
Husband
I called him Grandpa John, but he
wasn't my grandfather, and I knew it.
I went to their wedding.
I watched him dance at the reception.
My eight year-old eyes followed his short, inverted
pear shaped body as it extended its arm and twirled my
elegant grandmother in a waltz his spotted, bald head shining under the chandelier he looked happy.
He wore glasses, and was always in a suit
whether at his wedding or eating pickled pigs feet.
He bought me popcorn,
made bologna sandwiches
On Saturdays he would drive me around in his
big white Lincoln
to places like the county jail or to
my first train ride but
he wasn't my grandfather.
I don't know why
I didn't like his lap or
I don't remember his smell or
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why he didn't teach me to play with the plastic jacks he gave me.
They told me to call him Grandpa,
but he wasn't mine.
Did I make him realize that?
He must've been unhappy.
I didn't understand.
Now he's gone.
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Grandfather
Ninth grade health class
we suck on brown stirring straws
"This is what it feels like to have emphysema."
My grandmother's shrill voice
sobbing through the phone,
"He can't get up! Help me get him up!"
Years measured by pills, steroids, wheezing,
oxygen tanks
that got fatter and grew wheels.
At church he greets my unshaven brother,
"you look like hell!"
We fill prednisone prescriptions with the blame.
From the sofa he barks, "Where's Kevorkian? Get me his number!"
He is in St. Louis. Response:
"Who the hell wants to go to St. Louis."
I grew to know him as an air sac,
tar and sludge covered, compressed and shriveling
into sickness.
Thanksgiving, the dog jumps up,
toe nails ripping through his forearm
skin like tissue paper
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then she cowers at his cursing and the rush
to clean up the dark blood
seeping purple through paper towels.
A year later, the memorial service
is miles away. I stay
at college writing papers, tired of seeing ashes.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

"Grandfather" placed first both because of its strong craft and con
densed, well-chosen language. It uses powerfully honed images to
portray the poet's ambivalence about her Grandfather's dying and
her ultimate choice to distance herself from it. The poem has integ
rity; it is unflinchingly honest.
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PLACE

Relics

J

ames read the newspapers, as often as his work schedule
allowed him, believing that even though he lived in what his
mother used to call a "run-of-the-mill-type place," he was still

connected through them to the rest of the world. He always began
with the local paper, and while its mundane contents rarely whet
his appetite for news, he felt an odd loyalty to the Rawlins Record
and took particular interest in it. In such a way he knew someone
had stolen the statue of Lieutenant Nathaniel Curtis Rawlins and
his horse last October from its concrete dais outside the Nathaniel

Curtis Rawlins Public Library. The thief had already been caught
and was detained within the Nathaniel Curtis Rawlins Jailhouse.
The three-hundred-pound Civil War hero, on the other hand, was
still missing.
So, when Ronnie had unearthed Rawlins' cutlass-wielding arm,
and when, a hoof of his faithful steed, James wasn't too surprised to
find the relic buried a couple of feet down in his wheat field. The
day before the bronze statue had destroyed a large portion of his
cultivator.
"Weren't expecting this, were you?" he said to his son as he
finished combing the dirt from around the statue with a broom. The
eight-year-old just shrugged and looked disappointed.
Earlier in the morning, when they'd first started to dig, Ronnie
had said, "I bet it's a big box of money. I bet some robbers hid it and
are coming back for it later."
"It's possible," James had said but only to encourage Ronnie to
dig a little harder.
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"They're gonna be pretty mad when they come back, and it's not
here," Ronnie had said happily.
Now James and a dejected Ronnie were headed toward Rawlins,
the statue strapped down with bungees in the bed of their rust-red
pickup. The truck dated before Ronnie's time, and it was a good
thing, because on every bump the tail end would screech against the
road from the weight of the burden. Despite the fact that the statue
had nearly ruined an expensive piece of farm equipment, James
felt a certain satisfaction at being the one to return this hero to his
proper place. He wondered if he would get his picture in the Rawlins
Record.
The day before he had just about finished plowing the field
when, in a span of seconds, the tractor had lurched and groaned and
there was a grating noise from behind like fingernails on slate. He'd
climbed down from the old Ford Ferguson to find that something
underground had torn halfway through the plough. The path of
twisted metal reminded him of the movie Tremors the way he was
only aware of the underground foe by the devastation incurred
above.
The whole thing is really a rotten deal, he now admitted to
himself. The time he would waste getting the plough repaired plus
time to finish plowing would set him back a few days. That might
not sound like much, but for James, perfect timing in farming was
crucial. He'd been a farmer for close to ten years now, ever since Pa
had died, leaving to his care the house, farm, and Ma. It had taken
James years to learn how to produce a fairly profitable crop. He kept
a strict seasonal calendar to know when to plow and plant, and
when to fertilize and harvest. The years he'd carefully adhered to the
calendar had always made for the best return.
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He knew yesterday he'd have to wait until morning to get loose
the machine, which had been rooted in the soil like a tree. At that
point, the sun was low and the shadow of the tractor long against
the sun-cracked earth. He'd detached the plough from the tractor
and headed back up to the small, grassy hill, on which sat his white,
two-story farmhouse, red barn, and steel bins. Back at the house,
Rachel would've already prepared dinner. She'd never liked the
idea of him out in the fields after dark, especially with the tractor's
headlights broken. They'd been broken ever since James had bought
Ronnie a B.B. gun, and Ronnie had taken up target practice in the
barn. The first light Ronnie had put out by accident. The second,
when Ronnie's friend, J.R, thought the first explosion of glass so neat
he had to try it, too. James still hadn't given Ronnie his gun back.
"Why didn't you tell him no?" he had yelled in disgust. Ronnie had
shrugged and said nothing.
James looked over and smiled at Ronnie, who was holding his
hand out the window, letting it rise and fall in the wind. He'd felt
bad later for coming down so hard on him about the broken lights.
He sometimes had to remind himself how he'd been when he was
Ronnie's age.
The drive into Rawlins took about half an hour. The sun rose
steadily in the cloudless June sky, and a thick heat hung in the air
like fog. The air conditioner was broken. They both rolled down
their windows and set their arms on the ledge to let air stream into
their sleeves and swell their shirts like sails.
James had woken Ronnie up early that morning, and they'd
driven out to the field where the plough was stuck. Before leaving,
they loaded into the pickup two shovels, a pick, a hoe, a comealong, and a small hydraulic lift.
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"How long's this gonna take?" Ronnie had asked as they bumped
over dry dirt clods. It was Saturday, and he would've rather been
watching the early morning cartoons.
"As long as it takes," was all James answered.
He backed the pickup into the hardened ruts where the tractor
had stopped, and Ronnie jumped out of the truck and said, "Whoa,"
when he saw where the object had ripped through the machine.
James handed him a pair of gloves and a shovel, and the two began
to dig where the damage had stopped. It was difficult work, and
slow, because of the proximity of the mechanism's parts. Where the
shovels were too wide they would exchange them for the narrower
ends of the pick or hoe. When they'd excavated a good bit of earth,
Ronnie would extract it from underneath the plough with the comealong.
Despite the tedious nature of the task, it had been cool and
breezy, and they'd sweated little. After an hour they stopped for a
water break and sat on the bed of the pickup.
"Tired yet?"
"Nope," Ronnie had said. "Do you think we're pretty close?"
"Don't know," he'd said, smiling. "We may be finished in an hour.
Why, you got somewhere to be?"
A moment later Ronnie had said, "Dad, was Mom angry last
night?"
"She was a little tired," he confessed, surprised Ronnie had heard
their conversation.
"Of what?" Ronnie asked.
James had stared at him for a second, then set the shovel against
the ground, leaned on it, and said, "Ronnie, your Mom's a little tired
right now of dealing with Grandma."
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"Oh," he'd said, looking somewhat relieved.
After that they'd toiled mostly in silence. An hour later they'd
uncovered the statue, and they used the lift to lay it in the bed of the
pickup. James had decided then to go straight into Rawlins, rather
than returning first to the house.
Now, in the truck, still a few minutes away from town, Ronnie
sat with his feet on the dash, his lips and eyes half open, his body
slouched against the hot door. James chuckled at the thought of how
Ronnie could fall asleep under any circumstances. He looked back
down the road and squinted, blinked. In the distance he saw orange
lights, like giant fireflies, hovering over the road.
"Looks like an ambulance," he said aloud, but Ronnie didn't stir.
He pulled the pickup into the ditch and waited for it to pass.
Rachel awoke around nine o'clock as the harsh sunlight began
to spill into the bedroom. She draped her housecoat around her
shoulders, put on her slippers, and padded down the stairs to the
kitchen. There was a note on the counter by the sink that read,
Gone out to the field with the boy. Be back for lunch at 12. Love,
J.R. The R. was for Ronald. Ronald was James' middle name.
Rachel measured out two cups of water from the jug in the fridge
and dumped them into the teakettle. She set the stove to high.
From a wooden box on the counter she took a packet of her favorite
spearmint tea and hung it over the lip of a teacup. She added to
the cup a teaspoon of milk and two of sugar and went out to get the
morning paper. The grandmother was out on the porch, sitting on
the white swing, still in her nightgown. She beckoned to Rachel,
and Rachel sat next to her on the swing. The grandmother had in
her hands a photograph, the corners yellow and creased by age.
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"That was me and Ernie a couple months after our wedding." She
handed the photo to Rachel. "James was already on the way, but you
can't tell that here," she said, almost embarrassed.
"He looks a lot like his father," Rachel said.
"Don't I know it. Sometimes at night when he comes in from the
field, it's like I'm seeing a ghost."
"Must be hard."
"It's hard," said the grandmother. She stared off into the distance
at the miles of flat farmland occasionally interrupted by a house or
barn. The sun was steadily rising, and with it, the heat.
"Would you like a cup of tea?" Rachel said.
"Yes."
Rachel handed the photo back to her and went in the kitchen
and filled another cup with a teabag, milk, and sugar. By then the
water was boiling. She emptied the water into the cups and let it
steep for a moment before carrying the teacups on saucers to the
porch. The grandmother still stared listlessly at the photograph.
Rachel handed her the tea and sat down beside her. For a while they
did not say anything, just rocked gently on the swing and listened to
the wind rustle the oak tree leaves.
"I want to ask you a question," said the grandmother setting her
tea on a small table to her right, "and I want you to be direct with
me, ok? You can be direct." Rachel nodded and turned to look her
full in the face.
"Am I tiresome?"
"Yes."
"I know I am," the grandmother said as if admitting to knowledge
of a secret James and Rachel had tried to keep from her. "I've got my
good days and my bad. The bad more often than the good, I think."
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Rachel nodded and stared at the splintered, white boards that
ran long-ways down the porch. The grandmother reached out and
placed her frail, unsteady hand on Rachel's arm.
"You've been a good wife to James," she said.
Rachel shook her head.
"You have," she insisted. "When my Ernie died I couldn't look
after James the way I used to. Then you come along, Rachel, and...
well, it's made me very glad, that's all. I'm very happy you come
along when you did. This was something I've wanted to say for a
long time and it's good I said it now."
Rachel didn't speak as the grandmother picked up her teacup and
saucer and went into the house. She sat on the porch for a while
longer and finished her tea. She wondered how her life might've
been if her car hadn't overheated just down the road. When she'd
walked up the gravel lane to the house she would soon call home,
the grandmother had answered the door. Rachel hadn't been able to
tell she was sick then, or maybe she hadn't progressed much. All she
said was, "Oh, you poor dear, let me go find my James. Come right
in; come on. My, you are a pretty little thing," and tottered off.
James had worn the ripped jeans and white t-shirt she'd thought
were so masculine then but now hated the sight of. He was tall and
thin, like his mother. Cute, she thought. Could use a shave, but
cute. She remembered his first real attempt at conversation.
"You from around here?" he'd asked.
Do I look like I'm from around here? she'd thought. She said no,
well, not this part of the state. She lived east of there, near Chicago,
and was visiting a cousin who lived in Rawlins and would be leaving
at the end of the week.
"Shame," James said. She asked why it was a shame, and he
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shrugged his shoulders and smiled.
Rachel didn't leave at the end of the week, or the next. The first
time in the house she was on James' phone, the second time on his
bed, and by the third, it seemed, on his floor, scrubbing it. It had all
come so fast, the wedding, the move, the big, strange house. Then
there was Ronnie, conceived most likely during the second time
inside the house, and Rachel knew she had forfeited any type of getout-of'this-place-free card. Not that she would have used it, but just
the thought that this freedom was gone made her feel a certain loss.
Like when someone close to you dies whom you never really knew.
A soft tumbling noise from inside the house interrupted her
thoughts. The tumbling became slightly louder and then ended in a
dull thump that barely shook the floorboards. Rachel set down her
tea and ran into the house. She knew what'd happened before seeing
it.
The grandmother lie at the bottom of the stairs, sprawled out and
twisted like some abandoned Raggedy Ann Doll. For a second the
grandmother lay still, and Rachel stared at her, not able to move
herself. Then the grandmother began to lift her head up and lay it
back down again, as will a wounded deer. As if by simply looking at
the wound she could heal it. Rachel went to her then, knelt down,
cupped her hands under the grandmother's head. The old woman
was confused, moving her mouth without sound. "Don't move,"
Rachel said.
She took off her housecoat and bundled it up and placed it under
the grandmother's head. She went to the kitchen phone and dialed
the operator. "I need the Rawlins Ambulatory Care Center, please."
A minute later, "Yes, I need an ambulance sent out to 1625 State
Road." A pause. "That's right. 1625. Big white house, red barn."
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She hung up the phone and went back to the grandmother.
She knelt on the hardwood floor beside her, one hand against
the old woman's forehead—it was warm, she thought. With the
other hand she encircled her tiny wrist—pulse was strong, too.
The grandmother's eyes were closed, her lips fluttering silent,
unintelligible words. Rachel talked to her as she'd once seen done by
a soap opera actress on television when her boyfriend had fallen into
a coma.
"Sure is beautiful outside, Ma," she said, "not a cloud in the
sky." She leaned in closer. "They were calling for rain today, Ma,
but I don't see it." She paused and closed her eyes. "I bet James and
Ronnie are about done out there, do you think, Ma?"
James and Ronnie were on their way back from Rawlins, and
it was James' turn to be disappointed. All he'd gotten for bringing
back the statue was an official thank-you from the Village of Rawlins
and a free cup of coffee at the police station. That, after having
to convince the sheriff that he was not in league with Hezekiah
Walters. Walters was who had stolen Lieutenant Rawlins back in
October. Apparently, the sheriff was as baffled as to why Walters
would've chosen a wheat field in which to bury the statue, as he was
to how Walters did it without the help of an accomplice.
"Why would I have buried it in my own field?" James had almost
yelled. "I already told you it tore half my cultivator to shreds." He
was surprised at the sheriff's suspicion of him. He was even more
surprised by the irrational twinge of guilt he felt at the sheriff's
question, as if by simply owning the field he had played a part in the
crime. After a few more questions and irritating "mm-hmms," the
sheriff decided to let him go and handed him a cheap certificate with
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the words, HEREBY AWARDED FOR FAITHFUL DUTY TO THE
VILLAGE OF RAWLINS. It didn't even have his name on it.
Now it was almost noon, and they were still fifteen minutes
away from home. In the heat of the truck, Ronnie was asleep again.
James was remembering the night before, how he'd stood on the
porch after putting the tractor in the barn and stared at Rachel
through the window. She'd been talking to Ma and setting the table
with plates, while Ronnie did the silverware. Her hair was pulled
back into a bun like usual, except for some loose strands, which she
tucked unconsciously behind her ears as she worked. These were the
times James had always thought she looked most beautiful: her fluid
body gliding about the house, her face flushed in the soft lamplight.
He sometimes wondered why Rachel had married him. She had
not only married him but, in a way, Ma as well. When Pa had died,
Ma's mind began to slowly wither, and James was the only one there
to care for her. Between the farm work and Ma's ever-worsening
dementia, James was very lonely. He'd begun to hate his life. Then
one day he came in from the field to see a smoking Honda Civic
sitting in the ditch near his house and then, a gorgeous woman
waiting in the kitchen. Before he knew it they married, and James
sometimes wondered if Rachel's love for him was mostly out of pity.
He tried not to think about it too much, though. Pity or not, the
day he saw her perfectly browned shoulders, the way she shifted her
weight to one hip when flirting, that very day, his hate began to
subside.
Ma had been worse last night than he'd seen her in a long time.
She was always worse at nights, after the sun had gone down. He saw
her sitting at the dining-room table, her thin, frail body, a sky blue
dress hanging on her like a sack. Ronnie sat beside her. He was thin
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also, but tall for an eight-year-old. He wore frayed overalls with no
shirt underneath, and he tucked his hands in his armpits as if they
were cold.
Rachel came in from the kitchen carrying roast beef on a large
plate and set it on the table. In a second she brought in mashed
potatoes, with brown gravy, and a bowl of mixed greens. James hung
his corduroy jacket on the back of his chair and sat down. Rachel
came up behind him, put her hand on his shoulder and poured him a
cup of coffee.
"You do a lot of work today?" she'd asked. She placed the coffee
pot on a hot pad and sat down at his right.
"Till about an hour ago," he'd said.
"What happened?" Ronnie had asked, suddenly interested. James
had started to tell them he'd hit something, something big, when
Ma cleared her throat and looked sternly at him, and they closed
their eyes while Ronnie said all in one breath, "Come-Lord-Jesus-beour-guest-and-let-this-food-to-us-be-blessed." Then the grandmother
began to sing "I'd Rather Have Jesus," and James knew it would be
one of her bad nights.
"So whadya hit?" Ronnie asked.
"I'd raather have Jeesus than houuses or lands," the grandmother
sang a little louder and rocked side to side on her chair.
James shrugged. "It's buried," he said. "Thing I can't understand is
how in God's name I missed it before."
The grandmother stopped and threw her son a hard look. "Well
maybe if you asked him proper, he would tell you," she said and
resumed singing the next line even louder. Rachel gave him a
helpless look.
"Anyway," James said to Ronnie, "I'm gonna need you tomorrow."
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He was yelling now to be heard above the grandmother. "You can
help me shovel out whatever I hit, and when you're done, you can
get your gun back again."
"Alright!" Ronnie said through a mouthful of mash potatoes.
"This world affords today!" finished the grandmother. She put
her napkin on her lap and picked daintily at her food. She could
not chew the roast beef with her dentures, so she just ate the mash
potatoes. When finished she began to scrape the greens off her plate
and onto the table with her spoon.
"James," Rachel whispered. Then in a hiss, "James."
James looked up to see the grandmother push the last of the
vegetables into a green heap on the table. "Ma, what're you doing?"
The grandmother stood up regally with her plate. "I've told you
before," she said. "I don't eat rabbit food." She walked off with the
plate still in her hands.
Ronnie started laughing. He got up, grabbed his plate and said, "I
don't eat rabbit food neither."
"Sit down and eat your food," James said.
After the meal, Rachel had stood over the sink in the kitchen
washing dishes. James had come up from behind, wrapping his long
arms around her and putting his chin on her shoulder.
"She needs to go, James," she'd said. He'd laughed like it was a
joke. "No," she said turning to face him. Her eyes were stones. "She
needs to go."
Where would she go?
"I don't care where she goes," she said, turning back to the sink
and taking a brillo pad furiously against a ceramic bowl. She didn't
mean that, he'd said, and reached for her soapy hand.
"You're not with her all day," she said, pulling her hand away. "It's
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hard enough I have one child to look after." James held his hand to
his head and sighed. "She belongs in a nursing home," Rachel said,
running the bowl through water. Then under her breath, "Or an
asylum."
Ronnie walked into the kitchen. "Why does Grandma go to the
bathroom with the door open?" he asked, and James said, "Not now,
Ronnie."
"See?" Rachel said, pointing to where Ronnie had stood in the
kitchen doorway. "This is what I go through all day long. 'Why does
Grandma call me Ernie sometimes?' he asks. 'Doesn't she know my
name? Why does she talk to the couch like there's someone sitting
on it?"'
There was a pause between them filled only with the rushing of
water from the faucet and the clinking of glasses in the dishwater. "I
can't take it anymore, James," she said.
James leaned on the counter beside the sink and rubbed her arm
with the back of his hand, ironing out the goose bumps formed by
cool air drifting through the kitchen window. He promised to look
into some nursing homes that weekend. That's the soonest he could
get to it with the plough broke and all. Rachel didn't say anything.
She set a towel on the counter and began to stack dishes on it.
But now—in the truck and about five minutes from home—
James knew he wouldn't call any nursing homes. Last night had not
been the first time Rachel, in an emotional state, had brought up
the idea of putting Ma in a home. She'd done it tens of times but
had always forgotten (or had chosen to forget) about it by the next
day. That's why he'd conceded so quickly in the kitchen. He knew
she wouldn't mention it for another month or two. Not, at least,
until Ma insulted her cooking or, forgetting that she was James'
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wife, called her a "hussy." Sometimes, during her really bad fits, Ma
would call 911 and say some woman had broken into their house
and was doing a really poor job of cleaning it. It was after these fits
James worried he might actually have to follow through on those
calls. If Rachel stayed serious about them for long enough, he would
give in. It would be difficult for him, yes. He hated to think what
his Pa would say if he knew Ma wasn't living in the house he'd
built for her two years before they married. But, far more important
than respecting his father's wishes was Rachel's contentment. Her
happiness, that is her willingness to remain his wife and raise his
son, was everything to James.
As he pulled into the gravel driveway, Rachel sat on the porch
swing, her purse on her lap, rocking. She held in her hands the
grandmother's ancient photograph. She'd found it tottering on the
edge of the top stair after the ambulance had left. She didn't seem to
notice James until he'd sat down beside her and took off his field hat,
stained brown around the rim with sweat. She stared at the hat, at
him, then at the photo, and saw clearer than ever the resemblance
he shared with his parents. His thin, almost gaunt face, his sharp
nose and chin, the way his thick, soil-colored hair hung past his ears.
"Where'd you find that?" he said looking at the photo as if he'd
never seen it before.
All she said was, "It's Ma's," and stood up. She looked at him
strangely for a second, cocking her head just so.
"What?" he said.
An hour later James and Rachel sat in a doctor's office at the
Rawlins Medical Center. They had made Ronnie stay in the waiting
room where he could happily peruse the Highlights magazines until
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they were finished. Rachel had never liked this doctor much, or his
office. It's too nice, she thought of the office. Pretentious, that's what
it is. It's as if he makes us wait on him just long enough to notice
the way everything matches, his dark cherry desk, the brown leather
furniture, the bronze lamps, one on his desk, another in the corner,
the rectangular Persian rug which makes the thick, expensive
carpet underneath seem cheap. "He" was Dr. Sloan, the same one
she'd visited since becoming pregnant with Ronnie. She would've
changed doctors long ago if there had been another one closer to the
house.
A door opened and a middle-aged man entered, donned with a
white coat, medicated expression, and poorly-positioned hairpiece.
He sat down in the high-backed chair behind the desk, crossed his
hands and sighed in a way that said to Rachel, "I've done this before,
and it never gets easier." He asked, of the good or bad news, which
they desired first.
"Good," said James.
The grandmother was stable. She did not receive any injury to
vital organs from the fall and could be released in a couple of days.
Dr. Sloan stopped, to Rachel's annoyance, forcing her to request
the bad news. He first scratched the top of his head, causing the
hairpiece to shift back and forth. Then he said the grandmother had
three broken bones: her right arm, left hip, and left ankle. The last
two were the most serious; she'd probably not recover.
His vagueness annoyed them both. "Not recover?" James asked.
She would probably never walk again, he clarified. Most people,
at her age, cannot recover from certain injuries, especially ones to
major bones. From now on she would be in a wheelchair and require
"total care."
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"She'll need someone to help her dress, use the bathroom, bathe,"
he said, pulling forth a finger from his left hand for every item. He
paused as if he could go on, then, "When things like this happen,
most folks usually opt to put them into a home."
Rachel looked at James, who nodded readily to Doctor Sloan's
suggestion.
"You could hire an in-home nurse," the doctor said. "Of course, I
must be honest—they're not cheap."
"How much?" Rachel asked.
"About $500 per week."
James looked at Rachel and shook his head as if at these words
the decision had already been made.
Driving out of Rawlins with Ronnie asleep, straddling the stick
shift between them, James and Rachel did not speak until, passing
the library, James realized that with the afternoon events, he'd
forgotten to tell Rachel about the statue. The mounted lieutenant
still lay on his side on the lawn where they'd lifted him from the
pickup a few hours ago.
Rachel wasn't as intrigued as he by the occurrence. "Why don't
you think I can take care of Ma?" she said, cutting him off mid-story.
She didn't mean for the question to be so accusatory.
"I didn't think you wanted to anymore," he said, a little annoyed
at the interruption. "I thought you couldn't take it anymore."
"I don't," she said. She pretended to look in her purse for
something. "I mean, I can't. I don't know."
"Rachel, even if you wanted to take care of her, it would be too
much." Then mimicking Doctor Sloan's painfully measured speech,
he said, '"She would need intensive care, more than either of you
could or even would want to give her.'" Rachel allowed herself a
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chuckle.
"Now the nursing home," he said suddenly serious, "it'll put a
little strain on the pocket book for a while. There's no question. But
I think this is the best for us. In the long run I think we'll see it's
best."
Rachel nodded slowly. She reached cautiously across a softlybreathing Ronnie for James' free hand. "You're probably right," she
said.
James, relieved at this token of assurance, didn't notice the
hesitance in her voice as he resumed his story, guaranteeing she
would never guess what the sheriff had accused him of that morning.
Nor did he know her slight feeling of uncertainty as she watched the
waves of heat rolling off the asphalt and pretended to listen.
For the first couple of months James, Rachel and Ronnie visited
the grandmother in the nursing home every Sunday. But, as summer
waned, and as James prepared for harvest, and Ronnie for his first
day of third grade, and Rachel for Ronnie's departure (as mothers
will do weeks prior to the day with an anticipation of regaining a
lost freedom), their visits became infrequent.
James was reeling from the worst crop year he'd ever had, and he
couldn't understand it. He'd followed the calendar as close as any
other year. And it wasn't the commodity prices. Those had actually
gone up. But, when he'd reaped all he could of the wheat, the corn,
the soybeans—everything, the amount of each had decreased in
varying degrees.
One early morning in the spring, in forethought of the stilldistant fall, James was out on his cultivator, preparing the dirt for
seed, getting a jump-start on the April showers. It was unusually hot
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out. He was tilling last year's wheat field, which this year would hold
corn, when nearing the spot where he and Ronnie had dug out the
statue nearly a year before, he let the tractor idle and stood over the
indentation in the soil, dabbing the sweat-grime from his neck with
a rag he kept underneath his cap. There was still about a six-inch
dip in the ground where they'd refilled it. James stood over the hole,
envisioning the lieutenant and his horse lying on their side, Rawlins'
cutlass pointing almost straight up like the spike of a tiger trap. In
the faint sunlight the hole looked like a moon crater, the ground
around it as brown and brittle as parchment.
Then, out of the blue, the hole seemed to encompass a figure
much different in form than the lieutenant. He turned full upon the
hole and saw instead what looked like a small skeleton against the
soil. The skeleton was twisted into a weird shape, as if it had just
been dropped there. His mouth open, James saw a paleness forming
on the bones, growing over the frame like moss on a wall. Then he
saw gray hairs shooting from the skull, and thinking he was seeing
things, he turned his face. By the time he had the courage to look
again, he was staring at his mother.
The grandmother lay on her side a foot from his feet, her head
moving up and down like the head of a lame horse James' father
had once ordered him to put a shotgun to when he was fifteen.
James knelt to her and waved his hand, as people will do during
a 3D film. He felt nothing. His hand moved as easily through the
grandmother as if she were a hologram. Her eyes were closed and her
lips fluttering, and he leaned in to see if he could hear what she was
saying. He could not. The tractor was still on, rumbling. He leaned
in closer. Closer. Closer. He felt a pop of air in his ear; it was a word
he recognized instantly: James.
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here, Ma," he said. She was still mumbling. "I'm here," he

said again, louder, "Ma, I'm here!"
At this, the grandmother's lips ceased. Her head dropped gently
to the ground, and she seemed to sigh as it fell.
"I'm here!" James was shouting it now over and over. "Ma, I'm
here!"
He tried to lean down more, but his legs buckled and he pitched
forward on his stomach. He scrambled to his feet. The image was
gone. He dropped to his knees on the rim of the hole, suddenly
exhausted. He blinked, rubbed his eyes. Although a small part of
him disbelieved what he'd just seen, a larger part hoped the vision
would return. Yet something told him it wouldn't.
An hour later James pulled into the parking lot of the Rawlins
Manor. As he strode into the lobby and demanded to see his mother
and was directed to where she sat in a wheelchair, a green afghan
around her shoulders, staring out glass doors into a grassy area
which was the center of the donut-shaped nursing home, he was
still wondering whether what he'd seen in the field was real. But he
could see in his mind her face, her opened mouth. He could still
feel the puff of air in his ear from when she'd said his name and the
hoarseness in his throat from shouting.
"Hi, Ma," he said approaching softly so as not to startle her.
"Hello," she said turning. James recognized the blank look; she
didn't know who he was.
"Are you doing well?" he asked. She was back to staring out the
glass doors. "Ma?" he said.
"Do you like kittens?" she said as he eased into an upholstered
chair beside her. She pointed out the doors to a hedge of forsythia
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bushes along the outer wall. Stretching themselves in the shade
of the large plants were two cats, both much too large to be called
kittens yet. One, a yellowish-orange, was the bigger of the two and
was probably male, James guessed, by the size of his eyes and head.
The other, its coat a solid charcoal, was the smaller and prettier of
the two, and probably female. It was batting moodily at the overfriendliness of the large one.
"Sure," he said. He thought about bringing up that they had had
cats on the farm for years, but knew it would be pointless today.
"I'd like to hold one," she said. "I've been watching them grow all
year, but I've never got to hold one. Mary Beth says they're too wild,
that they'll only come close enough for food. But I'd still like to hold
one."
The way she spoke of the cats, like the tone of one trying to
remember something important, moved something inside him. "I
could get one for you, Ma," he promised. "I'll get one."
But as soon as he slid open the glass door, he saw both cats tense.
And, when tiptoeing across the tall grass toward the forsythia he
snapped a twig underfoot, the cats scurried off in an orangish-gray
streak. He cursed the cats, then himself for the failure and walked
back toward the doors. He could see the grandmother staring at him
through the glass with a confused and hurt look.
"You scared them off," she said as he slid the door shut behind
him. James said he didn't mean to. She looked like she was about to
cry. "But why did you do that?" she persisted.
"It was an accident, Ma. I'm sorry."
"They may never come back," she said, and the waiver in her
voice made James look away. "What if they don't come back?"
"They'll come back," he said. "I promise they'll come back." He
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sat down on the chair and stared at the ugly green carpet. He felt
very old and worn-out, as barren as a dirt hole.
"But what if they don't?" she said.
Back at the house that morning, Rachel had been putting away
laundry when, rooting through the top drawer of their dresser,
she pulled out the grandmother's photograph. For the first couple
months the grandmother had been in the nursing home, Rachel had
kept the photo always in her pocket and occasionally, when no one
was looking, would take it out and look at it. However, each time
she'd looked at it, the photo had made her sadder and sadder until
one day she tucked it away as securely as the grandmother.
But this morning, the photo, its edges now even more brown and
tattered, didn't make her sad. She laughed at it. She laughed at the
comically grim faces of the figures. Their colorless expressions. The
stern way James' father stared back at her. The almost haughty look
of the grandmother. She laughed again, then slid it back into the
drawer with a bundle of socks. She was about to head down stairs
when a thought came to her. She walked to the dresser, took the
photo out and laid it on the dresser. Then she went downstairs to
find a frame for it.
It was late, almost suppertime, when James drove home from the
nursing home. It had been a long day, and he was tired. He had to
roll down the windows and turn up the radio to keep from falling
asleep. He felt the kind of tiredness which works first on the legs and
arms and travels to the neck and eyelids.
He'd stayed with the grandmother all day and left her side only
once—when she'd fallen asleep—to walk down to the cafeteria for
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lunch. Upon returning, he'd found her awake and a little more lucid.
They'd spent the whole afternoon talking, rather, the grandmother
talking about 'her Ernie' and James listening. It was one of the only
times since his father's death she'd been willing to talk so much
about him. But that afternoon she told James the story of how
they'd first met—a crisp, Autumn day when he was working for her
father, stacking hay bales in the barn; and how she'd made him iced
tea but had ended up spilling half of it on him, and how the next
day he'd brought her a purple field flower, and later a red rose. She
talked about their first date, how it'd rained and they'd gotten a flat
tire and had to run back to the house, drenched and laughing. She
told how, on their second date, they'd snuck up to the hay mow to
kiss, and when her father found out, he'd threatened to shoot Ernie,
but that's when Ernie had simply walked right up to him and said:
"Sir, I'm sorry we been sneakin' 'round, but I'm mighty fond o' your
daughter."
The stories didn't stop until five o'clock when the grandmother
became tired again and her memory began to fail. James had
wheeled her back to her room and lifted her into bed before the
nurses could say otherwise. She'd been asleep by the time he'd kissed
her forehead and promised to come back on Sunday.
That night, right after dinner, James went upstairs to shower and
go to bed. It was then he noticed the ancient photograph, sitting
on the dresser in a golden frame. He picked it up and stared at it,
thinking of all the stories which had been passed to him, thinking of
all the memories the figures in the picture had shared, thinking until
Rachel came in and put her hand on his shoulder.
"What do you think?" she asked timidly.
James turned and smiled. "I think it's been way too long since we
went to the nursing home."
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"I was just thinking that myself," she said.
He set the picture back on the dresser. "Did I ever tell you the
story of how they first met?" he said. She shook her head and sat
down on the edge of the bed.

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

A good story is usually about not only one thing, but many
things. "Relics" reminds me of this. Whenever I think that I have
this story cornered, it bobs and weaves, shifts its focus or perspective.
Despite its artful meandering, though, it never wavers from telling
the truth about family, loyalty, and the sometimes heartbreaking
tension between love and responsibility.
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NON-FICTION

Forgetting
IT "W IT e drive home three hours, just for the weekend, the
^ /W / odometer turns over to zero on the way, and I visit my
•

™ grandparents. They no longer live in the two story yel

low house on Laurel Road with its built-in garage large enough for
a semi-truck, but as I remind my best friend which direction to turn
out of my driveway, I forget this.
"Which way?"
"Turn right, and then we'll get on the bypass. I'm still not used
to this corner not having any trees. There, you'll go west on the
bypass, now."
But Rob remembers what my mind has chosen to forget.
"Honey, don't your grandparents live next to your aunt and
uncle now?"
"Oh..."
"You forgot? How could you forget that your grandparents
moved to the other side of town?"
"I just did. I've been going to see them at the same place all my
life and in a month, everything has changed. I think that maybe
I'm allowed to forget that, okay?"
"I'm sorry."
"You can turn around in that parking lot. We'll go east on the
bypass now. To Main street. Then to Grape."
"I know. It's okay."
There are tall bushes on the front edge of the lawn. They form
a barrier against the sound of the busy road and block vision of their
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new driveway as we miss our turn, and, after turning around, nearly
miss it again. The house itself is small, with a small yard made of
small patches of pale green grass. When I last saw this house, I was
inside helping to clean out the remaining possessions of the last
elderly person who lived here. The siding was yellow, like their old
house, but now it has been scraped and patched—the beginnings of
a taupe paint showing up at the roughest edges, the same paint my
uncle's house has recently received. A small hand-written sign hung
in the window of the front door reads, "Please use other door." I
know this means there is a fear that the cat will sneak out the front
door and into the road or will be lost forever in the great wilderness
of this new neighborhood. This same fear placed a sign in the garage
window of their old house; "Beware of cat." Anyone who has seen
my grandma's cat may believe the sign more as a warning of the cat's
twenty pounds, seven-inch-wide chest, and four extra claws—one to
each foot.
The flower bed along the driveway has long since been given
over to weeds and the driveway is now full of things moved out of
the garage for a good, thorough cleaning. My grandparents' new
neighbors, my uncle's family, is doing the cleaning today and Rob
and I give them a quick hello as we walk past them, carrying a dozen
doughnuts and four bananas.
When we walk into the back door and past the retro avocado
washer and dryer, we walk into confusion. My aunt is searching for
something in the newly green kitchen and pauses briefly to greet us.
"Hi there. Did you have a nice trip back?"
"Pretty good," Rob answers, "It rained quite a bit, but we made it
back alright."
I wish I felt up to the lighthearted conversation we had had
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with my parents about how Rob's turned over odometer reminded
us of "leveling up" in a video game, but something holds me to only
necessary conversation for the moment. As I make Teresa pause
again to give her a slight hug and a quick peck on the cheek, I ask
her what she is looking for.
"I'm helping your grandma clean out the kitty's box. I'm trying
to find a baggie."
She finds one that is acceptable and briskly returns to the room
in the back of the house where my grandmother waits in worried
confusion.
Three moderate steps from the middle of the kitchen is the
living room where I find Grandpa standing somewhat unstable. His
sea legs, which were always steady, have recently been affected by
the cruelty of a stroke. A stroke, by definition, is a lack of oxygen
to the brain, which is often caused by a blood clot. His steady legs
have had clots before. He has been on blood thinners to avoid this
more critical clotting, but some things cannot be avoided. There
are, of all things, lighthouses on the curtains my aunt chose for the
living room, and I notice that there is a sheer section in the middle
of the large picture window. Grandpa likes to be able to shut heavy
draperies tight across the windows of his house so that no one may
look in from the outside. I know these new and fanciful sheers must
be a bother, though he doesn't mention a word about them. The
hall tree seat stands next to the front door; still bearing Grandpa's
walking hats. He will wear these less often with no park across the
street and a right leg that drags behind him. Before the stroke he
had a particular sort of dignified and gentlemanly shuffle and a bit of
a stoop caused by a fall from a tree stand when he was seventy-eight,
but now he has this dragging gait and this new, hunched posture. As
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I hug him and plant a kiss on each cheek and his forehead, and as
he returns these, I smell that he is old and that he no longer bothers
to wear aftershave or cologne. The few hairs on his head are more
haphazard as of late, and his skin more tender, but his eyes are still
bright and his smile still says, "So, what do you know?" in that old
British way I always tried to fully understand. My left hand receives
a warm and reassuring squeeze from his left hand as if to tell me that
it will be alright, and he turns to Rob to say hello with a nod.
The room where Grandma is receiving instruction from my aunt
on how to clean a litter box, something she has done most of her
life, is literally stuffed from wall to wall. A moose head once hung in
the corner of their spacious living room almost unnoticed. As a child
I always begged to be lifted up so that I could pet his nose. This
moose is now taking up nearly all of one wall in this overly small
room and standing guard, ridiculously, over the cat's litter box, an
end table, and a love seat. On the opposite wall, or rather, shroud
ing the opposite wall is my grandfather's gun cabinet and a closet
that his good friend, now dead, whom we all called Uncle Reginald,
made for him many years ago. The gun cabinet is used to hold
important family papers and his always well-kept hunting guns. The
closet now holds all of their warmest winter clothing and two of his
many pairs of boots. The other fifty-odd pairs of boots still remain at
their old house, waiting for a time when someone can bring them all
up for him to choose which pairs to keep. My grandmother does not
greet me with the usual elated grin and calling of "Jessie Jayne." She
greets me with the same confusion that can be felt throughout the
house.
"Hi, Grandma. It's good to see you. I'm home from college for
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the weekend."
She needs this prior warning so that when I am gone again
she knows, or at least someone else can remind her, that I have
not abandoned her for more important things. This was always a
danger over the summer as we often visited Grandpa on the physi
cal therapy wing of the hospital and she did not often understand
that we would be coming back and that we had obligations and not
preferences of other things to do.
"Hi, Jessie. I don't remember what I'm doing in this room," she
tells me, the litter scooper still in her right hand and a plastic baggie
in her left.
My aunt reminds her and continues the step-by-step instruction
that is so easy to become impatient with. I want to be home so that
I can escort them through this part of their lives but I want them
to be able to comfort me and hold me as they did when I was very
young and needed careful instruction and tender comfort. When
this task is completed, we move to the kitchen to wash our hands
and to see that my grandfather has made a fresh pot of coffee of
which he is very proud. The grin on his face reminds me of a small
child and I feel very inappropriate giving reinforcing praise of his
efforts.
"Grandma," I say, "we have doughnuts and bananas and Grand
pa made coffee and there is apple juice and grape juice or milk or
water. What kind of doughnut do you want?" I realize that I have
presented too many confusing options for any of it to sound appeal
ing.
"No, thank you. I'm not very hungry, I have a tummy ache," but
I know from experience and the way she holds her hand inside her
brown sweater against her ninety pounds, that she must be hungry
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and is mistaking this pain as having eaten too much or as feeling
nauseated.
I pull four white plates from the cupboard and a couple very
stained coffee mugs from the dish strainer next to the sink and place
them near the box of various doughnuts on the very small laminate
table against the very bare green kitchen wall. I offer grandpa the
powdered doughnut, a guess, but he takes the raspberry-filled in
stead. I take a blueberry and Rob takes a sprinkled doughnut. As
I turn my back and walk to get juice from the refrigerator, I hear
grandma asking Rob if there is a plain doughnut, which she takes
and eats happily.
While we are sitting making small talk and trying to catch up
with how we have been doing, grandma inserts something that I
cannot get out of my mind.
"It's terrible losing your memories, losing your mind. It's a ter
rible feeling."
No one said a word until I made some stupid comment about
where the cat might be hiding, or about the weather, and again
about the weather, or about the ceramic triceratops on the table. I
hadn't a clue what to say to fill the deafening silence. I could only
think: I want to talk to the grandfather and grandmother I knew
before. The grandparents I knew before their falls, before their
forgetfulness, before their strokes, before they got old faster than I
could realize. I want to sit with them and ask them all the questions
I should have asked them.
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bone densitometry/star map
you don't have to tell me, doc
i'm hanging up here day after day
grit your teeth and feel them give
a little for every year you're alive
if i fell from the heavens
i'd shatter into slivers
from which no light is reflected
i've got nebula bones
the density of stars is greatest
before they explode
in that last burst of strength
i find in a calcium deposit
i'll take back the days
that transit gave to outer space
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Breakthrough
bby let the thick green line slip from her fingers, whistling
down into the shifting deep blue water. The three-pronged
JL

JL. hook disappeared into the thick murkiness a few inches

below the surface. She turned to see the tall figure of her father
doing the same on the other side of the boat three feet away from
her. She smiled to herself at the grim determination she saw in his
deft movements. He was out to catch some fish. Nothing less than
the best would ever do for him, and fishing was no exception.
Catching herself staring, Abby turned back to her own line.
With one hand she lightly held the line, and with the other she
quickly uncoiled it from its wooden spool, lowering it deeper into
the salt water. Her own movements, while lacking the experienced
flare of her father's, demonstrated her concern for getting it right.
She pursed her lips in concentration, careful not to let the line get
tangled. After several moments, the line went slack as it hit the
bottom. She pulled it up a few feet and began the steady "jigging."
Sharp pull, release. Tug, release.
Tucking away some stray hair, Abby let herself settle into the
routine and looked around her for the first time since they had
stopped the boat to try out the spot. She saw the outline of the land
against the horizon and tried to decide the whereabouts of their
dock. She soon gave up and turned her eyes to the water. It was a
pretty calm day, and the ocean looked like a giant swimming pool
with boats bobbing here and there on the miniature waves. She was
glad it wasn't too windy. On those days, the boat rocked so much it
made her seasick, and the rides to and from the dock were always
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bumpy and unpleasant. Today was perfect. She took a deep breath
of the cool air. Breathing was so different here. Back home the air
was stiff, here it surged into your lungs and made you think that
anything could be possible.
"How's it going over there?" Her father's voice broke the silence.
After almost ten minutes of hearing only the water lapping the side
of the boat, it sounded strange.
Abby grinned, lifting her eyebrows as she often did when she
was exaggerating an expression. "I have a good feeling about this
one," she said, making an especially dramatic tug on the line. "We're
gonna catch some big ones."
He smiled back, wrinkles forming around his eyes. "I hope you're
right." He was quite a sight, as he always was on family vacations.
When he took time off from the office, he took time off from
shaving as well, and now an impressive beard was growing. Abby
remembered when it had been dark and full, but now it grew in
almost completely grey. Even after only a few days at the cabin on
the coast of Maine, it was his most prominent feature. But it took
some getting used to. He wore his army green fishing overalls over a
white and red flannel shirt to keep him warm and dry. The outfit was
completed by huge fishing boots that made a dull thud on the boat's
floor.
Abby loved their times in the boat together. He would come
into her small, sparsely furnished room early in the morning, his
failed attempt at a whisper waking her from sleep and pulling her
from under the warm covers. When her feet hit the cold floor, he
would leave her to layer socks and long underwear under boots and
snow pants, for lack of real fishing wear. There was no need for the
usually meticulous process of putting on makeup, and that was a
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small joy in itself. She would join him for a silent breakfast—usually
a bowl of cereal—in the tiny kitchen.
When the boat had been untied and the motor roared, pushing
them out to meet the rising sun, Abby would sit in the bow letting
the wind tussle her thick blond hair. With her eyes closed, she could
almost forget the life they left behind in their two-story house in
central Pennsylvania. She could almost forget that the man who
now searched excitedly for the perfect fishing spot was the same man
who worked late on her fifteenth birthday the month before, missing
her party. She could almost believe that his stern and disappointed
face when she failed to meet his standards was the face of someone
in a dream. Almost.
But there was always the pull back to reality. They always went
home, back to the lonely evenings Abby spend doing homework
or watching TV, to the meals where Abby sat with her mom at the
table and listened to her making excuses for her father's choice
not to be there. At home she found little pleasure in anything that
she did. It was all part of a fruitless attempt to gain some shred of
approval. She worked hard in school in the hopes that it would
be enough for her father. She played the piano because he said he
wished he would have pursued music when he was younger. He
would pass the practice room without so much as a "sounds great,
honey." What she wouldn't give to hear those words just once.
Abby remembered with a shudder a beautiful day the previous
fall. Her street was ablaze with red and yellow and her feet made
crunching sounds on the fallen leaves as she walked home from the
bus stop. Her steps were light and there was a smile on her face as
she shut the front door behind her and crossed the blue carpet of the
dining room into the kitchen. Her mother was seated at the table
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looking over menus, and glanced up with a smile.
"How was your day, honey?" she asked.
In reply, Abby set her backpack on the counter and drew from
it a folded piece of paper. She laid it on top of the cookbook and
looked expectantly at her mother.
"We got report cards today. Look what I got!" She pointed at the
row of grades, which held all A's and a B+ in Algebra 1—her hardest
class.
"This is great, Abby! You did even better than you thought!"
Her mother smiled proudly, knowing the hours of dedicated study
that had produced the grades.
Several hours later when her father had arrived home from
another long day at the office, Abby was in the front hall to meet
him, report card in hand. Her eyes darted nervously from the floor to
his face as he mulled over the piece of paper.
"Well, not bad," he said finally, looking up. "But you're really
going to need to work pretty hard if you want to bring that B to an
A." He nodded encouragingly. "You can do it."
Abby nodded back at him as he handed over the report card
and turned to walk up the stairs. The paper in her hands trembled
slightly.
A sharp, unmistakable pull on her line drew Abby from her
painful reflection with a start. Her brown eyes widened and she
gasped excitedly.
"I got something!" She cried, and felt the boat rock as her father
wrapped his line around the bench and came to stand beside her. His
tall stature dwarfed her delicate 5'4" frame.
"Pull it up!" He exclaimed, just over her shoulder. The
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excitement in his voice was instantly recognizable.
Abby's heart quickened. She began to pull the line up, quickly,
hand over hand, letting the green mass gather on the boat's floor
at her feet. Faster and faster she pulled, feeling the resistance and
hoping for a big one on the other end. She could see the reflection
of her father's face in the water next to the racing line as he leaned
over the side. She pulled harder, longing to see that face look on her
with pride and approval. The line rubbed harshly against her hands,
but the pain did not cause even a slight bit of hesitation.
A beam of morning sunlight reflected off something in the
water. Abby saw the glistening body of a good-sized cod twisting and
jerking several feet below the surface. Out of the corner of her eye
she saw her father's tightly clenched fist release and grab the rusted
gaff. He was ready.
"Keep the line tight," he urged, leaning further over the side.
The fish was jerking hard, and Abby finally really felt the pain in her
hands.
Abby did not quite understand what happened next. The line
went slack for a split second and the fish, now close enough that
they could see its golden scales, surged forward and broke free. It
disappeared under the rippling water and Abby's heart sank as she
gazed helplessly at the empty hook dangling just under the surface.
She heard the quick gasp of her father and then the slow
exhalation. She could not turn to look at him, but stood in perfect
silence, watching her reflection flicker on the water.
After a slight pause, he cleared his throat.
"You let him get away," He said, dully. "If you would have just
kept the pressure on the line, we could've had him." He ran his
fingers through his wavy grey-speckled hair.
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"I know," Abby whispered. "I'm sorry." She knew she had let
him down. And this time, it mattered more than any grade or
musical performance ever could. This time more was at stake. What
if he doesn't want to take me fishing anymore? She cringed at the
thought. If we don't have this, what will we have? She bit her lip
and stared harder at the water.
"Let's go," he said, turning to pull in his line. She carefully put
up her own line and took her place in the bow. She stared down at
her delicate hands, red from the struggle with the line, then at the
empty bucket they had eagerly planned to fill with fish. She felt a
stinging behind her eyes and fought to keep the tears from breaking
free.
Abby was thankful for the loud roar of the motor on the ride
back in. She dug her hands into the pocket of her sweatshirt and
hung her head, still avoiding his eyes. She was afraid of what she
would see there. When they arrived at the dock, she helped her
father tie up the boat and then climbed up the ladder behind him.
Their boots made hollow thudding sounds on the ancient wooden
boards of the dock as they trudged towards the parking lot. Abby
climbed into the passenger's seat of the family's SUV and waited
as her father loaded the fishing gear into the back. When he took
his place behind the steering wheel, she gazed out her window and
watched their small boat sway to and fro and bump up against the
dock. As they pulled away, she reached over to turn on the radio. It
was an oldies station. The familiar song replaced the silence. "I can
see clearly now the rain is gone. I can see all the obstacles in my way.
All of the dark clouds have come and gone. It's gonna be a bright,
bright bright sun-shining day." Out of the corner of her eye Abby
could see her father looking at her.
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Suddenly, he turned off the radio and pulled the car over into
the parking lot of a small gas station convenience store. Abby finally
forced herself to look at him. She could not read his expression. It
reminded her of a movie she had seen once where the man had to
tell his wife he had cheated on her. He had looked like this, only it
seemed much more familiar when she had seen it on a man she had
never met.
"I..." his voice trailed off and he turned his intense gaze to a man
at the check-out counter inside the store. He was waving his hands
and yelling about something. The woman behind the counter looked
like she was trying to get a word in, but was having some difficulty.
Abby was also watching the pair, and felt a sudden longing to
be able to express herself as that man was, without holding back.
But she found herself struggling to think of anything that would be
appropriate. A moment later he saved her the trouble and began
again.
"It's alright," He sounded awkward. "About the fish, I mean.
And not just the fish..." Abby had never seen him like this. He
bit his lip and his knuckles were white from clenching the steering
wheel so hard.
"I guess what I'm trying to say is..." He swallowed. "I'm proud
of you, Abby." He reached over and gave her an awkward pat on the
knee. Again he looked out the window to watch the man stalk out
to his car, muttering under his breath.
When he turned back to look at her, the unfamiliar expression
was gone. He produced a lop-sided grin and spoke quickly: "Anyway,
we'll do better next time."
"Yeah," she said, looking at him with glistening eyes. "Yeah,
we will." She gazed outside at the familiar scenery and felt she was
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seeing it for the first time.
"Dad?" she said softly, turning to face him.
"Yeah?" He answered without meeting her gaze.
"Thanks."

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

Good writing works from the outside in. In order for fiction
to resonate in the reader's soul, the writer must invest in sensory
detail. In "Breakthrough," the complex relationship between parent
and child is rendered through vivid descriptions of a father's beard,
a loud motor boat ride, and jig fishing. These images, the raw
materials of the story's poignancy, are what abide with the reader.
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Paul's Seed
As I work in Paul's studio,
my clumsy hands
placing meaningless lines on a sketchpad,
I imagine Paul
(whose busy lips paint
bodies with full use)
at a time when his own body had full
potential.
This was before the horse bucked,
fifteen years old, when perhaps Paul was Zorro.
I can picture him, dark hair, plastic sword,
conquering his world, dream by lucid dream.
Or perhaps on the day of the accident,
he was a young John Wayne,
a master of horsemanship and gun-slinging.
I imagine Paul in hot pursuit of some phantom
villain with a gold tooth and an evil horse,
before
it happened.
The horse bucked.
And the hero in Paul divorced from
his flesh, like a chemical reaction,
and died on impact with the ground.
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The survivors included:
one limp arm,
five numb fingers,
one alert neck
and a hidden seed of hero,
buried deep.
By age forty,
Paul's hero seed had woken
And blossomed as dreams of Matisse and Picasso.
(Perhaps Wayne and Zorro died that day to make room for the
artists)
And I envision
strong branches of his hero-self, delicate as wheat, strong as hearty
oak,
supporting his neck,
guiding the movements of his head,
his lips as comfortable with the brush as any hand has been.
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They Were June Days in
January
They were June days in January,
afternoons lying beneath the fever trees,
talking atop the scratching screeches of cicadas.
If these days have been my life,
then my home has been fields of wiregrass,
bougainvillea blossoms, acacia trees and thickets.
My children were the wispy hopes I dared to voice,
and my tentative arrangement of words.
I have loved this life, under the soft shade of fever trees.
I have paid a profound penance for those days
of cool pineapple and hot chapatti,
for those days of cloud gazing and soda slurping
and laughter on dusty roads.
I have a memory, and my memory works well,
and I suppose there's no harm in remembering those days,
those June days in January,
as even slightly more surreal than they seemed.
My noon times have been long and lazy,
my sunsets bold and brilliant.
I should hope that the night sky can seem so wondrous,
after the cool, calm, star-studded evenings
I spent on a balcony in Africa.
The picture that I shall hold in my mind of this land
is one of the washerwomen
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humming at the river,
beating their clothes with stones,
in perfect, patting rhythm....
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NON-FICTION
3RD PLACE

Chili Dogs and Ketchup,..
Forever
he first summer I was fifteen and crammed into the murky
I backseat of a dented 1992 Ford Escort. Harry trusted me,
counted on me. Maybe once he even told me I would be
an invaluable addition to his camp. My mind was too cloudy to
think, too dark to wonder why I had allowed my grandparents to
kidnap me, forcing me to live in their condo on a private beach in
Florida for the summer. Then I was sixteen and learning that Harry
still trusted me and still wanted me to be a part of his camp. Camp
was my first love. Seventeen and eighteen only made my fanatical
devotion to this small conglomeration of cabins in northern Indiana
all the more deep. A few weeks after my twentieth birthday, I
returned to camp.
Michael claimed to wear homemade underwear and have two
double hernias. Of course, he informed us that it was all for his own
good, though. The other boys sneered at him and asked quietly why
Michael lied all of the time. The smattering of warts that stretched
in a belt from left eye to right ear gave his face an unusual textured
appearance. And the way he bellowed, "Seismic punch!" as he
slammed his fist into the tetherball, voice starting soft and as low
as he could force it, rising quickly to an onomatopoetic expression
of the word "punch," caused me to continually challenge him to
just one more game. And that first meal, Sunday evening, as the
pizza piled higher and higher on his plate, I felt it my duty as his
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counselor to remind him he needed to try and eat everything he
took. He promptly announced that at home he always "ate at least
twice this much." He took two bites before proclaiming that he
didn't like pizza after all. I sighed and smiled at the amount heaped
before him, the mound of forsaken cheese and crust.
"I miss my TV, my refrigerator, and my mom. In that order."
Choking this out was quite a chore for Michael as we walked from
the dining hall— homesickness is highly contagious. I asked if the
comfort a well-stocked fridge offered was all that he missed. He
sniffed violently and, struggling to maintain control of his bottom
lip, said, "The kids at school call me fat." I could already tell that
Michael was in the running for favorite camper ever. I explained
the benefits of his stocky build to him- big muscles, what else?
- and he quickly agreed, stating solemnly that he worked out. The
sounds of after-dinner singing drifted through camp before finding us
perched on a deck overlooking the lake, watching the sun sleepily
droop towards the stretching treetops.
I questioned him in neutral areas that were not likely to cause
any more tears. Favorite movie: "Uh, I guess... Finding Nemo."
Favorite class: "Math. Yup, math." Favorite shirt: "This one."
Favorite food: "Chili dogs and ketchup."
"I love chili dogs and ketchup, too!" I all but shouted into his
face. "No one else does. I have never met another person who puts
ketchup on their chili dogs-1 get made fun of all summer long."
"You know something, buddy?" he asked. "You are the first
person I have ever found a food in common with." I was surprised
at first, but four years of being a camp counselor had taught me
nine-year-old boys are prone to embellishment, so 1 asked a few
more questions. Five minutes later I was convinced he was not
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exaggerating, he really couldn't think of another time when
someone had shared an interest with him.
"Chili dogs and ketchup," I said to him as he jumped off the
deck and ran to catch up with me. I turned and looked out at the
sun bleeding across the sky. Michael imitated me, putting his hands
on his hips and shaking his head slightly to show me how beautiful
he thought it was.
"Forever!" he said, pumping a fist in the air.
The sun burned away the morning mist to reveal a clump of
figures huddled together, as one more bounced its way towards the
group. Michael struggled to pull his shoe on as we began to stretch
for the tradition known as Roadrunners, a morning walk to the end
of the camp's driveway and back. I noticed that he was wearing
his favorite shirt again, as well as the ketchup stained shorts he
had come to camp in the day before. Here again, several years of
experience led me to believe that Michael was no different than any
other young boy in his first year of camp: he would proudly sport his
favorite outfit, sleeping and waking, as long as I allowed him. No
parents means no need to change your clothes. Of course, the little
girls gave the obligatory nose-wrinkle and checked to make sure
their own flawless outfits still matched as well as they did when mom
tucked them into the Ziploc clearly labeled "Monday." I smiled and
wished I could be a nine-year old hopping on one foot to join the
rest of camp in the filthy shirt I planned to wear religiously all week.
"To the left," I said instead and tried to touch my Velcro sneakersmy "grandpa shoes" as the campers called them.
Michael and I plodded along after the dust cloud rising down
the driveway after the trampling of Harry Potter and Powerpuff
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Girl clad feet. As we would do every morning for the rest of the
week, we plodded slowly along talking about school, video games,
and a father who never shows up. I was helping Michael decide
on a nickname when I asked his middle name: sometimes it sparks
an idea. "Well," he started ponderously, in his reedy little voice,
"the kids at school say its loser." By this point in our relationship,
meaning about fourteen hours in, I had learned to expect anything
from this precocious sounding little boy. Laughter, the only way to
deal with the heartbreaking things that he said, spilled out.
"That's not what I heard," I countered. "I heard they call you
sexy beast."
"Aw, man!" he mumbled, shuffling embarrassedly ahead of me
as another counselor's laughter, a girl's, rang out. He loved to have
an older girl laugh at him in a way that made him feel he was a
world-class comedian rather than the fat loser he usually felt like.
He slowed so we would come even again. Silence fell as the tension
mounted between the three of us; I stuffed my smile as far back as
I could, trying to keep it from escaping through my nostrils lest he
think we were teasing him. "Did you really hear that?" I released
my laughter.
Michael was hundreds of lonely days past low self esteem. He
was smart enough to realize that no one cared about him at home.
So when he learned we were playing get-to-know-you games one
night, he told me, "You don't want to get to know me, I'm the most
boringest kid ever." I smiled painfully and said that I could think of
nothing I would rather spend my evening on. He looked dubious as
he shuffled into the bathroom, where cries of "I am the destroyer"
emanated as Michael battled the flies in the toilet. He came out
looking more cheerful, I assumed he had been victorious, and started
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to flop in his oversized sandals to join the other campers preparing to
get to know each other. I told him that he needed to wear sneakers
so he could run around and he said, "Man, I ruin everything!" His
attitude was not self-deprecating; he acted as if it was empirically
obvious that he was worthless.
His cleverness manifested itself in a manner that, had it been
anyone else, would have signified a lack of intellectual ability. He
was reading Treasure Island, a book not many boys his age could
handle as well as he appeared to, a mammoth oak in the Back 40
propping him up. No one at camp remembered the origins of the
name "Back 40," but over the years it had come to signify a large
open field hedged in by trees on three sides and a baseball backstop
on the fourth. Michael deftly flipped a page every minute or so, eyes
flitting quickly, almost nervously, in their haste to reach the bottom
of each page. He never paused to reread a sentence or ask me what
a word meant, he seemed to be enthralled. After a short time,
he put the book aside and looked at the rest of his cabin playing
soccer, sighing as if the book were beneath him and he needed to
make a subtle, yet public, declaration of this. I asked if he liked it
and he replied, "Oh, I don't know. I don't really like to read." This
surprised me since he had every outward appearance of a bookworm
as he scanned the pages.
"Why not? You are a great reader, you should really enjoy it."
Being something of a bibliophile myself, I detected a kindred spirit
and felt the need to encourage him in a lost entertainment. He just
shrugged and picked at the grass, throwing what came loose into
the wind and watching it float away. "Why don't you read some for
me?" I prompted, hoping that if I got him started again, he would
continue reading on his own. It took some wheedling to get him to
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open the book again.
His voice sounded clear and strong as he began, so I smiled
satisfactorily. "It was the sun that... him... and... so... for...not...
that he was..." My grin began to droop as I realized that Michael
recognized only a few of the words his eyes touched upon. To hide
that he was such a slow reader, he merely skipped over the words he
did not immediately recognize and, without hesitation to give away
his feint, confidently proclaimed the next word he could readily
identify. His clever scheme had carried him through two years of
school, and, as his voice continued, unintelligible but without pause,
I wondered how many more years it would be before someone who
could devote the time necessary to help Michael would come along.
The cut was long and deep on Michael's knee. He had been
snooping around in the shallow lake water, trying to find interesting
shells to add to the collection bulging his swimsuit pocket, when he
kneeled to scoop up a handful of sand that looked promising. His
knee descended onto the razor-sharp mouth of a zebra mussel. It
sliced so deeply that there was a white film visible deep in the layers
of skin as black began to ooze out of the incision. He was brave,
though, trying with all his might to look indifferent and manly, as if
the nurse's interest were bothersome, keeping him from rejoining the
fun in the lake. The nurse decided that stitches were needed and
an expedition to get Michael to the hospital was undertaken. I had
to remain behind with my cabin, but I was informed at length by
both the nurse and Michael what happened in the emergency room.
Michael became a hero.
The mussel had the upper hand at first, biting Michael on the
knee and trying to beat a hasty retreat. But Michael was too quick.
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"When I aerial attacked that thing, it was all over," he told the ER
nurse. "He didn't have a prayer." The nurse, who was by this point
hopelessly in love with this nine-year-old, quickly rounded up as
many nurses and doctors as the other patients could spare, and had
Michael repeat his tale. Several other professionals, sterile in their
scrubs and latex gloves, trickled in to hear the epic of the young
hero. Soon, Michael was on a crusade to rid the lake of evil mussels
and had pulled me from the gaping jaws of their king before slaying
him in a deadly contest of wits and brute strength. Michael had
found an audience and was milking the proverbial cow with wild
abandon.
He told me once that he spent all of his time alone. His only
companion was his imagination which had grown exponentially,
far outreaching that of "normal" kids his age. As a result, he was
alienated from his peers, the only people available to him who could
sustain his ordinary desire for attention. He was nothing more than
a mosquito to his family, an annoyance to be swatted at occasionally,
so home was not a refuge to which he could escape. His irrepressible
imagination caused him to suffer from congenital social failure: the
cause and result of his loneliness were the same.
Michael was a dancer, we learned after his return from the
hospital. He would Riverdance up and down the dining hall's sandy
wooden floor. Stomping, clomping, and clogging his ungainly way
through any song we could play for him, Michael made everyone
smile. His elaborate tall tales were no longer enough for him, he
was finding he could suckle still more, he was learning that people
wanted to know him and pay attention to him. Yet he never once
demanded attention by misbehaving or acting out. It was simple
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discovery for Michael of something most assume, that they are worth
other people's time.
On Saturday morning, Michael's aunt walked with him as he
said his goodbyes, hardly pausing for breath as he swept through
camp introducing everybody. I wished him luck in school and sexy
beast luck with the ladies as he gave the tetherball one more seismic
punch. She packed him unceremoniously into the rusty red lump
she drove and turned to me as Michael continued chattering away
about mussels and dancing and being at the hospital. "He ain't
gonna shut up the whole way home, is he?" she asked chuckling,
expecting me to agree with her. "Guess we'll have to turn the radio
up louder'n usual." I think I may have managed a wry smile but
I can't be sure. My eyes were glued to Michael, sitting alone in
the back seat, still prattling on to an empty car where no one was
listening. I know that I felt sick.
As they pulled into the driveway and started to head towards the
highway 1 shouted, "Chili dogs and ketchup!"
I saw Michael pump his fist and mouth, "Forever!"

JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

A memorable portrait of young Michael, an underappreciated
boy who begins to blossom at camp. His character is developed with
humor and complexity, and the narrator is wisely content to remain
in the background.
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Lean My Head
Look at you, like a child in his father's suit. (Wait - that is what you
are.) Platonic friendship's doomed if you keep looking at me like
that, and I like things just the way they are.
I heard someone tell you that it's all your fault. You always screw
everything up. You know I don't think it's true.
I'm going to sit next to you on this hard bench and maybe hold your
hand. I'm going to lean my head against this blue wall until you
move closer - then I'll rest on your shoulder, and we both know that
you'll be the one resting. I'm going to let you keep your secrets and
tell your lies, because no one else has.
A promise against patronization ever on my lips, I'll be your
traveling companion. Like an old journal, write your adventures on
me. I'll listen to what they've always ignored.
Someone sang your story and it made me crazy. Do you know you
make me cry? No, no. It's not in what you say or do - it's in the way
that you look at them. From the outside I could see what the others
could not, and now on your side I see it still. After all, I selfishly
enjoy all of you.
They don't deserve the truth of you, and I can keep it a secret.
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Rest Stop

E

ifty miles outside of Boston—fifty miles from home—Emily

pulled off the road to a rest stop. The snowstorm had begun

...most as soon as she had left her mother's house and it was

now too bad to drive in.
She opened the door to the rest stop. Faces turned to see the
new arrival. She brushed snow off her clothes. The faces turned
back to empty air. She surveyed her surroundings, eyed the coffee
machine, and headed toward it.
She glanced at the crowd as she walked, quickly counting a few

dozen bodies strewn around, waiting for the storm to die. The cof
fee machine was a close five feet away, screaming comfort, when she
was intercepted.
"Hello dear."
"Oh, hi."
"I'm Ms. Grimald. Such amazing weather coming out of no
where like that, don't cha'think?"
"Oh, yes," Emily was looking past the kindly old woman towards
the coffee machine, feeling the snow melting on her hair, matting
down the brown-blond curls to her head.
"I was just on my way to Boston when it hit..." Ms. Grimald
dragged on and on as the girl flipped back a loose curl and adjusted
herself, ready to listen. If you can't beat them join them...
"...and Boston's where I found BoBo," she drew forth the picture
of BoBo. The distraught cat was wearing a red bow, and apparently
didn't agree with the color of the noose tied to her neck.
"That's great, she looks ...cute."
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"Isn't she just adorable? She just loves to play ..."
The coffee machine seemed to retreat farther and farther into
the corner, hiding from Ms. Grimald: the seventy year old owner
of BoBo the cat. The girl's hair was now falling in her face at every
movement, wet from the melting snow. Emily listened to the other
people in the room talking in soft voices while Ms. Grimald ran on.
A brief lull in the otherwise one-sided conversation allowed
Emily a chance for freedom. "I'm just going to go grab some coffee
... excuse me," she pushed past Ms. Grimald and began to fiddle with
the machine.
Refreshment came in cup form and she immediately felt relaxed.
Emily heard her name above the murmur of the crowd. She tensed
up and slowly turned her head, and caught Ms. Grimald in the crime
of playing matchmaker between her and a one Fred Myers.
"She's really nice, and simply adorable!" Emily caught Fred's eye
and gave a weak smile over the steaming coffee trying to say 'I didn't
put her up to this.'
"Don't be shy Freddy, go introduce yourself."
On the way over to her, he tripped on a boy's stray toy car,
swearing quietly as he stumbled into the wall nearest to her, "Son
of a..." he held his tongue and pointed behind him, "...hey, Ms.
Grimald was talking about you..."
"It's alright; I'm sure she means well."
"Yeah, totally harmless," he adjusted his glasses.
"They always do."
"What do you mean?"
"Oh you know, the innocent old woman who sticks her nose in
everything. They always seem harmless at first." They both glanced
over to a smiling Ms. Grimald who might as well have been slap-
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ping imaginary dust off her hands, letting everyone know about her
completion of an excellent job.
"Yeah, a wonderful lady ...so rather than take her word for it,
Who exactly are you?"
"Emily, and you?"
"Fred, nice to meet you. So, I guess the question of the day is,
why are you here?"
"Why, oh why am I here..." she stared at the ceiling letting the
curls fall from her face, "well, bad luck I guess, but really 1 was on the
way back from Boston." she added "Visiting family."
"I'll bet it's beautiful. I was up there last year around this time.
It's either gorgeous leaves or snow."
"Ha, yeah for you. But for us it's either the raking or shoveling."
they shared a laugh and Ms. Grimald beamed enough to melt all of
the snow outside. "So, what do you do?"
"Architecture, mainly freelance work. You?"
"Oh me ... Teach, art."
"Really? I had a great art teacher in junior high, the guy could
make anything. And he was so bizarre, I loved it."
"That's great," she trailed off.
"You alright?"
"Yeah, just thinking. Sometimes I wonder if any of my students
will say something like that about me," she was surprised she was
talking about this to anyone, let alone a stranger named Fred in the
middle of a New England storm.
"Me too."
"What do you mean?"
"People know who Frank Lloyd Wright is, but they don't know
the name of the man who built the first McDonald's. And how
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"Hmm, I've never thought of if that way." There was a reflec
tive pause in the conversation in which one extremely satisfied Ms.
Grimald made another appearance.
"How are things going?" She could hear the wedding bells
already.
"Fine, just fine."
"That's good, good. I don't mean to interrupt anything," she
smiled and waddled off.
"I think her only goal is to interrupt."
"Probably."
"Hey, do you mind if I get some coffee?"
"No, not at all. Sorry, I didn't mean to block the machine," she
slid out of his way.
"Thanks, Sometimes coffee is the only answer to a problem.
When all else fails I grab some coffee and settle in."
Emily nodded.
"So, you're from the area. How long 'till we can head out?"
"Could go all night, most likely will."
"Great. I've got a client who is expecting me tomorrow." His
eyes rolled with his words.
Emily laughed in her coffee, understanding the feeling. "What's
the job?"
"Office building."
"How did you get that?"
"The same way I seem to get every job, a friend of a friend of a
friend...And so on down the line."
"Interesting, I guess I don't know much about architecture."
"I probably know less about art. So do you teach in Boston?"
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"No, I teach in Virginia, Lynchburg High School to be exact."
"Do you like it?"
"It's a job, I started out with more of a purpose, but now..."
"I think I might understand."
"Really?"
"Yeah, it starts with a goal, and then somewhere along the line
you lose focus, you get tired, it isn't worth it anymore."
"Basically."
They both sipped their coffee in silence. Emily watched the
boy with the car flutter his lips, imitating the sound of a real car.
His mother drew him close and shushed his 'vrooms' "Billy! Quiet
down, people are trying to sleep."
Emily watched holding back a few stray lumps of hair, detached
and in thought. Her smile faded and more of her hair limply shroud
ed her face. She gave up fighting the tangled mess on her head and
began looking over the bodies for a spot to sit down. "Care to join
me?"
"Sounds like a good idea." They eyed an open area in front of a
buzzing coke machine and headed through the staring crowd. "So
what was your original motivation to be an art teacher?"
"I liked kids, felt the arts were a good thing. I liked drawing in
my spare time anyway, so it just made sense."
"You ever have a great art teacher?"
Emily chuckled, "I've had bad ones. My junior high art teacher
specifically, she just wasn't creative. The kind of art teacher who
wants to see thirty identical white cows with black spots. There
wasn't any room for my purple cow for her, I guess." Fred smiled.
"Well, then what was the motivation behind architecture?"
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"It was the only desk job I could see myself doing. My parents
were always pushing for me to get a steady job, 'something stable'
they said, so we compromised. That and they were paying for col
lege..."
"Makes sense."
They sipped coffee in silence. Emily leaned up against the coke
machine and stared out at the other shut-ins. Some were trying to
fitfully sleep, waking often to cough and readjust themselves. Others
were talking to their spouses, or playing with their children, or mak
ing new friends. All because of the storm. Emily felt a certain calm
in the rest stop.
"I'm going to go smoke." Fred pushed his way to a standing posi
tion, "I'm like the postal service. Come rain or shine..."
"Sounds like someone tried to quit before."
"Every day of my life."
She smugly grinned at his comment and his resolve. She settled
back into the coke machine and tried to close her eyes. The small
boy's runaway car hit her foot and she sat up. His mother caught up
to her child and grabbed him and his car in one giant swoop.
"Sorry, I'm so sorry. He's just everywhere it seems nowadays."
"Really it's okay. What's his name?"
"Oh, it's Billy; I'm really sorry he woke you."
"It's fine, I wasn't sleeping anyway. Believe me, I'm a teacher,
I've been hit by worse before."
"I can imagine... Billy is going to start school next year," she
shifted the 'vrooming' child around to the other side of her body.
"That's great. I'm sure he'll do well."
"Thanks. I'm going to go try to calm him down. It was nice
talking to you."
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"You too." Emily smiled and closed her eyes again; the smile
didn't fade until she finally fell asleep.
Sometime in the night Fred came back and found a comfort
able position across the way from the sleeping Emily. Later on the
road crews came in and told those who were there that the roads
were cleared, and the rest stop erupted in activity. Emily woke up,
stumbled outside to the brilliant white. She shook Fred's hand,
said goodbye and found her car. Looking through the windshield
she watched Fred get out his cell phone and cigarettes and begin to
salvage the day. Ms. Grimald peered over the wheel of her Buick
with mild disgust, they didn't even hug. She put her car in gear and
drove off to her house and her cat. Emily saw the smug look on Ms.
Grimald's face as she drove off, and smiled. She started her car and
drove off in the opposite direction.
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NON-FICTION

Grammie

S

he picks up the harmonica and breathes in and out, creating
a melody of remembrance. I've heard it before, but it has a

newness of life every time she plays. Her shoulders beat in

time with the rhythm as her foot, accelerated by her knee, acts as a

gentle reminder of the rapid three-four time. It's usually played with
bagpipes and a fiddle she says, and I know that she secretly wishes
she could play all three. I think, "Those were the days."
When she plays now, the extra skin that gently folds under her
neck moves slightly, moderately, joining us in the movement of
the song. I dance as a little girl, feeling the freedom of the nottoo-familiar surroundings, yet knowing that this place is one of my
homes. Any constraint I've felt is gone in this kitchen recital hall.
And we stomp louder, and she plays, and I dance, and she stands up
to dance in a circle, and I join her. The rimples around her mouth
tighten as her lips form the shape of a smile. The skin, in this
action, tightens back to youth, and all of the years have never gone
by, and finally the exterior body again matches the interior being.
We are done dancing now. Today returns, and I receive my wages
from performing, an oatmeal cream pie. She sneaks it to me because
my mother would never let me eat any such thing, or at least not
three at a time.
Dancing has been in my family for a few generations. Being
Scottish, celebratory festivities and merriment are a part of both
of us. Our ancestors landed on the Canadian coastal geography of
Prince Edward Island in order to plant potatoes. Farming. It too
is in the family; we have fresh tomatoes every year from the back
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yard of our suburban house. It's Grammie's garden. She works the
ground now, as she did then, sitting on her knees, bending over her
enjoyment, allowing gravity to exact its toll—elongated wrinkles
on her face. Gravity, that's what produced them anyway. Gravity
fueled by farm work.
She always needs a break after the garden, and so she comes
in and sits down at the kitchen table with me. She tells me about
the red of the tomatoes or perhaps about the red Georgia clay in
the soil—it's not full of nutrients, not like Canadian soil. "Prince
Edward Island, yes, that's the good soil. On my farm, we planted
potatoes and corn, and I was supposed to help. I fed the animals
before I went to school. My mother always told me to go to school
and to work hard. Mother was a gentle lady, and you know my sister
Millie was a lot like her. How my father ever won her. . . why he
was a Scot through and through. Always looking for the fun in life,
and not worrying about the future. He was a versatile fellow. Never
took much, especially the ups and downs of life, too seriously. But
when he took the downs, well, you didn't want to talk to him. I
think that they would call him a rage-a-holic now, but we all knew
to just stay out of the way. How my mother ever. ..."
I was more like my father, I guess. But my brother Daniel,
he was made of the greatest parts of both my parents. After his
schooling, he became a pilot. He wanted to try something new,
something other than the farm. He was a Scot, full of life. He
became a pilot in World War II—got shot down. But, he was also
a writer, and while he was away from the Island during the war, he
wrote poems about his love for the island. They printed one of his
poems; it's in a Canadian memorial now. I understood that poem.
And then she stops, forgetting that we started with her garden.
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Daniel—her eyes look down and away and the crinkles around them
no longer finish the shape of her eyelashes. Her face remembers; the
wrinkles prove the past.
In her past she met my grandfather; she was a beautiful young
country-schoolteacher. Her sister was dating his first cousin, and so
they double dated. "I always had lots of boyfriends, though" she says.
And those were what led to their union. She danced with another
boy at the county square dance, and he got jealous. "There wasn't
any harm," she said, but my grandfather picked a fight to make sure
there wasn't any harm in it. She was finally won over, and they were
married in the Presbyterian church with the wedding dinner and the
dance at her parent's farmhouse. He asked her to stop smoking—she
complied. She showed me their first home last summer. A sunken
farmhouse on a hundred and thirty acres of land. I picked up a small
broken piece of china from the remains. Her eyes studied it intently,
attempting to find the reference in her mind to that piece of her life.
And on the point of remembering, her eyebrows lifted, enhancing
the lines on her forehead—"this is a piece of my wedding dishes!"
Dishes that my mother saw for only three years. The farm
couldn't support a family of six (soon to be seven). So, they
moved to the suburbs of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island for
architectural work for my grandfather, which eventually led the
family to Atlanta where real growth was apparent.
Atlanta was my mother's ninth grade year she tells me. By that
time, the family was in the church. No jewelry, no dancing, no
make up on her face—that was real religion. And my mother was
a stick who wore glasses and had buckteeth. There was a dance at
school, and she was asked to go. But her father would have none
of that in his household—they were Christians. And he went to
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work that night, and my grandmother's face, in delighted worry,
watched as her plans to slip my mother out of the house to the dance
succeeded. After all, she was more Scot like her father—enjoying
the moments.
Enjoying the moments sometimes means being mischievously
risque. Slightly squinting her eyes while the corners of her lips
hint at turning upward—a sequenced American flag bustier for sale
at a sidewalk arts and crafts festival brings that out in Grammie.
My family and I walk along the sidewalk of the festival looking at
different forms of art and other interesting ways of expression. The
bustier demands attention from each spectator. And then she goes
and holds it up to herself joyfully shouting to get out the camera
because, at seventy-six, this should get her a boyfriend.
She needs a boyfriend now because her husband died too early.
He wasn't supposed to die when his youngest was thirteen. They
had moved only five years earlier, and had just begun to get settled
into Georgia. He was looking older, but he still had years ahead
of him. His heart gave out around fifty, and my Mom came home
from her first year of college, and Grammie took up smoking again.
My mom has shown me pictures of the family during that time.
Grammie is the mother of a twelve year old; her complexion proves
it. But the weariness in her stature and in her eyes proves that looks
can be deceiving.
She moved in with my family because her job did not bring
in enough money for her to pay for her house. We had dinners
together, and made our kisses goodnight. Getting a glass of milk
before going to bed, I heard someone calling for help from the
basement. Looking down, I saw pain in her eyes. We walked up the
stairs to where my Mom was calling an ambulance. I told God that
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he couldn't take her away yet because I still needed her. This wasn t
the first time for her heart, but it was the last time her lungs would
soak in toxins—no more smoking said the doctor and she stopped
cold turkey.
She was the grandmother of an eighteen year old. Living
through the teenage years together had its rough spots, but it
was enjoyable. It's hard to leave, and so I walk downstairs to her
bedroom, and cry on her lap. And she simply says to me a few times
-"you know whose sweet girl you are, you're my sweet girl." And the
next summer, she has more wrinkles, and she's let her dyed hair grow
to white. We talk over the kitchen table. And it seems like years
will begin to feel like days.
A picture of my punk-rock brother kissing her soft cheek

she

again allows her wrinkles to tighten into a smile. And she wears a
shirt from the zoo, and it fits her. A Wondrous Diversity of Life.
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Lavinia
"She hath no tongue to call, nor hands to wash;
And so let's leave her here to her silent walks."
Titus Andronicus, Act II Scene IV

I am an angel - an angel, yet in chains
When vile hands ripped my golden wings apart
The bird within my mouth was driven out
The bird within my chest, now whimpering They left these sockets traced with red-soaked down
And resurrected wooden deltas there
Which flow with supplication for a voice
(I, fallen angel, though innocent as rain,
Am type-cast as "Tree Nymph" for these new arms)
And all creation joins this silent call For these wooden antennae radiate
Then amplify these prayers sent to my gods.
Another sin will not now go unseen
With those, my Righteous Judges holding scales
And gruesome sisters holding golden thread
To cut injustice, and used to knit new wings
Giving this bird-prosthesis for my song
New ink, like blood, pours from this feather quill:
"They maim the body, but cannot fully kill
This angel soul that lives within me still."
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LATOYA WEBB
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POETRY

four right turns
it was blue and windy i'll bet the ocean loved every minute
of having you in it,
but i stopped looking
because the picture was of people i don't know
and it made me think
of small, dark, narrow caves
full of ugly things
with no right to be on this earth.
even if i went there,
to that bright and breezy beach,
my feet would touch different grains of sand
than the ones you stood on.
it would be like making four right turns.
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Concerning Camaraderie
Ik s of late, our stories took place on Abbott. Abbott just
sounded like a good place for stories to occur. That didn't
X. JL. necessarily compel us to investigate real estate in the
area, but there are always subconscious factors involved in every
decision that we never take time to reason out. Regardless, dodging
possible pyschobabble, we moved downtown about eight months
ago. We moved onto Abbott and proceeded to settle and orient
ourselves to life on the east coast.
I guess the difference is sort of indefinable, but somehow the
east held the answer to the woes of our Midwestern upbringing. I'm
not going to try and define it; the location isn't central to the story.
A more appropriate beginning would be for me to clear up these
foggy pronouns: we, our, etc. When I say we, I mean me and my
three close brothers. When I say close brothers, I don't mean blood
brothers. I just don't feel that the literal definition really captures
my impression of us. We are as brotherly as they come but we don't
share the same genetic makeup. Genetic makeup is pretty limited in
explaining anyone, unless you are a baboon. Anyway, the point is
that few external qualities affected our interaction with one an
other.
There were so many ties between us. Like the time Daniel's
friend Nick died. I went with him to the funeral in Fort Worth,
Daniel's hometown. These were my brothers, Daniel, John, and
Eddie. John and Eddie sent flowers to a family that none of us really
knew besides our secondary connection to them. Eddie was likely
responsible for thinking of the gesture of goodwill, after which he
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retired from his taxing involvement. My best guess was that John
picked it up from there, picking out the bouquet and paying for it.
Eddie might be gracious and offer a couple of dollars if John ever
mentioned it again.
We came back to the fourth floor apartment in Hartford, Con
necticut and were greeted by sympathetic eyes. The three of us, Ed
die, John, and I did our best to console our wounded friend. Daniel
hadn't taken the blow very easily even though he hadn't kept close
relations with Nick in recent years. Eddie stood at eye level with
Daniel and, after the front door closed behind us, Eddie reached for
Daniel to give him a sympathetic squeeze. He wrapped his strong
arms around him, hoping to welcome his friend home. Daniel stiff
ened to the hug and remained quite rigid, obviously feeling quite
uncomfortable with the perhaps ill-delivered action. The message
was clear, but Daniel's frazzled appearance just didn't seem to request
such a charismatic motion. Eddie stood back, speculating on Daniel's
lack of response. From there, a few feet back, he was able to read the
defeated, exhausted look to his friend's features and posture.
It requires over a pound of unmetabolized alcohol in the body
of an average adult to cause death. This figure Nick was, intention
ally or accidentally, successful in breaching. He had discovered his
capacity the hardest way possible. This fact likely contributed to
the difficulty Daniel had in settling the death in his mind. He was
clearly beside himself and in need of some rest. We stood in the dull,
narrow hallway of our apartment, all four of us. Daniel fussed with
the strap of the black duffel that hung around his neck. He fiddled,
clasping the nylon with both hands and glancing nervously between
the bare walls and our attentive faces. His black thick-framed glasses
couldn't conceal the dark crescent moons that bagged down behind
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them. The corners of his mouth had scarcely lifted to produce a
smile in several days and when they did, it was a brief, polite greet
ing that quickly returned to morose. The jagged jaw, cracked once in
a childhood accident, left a noticeable overbite and hung like a sling
from his sullen face.
It was a thank you that he issued to us before shuffling down the
hall and slipping behind the heavy oak bedroom door. His conver
sational triumph came just before the door clicked shut behind him.
"Tired," he offered and disappeared. I remained standing in the door
way, facing John and Eddie. Glances between the three of us were
full of concern. "He'll stay in there all week and not mention two
words about Nick's funeral if we let him," I said. Surely there was
some appropriate activity that would take his mind off of the events
of the past several days.
His mind was on Nick's family, the parents who had outlived
their 24-year-old son.
A brilliant young man, tall and broad-shouldered, with a re
markable future is to some, typical funeral banter, but to a family, the
last account of a son or brother that they may ever hear publicly. It's
a shame that some of those beautiful words were wasted on people
who, in general, didn't have any concern for humanity. People who
would survive Nick's premature death but wouldn't think to hold the
door open for a stranger, give up their bus seat to an elderly woman,
or pick up the candy wrapper carelessly left on the street. Their long
lives would end to the sound of pleasant praises of their character
unwarranted. Nick would be buried in utter silence.
Our friendship with Daniel brought us close to these emotions.
I would never claim that I could understand his sadness; I certainly
couldn't relate. But the depth of relation that we had with him made
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his wounds affect us. So we knew that something had to be done.
We weren't about to take him to the ballpark or anything, but he
couldn't sit in his room nursing that slung jaw all night. We had to
get him to talk about it, get it off of his chest and out in the open.
We knew him well enough to know that if we didn't try and get
him to talk about it now, it would become harder and harder to pry
it out of him. John broke the trance of unease that had crept up on
the three of us as we stood delivering silent, passive proposals. John
shuffled down the hallway and scooped up his keys off of the end
table. "Give him a breather, John," Eddie suggested. He told us to
wait, wait and then we'll take him out for a bit. "He can't spend all
night in there, that's all I know," said John assertively. We nodded in
consent. Noting our agreement, he marched down the hall purpose
fully and out of sight. Though Daniel would probably fight for the
quiet darkness of his bedroom, he needed a break from mourning.
Daniel suffered from what the rest of us suffered from to some
extent. When put into a particularly emotionally draining situation
or when encountering some sort of unhappy emotion, we packed it
away. Crunched it down into the confines of our stomach. When
ever we got sad, we could feel the sadness turn over inside of us. It
was like coffee on an empty stomach: it just sizzles and festers as it
destroys the mucousy stomach lining.
If coffee tears away the mucous lining of one's stomach, we could
only imagine what those stuffed emotions' affect were on our minds,
Daniel's in particular. In this manner, with this cited logic, we were
successful in getting Daniel to go out for coffee with us. Coffee and
something to eat.
Speaking of ties, those interests...or maybe circumstances is the
better word, speaking of those circumstances that, like negatively
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and positively charged ions in a magnet, make you connect with
someone, there was something else that linked John, Eddie, Daniel
and me. I think at some point between the 7th and the 9th grade
each of us had this dream, four very similar dreams.
I'm sure I would've gotten along with other groups of guys my
same age in other cities, states, countries, but I think that these
dreams we had are what really gave us an indestructible bond. It may
have originally been nothing more than an immature, pubescent
whim, but it stayed at the forefront of our minds as time elapsed. I
can't speak for the exact events that took place in the dreams of my
friends, but the theme, the general focus of the dream is what we
discovered to be so strikingly alike. It's somewhat humorous now but
it left a yearning within us. It left something more to be desired.
Lying in bed as a curious young middle school boy, my thoughts
were often consumed by the peaceful thoughts of future romances.
Drifting into light sleep with the not-so-unfamiliar ache of a stom
ach turning, I imagined a relationship so naive and ideal. Finally
as my dreams took control of my inner consciousness, I saw myself
begin walking down Prospect Street. I turned right at the stop sign
and stayed to the left of the road so that I could see oncoming traffic.
There was little. It was late.
I kicked at the asphalt under the luminous street lamp and
searched for small pebbles that would serve this impending purpose.
I passed one block of houses, old homes with the curtains drawn,
lights dimmed or out. Usually when I passed this place there were
young lively families relaxing to the sound of a cool fall breeze.
Perhaps some leaf raking was in order. Tonight though, I approached
the pure white, raised ranch home on the left. This was perfect. This
was the one.
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I approached the house, my pocket containing the appropri'
ately-sized stones for the task. I could see the outline of the wellgroomed shrubs, the texture of the over-manicured lawn. Stepping
on the perfectly formed grass would surely leave evidence of my
passing. I carefully moved across it in reverence, in respect for the
landscaper's tired hands.
I turned the small stones over in my left jean pocket and po
sitioned myself below the last second story window on the right. I
looked up at the four panes. They reflected the streetlights that had
guided me here but showed no life on the inside. I quietly removed
my hand from my pocket, retrieving a single gray stone. As carefully
and precisely as I could from my position eight feet below, I tossed
the stone upwards at the glass. It struck and I waited.
The first stone may not have any effect, I thought to myself. It
could arouse the sleeper but they would have no means of conceiv
ing what suddenly startled and awoke them. I reached back into my
Levi's to find another pebble. My hand fell upon another smooth
stone. It glided between my fingertips as I pulled it out of my blue
jeans pocket. I looked down at the small stone but couldn't make
out much more than the general shape of the object under the deep
blue night sky. I wound up and released again aiming the stone in
the direction of the window. It struck and I patiently waited, antici
pating a response.
Less than ten seconds later, the lamp flicked on, the blinds
zipped upwards, and a face appeared at the window. The face that
looked down on me was the face of my ideal high-school sweetheart.
I stared up silently at the blue eyes. They replaced the window
pane's occupation of reflecting the street lamps. I marveled at the
light brown hair that couldn't have flown around her shoulders more
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elegantly had she spent hours in preparation.
Eventually she would unlock and open the window, whisper
quietly down to me, and agree to dress and meet me downstairs for
a late night rendezvous. Somewhere deep within my mind, I sought
that innocent, simple, unselfish, easily shattered, yet faithful rela
tionship. These were the musing of my unfiltered subconscious. Ever
since that dream, I've wanted to date a girl who lived on the second
floor of her parent's house so that I could stand below late at night
casting pebbles softly at the pane.
My wild imagination wasn't through because the dream took
place again later, always in different places but always that same
theme. I awoke the next time thinking that I had somehow been
transported into an old Archie comic book. I sat in a diner with the
same girl, an obviously contrived scene. One milkshake glass, two
straws, cheek to cheek.
More torture was to come. One night, long after my head had
dropped heavily onto my pillow, I observed myself hand in hand
once again with the object of these innocent fantasies. This time the
leaves were falling from the trees as we shuffled down the brick walk
way of Central Park in September, kicking piles of oak and maple
leaves and laughing. The dreams left a nagging restlessness inside of
me, I hoped that one day I would either see these events manifested
in reality or I would permanently be absorbed into my subconscious
travels.
Maybe I had seen too many movies and, as a result, their con
tents were spilling over into my impressionable young mind without
my consent. But for me, there was no clearer picture of romance
than this, this youthful whim, this silly dream. And it stuck. John,
Daniel, Eddie, and I all sought that romance, pure and simple.
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Though Eddie claimed that he had outgrown the dream, we all
agreed that we were perfectly content in discovering our treasure in
a more mature setting now; this was our common goal. We shared it
with one another and agreed to not allow each other to be deceived
by anything but the pure fulfillment of what was intended, what was
ideal. That is how we became brothers. We were a pathetic bunch of
hopeless romantics looking for something a little rare, a little scarce.
Sometimes our relentless mentality needed a break. Sometimes,
after coming up empty-handed a number of times in our romantic
endeavors, we felt it necessary to escape from the pressure for a
period of time. Repeated frustrations left us with that single option
and it was to run away for a little bit. On Thursday night, two weeks
after the funeral for Nick, we packed up the simple necessities and
nothing more into John's brown Suburban. Friday after work, we
threw the white oxford cloth shirts and khakis into the closet, laced
up the hiking boots, and deserted Hartford for a week. "This is what
life is all about," said Eddie confidently, "not sitting at a desk every
day in this crummy city." We smiled. It was true. "Alright," cried
John from the front seat, "there's no turning back now." He reached
for the dashboard where he had stashed his black cowboy hat and
pushed it down on top of his head. He turned the keys and threw the
car into drive. It was a 25 hour trip to reach South Dakota, but we
were determined.
We made our way through New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, stop
ping at 24-hour truck stops only to refuel and resume the journey.
We took turns behind the wheel to ensure that we would make it
there in no more than the allotted 25 hours that we had set aside for
travel. The rest of the time was dedicated to our destination.
We glided along the dark, quiet highways with a brightness in
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our eyes as if we had been the first explorers to discover the natural
beauty that surrounded us. We watched the crests of each hill stretch
out and absorb the light of the moon. We eventually defeated the
crowded cities that attacked us from all sides and we slowly crept
toward the coveted Western countryside. Our objective was to reach
the Black Hills where we would retreat into the wilderness, sit qui
etly, and listen to the wind rustle through the pines.
It wasn't until Saturday afternoon that the Suburban came to a
halt in front of the Black Hills National Forest. Parking, we gut
ted the vehicle of the supplies we needed and piled them onto our
backs. The wind howled and the tree branches clicked together wel
coming us on our pilgrimage. We wrestled to find a comfortable way
to wear our bags and upon finding it, crossed the threshold, exiting
the domestic world and, step by step, making our tracks across a land
that we had never explored before.
For the next four days, Daniel, Eddie, John, and I took on the
challenge of survival in the wilderness. We hiked for miles over
jutting boulders, across steep trails, through masses of undergrowth
and vegetation in an effort to focus on what really mattered to us.
We found exactly what we suspected we might. Regardless of the
circumstances that had originally introduced us to one another, it
was the lasting friendships that really mattered. Keeping nothing to
ourselves but the items we had stuffed into the backpacks that we
carried, we could be transparent with each other.
John would always look at me in the eyes when he knew some
thing was wrong. At first, I would try to shrug it off, but after awhile
I realized that he wasn't intending on giving up. He would insis
tently question me until, no matter how much I didn't want to talk
about it, I would eventually exhaustedly cave in and he would win.
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He could always force it out of me.
Somehow the situations and challenges that I met with in life
were not simply my own. I don't know why they initially felt led to
share in my sufferings so to speak, but since I had met them, Daniel,
John, and Eddie willingly concerned themselves with everything
about me. This was a new level of friendship that I was in awe of. I
tried feebly to return the favor as best I could, realizing that true fel
lowship, brotherhood, companionship, whatever word is best suited,
is rare.
So we sat along the many trails that we made that week. Some
times it was rocky mountain tops overlooking an expanse of magnifi
cent nothingness and sometimes it was wide valleys of open grass.
Sometimes we talked and sometimes we were silent as we listened
to the wind, the birds, and the crunch of dry leaves under foot. This
would change. We would have to go back to the city but the most
important parts would stay the same. Changes in scenery are bound
to happen just as the seasons pass. We discovered that friendship
was the single source of permanence. Having established that, we
became less concerned over trivial settings, locations, and dates. We
temporarily dismissed them and quietly continued walking along
through the wilderness.
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Hope
As Winter bids its snow farewell
Spring emerges as though from a sparkling seashell
Withered trees begin regaining its lost aura
Leaves sprouting from every branch, from afar
A glowing green scape,
As though removing its glorious white cape,
Becomes formed
Hope is in the Lord!!
The beginning of spring
An end to the cold wintry days of winter
The storm comes, but fading away
Sunlight providing warmth and shelter
The present
May it be like the bitter coldness of winter
Harsh winds marauding along the isles
Penetrating flesh
Inflicting unbearable coldness,
Will all but fade away
The future, no matter how bleak
Chances which seems to be invisible
We must always hang in there!!
Because God's grace is simply irresistible!
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The sun will always keep the days bright
An aperture of hope,
No matter how slight,
Allows us to elope
Into the brighter future that is promised
Persevere!
Like the crimson light rays
Shining through the sky
Ever so slight
Yet ever so bright
Hope
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like a river
every word i want brings up a song
must have been around the four of them too long
music man to candyman to his aladdin
oh but all i really wanted was creation of
the long-overdue
in presentation to you through my
imperfection...
hard to believe the voice in me
came from the same great hands that craft
the thunder
chameleon waves
and power that i sink under
standing
and even kneeling
escapes me and i've got nothing
to cry for except the wanting to
where you are the only air to breathe
i need to sing
what other method of release
for these stirrings within me
sun draping her robe's train through
shining trees spared from the lightning
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and i'm relating
why is it some days i can see you
in every whispering of breeze
but others seem to leave me shaken
on a boat, wind'tossed and at
a loss
for peace
not knowing that your very word
commands my seas
(maybe i've just been wetting
the wrong clay)

thoughts finally captured without notesnot quite as impressive as my
supposed reputation
eloquence suffers when you are the inspiration
i guess
must be something in the comparison
your beauty written with the words of constellations
in a still midwestern sky
and mine
in fragments of an ail-too worldly heart
(vain?) attempts at mastering the art
of reflection
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CountDown

C

hristina McNath, age twenty, sat at the desk in her dorm
room leaning toward the screen of her computer, her

fingers typing quickly, eyes focused, a little flush in her

cheeks. The room was silent except for the keyboard tapping and

an occasional stomping and thudding sound from the ceiling, where
the girls in the room above her were rearranging their furniture,
again. Christina's room was small, with the two bunked beds, two
desks, and dresser extending inward at various angles toward each
other, and nudging up as close as possible next to each other, as if
they hated empty space. The beds were in a corner, and Christina's
desk was next to them under a window, which afforded no view at
the moment, because it was night and the blinds were closed. A
lamp with beaded fringes around the shade was glowing next to her
laptop, and a ceiling lamp, with a smoky white glass cover, cast a
bleak yellow light, like in big parking garages. Despite the yellow
light, the room was colorful and cozy, with posters and photographs
on the walls, quilts on the beds, and a potted plant on the window
sill.
Christina's back was to the door. Her narrow shoulder blades
showed through her T-shirt, and her skinny elbows dangled at her
sides as she typed. She had tied her flat, lifeless brown hair in a
hasty, lumpy ponytail. She typed without the aid of the textbooks
lining the shelves, or the papers and notebooks piled on the desk,
and almost without pausing to think.
When her roommate entered she did not turn around or glance
toward her, but kept right on tapping at the keyboard.
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"What's up?" Leslie asked, kicking off her shoes, and crawling
onto the lower bunk to see what Christina was doing.
Christina didn't answer. Her roommate, a freckled, thick-haired
girl with glasses, edged closer until she could read the screen.
She read: "'The new dance group, Salsa and J ive, is the bane of
this campus.'—What?"
"They symbolize all that is evil in womanhood," Christina said.
"Chris!"
"It's true," she said, with her eyes still on the screen. "They
represent that order of females that curses the rest of us by its very
existence. With every look, action, and word, they turn society
against us by being more beautiful and seductive and appealing. We
have no chance anywhere that they have gone before. Do you think
men ignore us because we aren't beautiful? No!—it is because their
eyes have seen something more beautiful."
Christina and Leslie looked at each other. Christina had a
narrow face, with big eyes set a tad too close together, thin lips, a
pointed, eager little nose, and flat, dark, intelligent eyebrows. She
had small hands, tiny wrists, and rose to the unimpressive height
of five feet, two inches. Her roommate was of the medium size,
thin, but not having a figure she could boast of, being in that sense
very ordinary. Both girls were plain, and attractive more because
of the signs of animation and intelligence on Christina's part, and
good-natured humor on Leslie's part, than because of their physical
attributes.
"But it isn't their fault that they're beautiful," Leslie pointed out.
"Not their fault!" Christina cried. "Not their fault, you say! Just
look at the way they dress themselves: specifically designed to draw
attention to the qualities they have which other girls don't! Just
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look how every step and movement is calculated to make us look
bad by comparison! Their main goal is not to look beautiful, but to
make men realize how much more beautiful than us they are. Do
you think it is necessary for them to highlight their perfect hair? Or
to go to tanning salons? Is it their fault that they must buy tightfitting clothing? Is it their fault that they must form friendships
based on who will enhance their image and who will harm it; and
that they go about smiling at everyone who is not so lucky as to
be in their circle of beautiful friends, thinking themselves very
condescending and kind, as though we were an inferior group of
human beings because our chests are flat and our skin is imperfect!
Do you blame them for this?"
"Chris," Leslie cried, "what got you so riled up?"
"It's just that I'm tired of it," Christina replied. "I was standing
in line behind three girls from Salsa and Jive tonight at our dining
hall. And there they were, holding a conversation that could hardly
have been more trivial and pointless if they had simply taken turns
listing the brands of clothing displayed like advertisements on their
tall, beautiful figures. God knows what they were actually talking
about—I can't remember, and I don't think they could remember
right now if they were asked. And really—would you agree with
me that the only conversations worth having are the ones you can
remember at least—two and a half hours afterwards? Anyway,
one of them dropped something and bent over to pick it up, and
everyone could see she was wearing a thong. That's when a guy
came over—there may be no connection, but that's when he came
over—and joined them in line, saying things to them to which
they gave very silly answers and not caring for a moment that they
were selfish and conceited, for any girl who spends as much time as
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they do every morning on her hair and applying makeup can hardly
escape being selfish and conceited, whether you say so or not. And I
decided I was sick of them being so satisfied with themselves and not
being aware of my existence. I suddenly found myself trying to talk
to them, just so they would have to turn around and look at me and
acknowledge the fact that I had been born into this world."
"And? What did you say?"
Christina shrugged. "Something unrelated and bland, about
wishing the dining hall would put up seasonal decorations, like
pumpkins since Thanksgiving is coming up. The point is, after
giving me the proper smiles and nods and even a few words of
responding opinions as an extra bonus to me, they turned around
again and began to forget my presence with all possible speed."
"You are overreacting."
Chris was silent.
"So what are you going to do with that ?" Leslie asked, pointing
at the screen.
"Submit it to CountDown." CountDown was the weekly
newsletter of their school, Countens College.
Leslie raised her eyebrows, leaned forward again and read a few
lines.
'"The members of Salsa and Jive are the quintessence of this
type of female,'" she read from the middle of the page. '"Of all the
young women on campus, there are none who so completely embody
these characteristics. Possessing nothing of greater value than what
the rest of the female population has, except hips that are the right
shape and aesthetically pleasing eyes and noses. These Salsa and Jive
members persist in believing that they are special creatures perfectly
deserving of the admiration given them. Which they aren't, for
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the simple reason that brains and morals are far more important
qualities than the accidental ownership of a beautiful exterior'—are
you really going to have this printed? Don't you think you should
modify it a little?"
"No! The whole point of it, Leslie, is not to be afraid to say
exactly what I think and feel. I want my voice—unmodified—to be
heard on campus."
"But Chris—I don't think you're seeing the whole picture."
"My friend," said Christina, beginning to type again, "it is you
who are not seeing the whole picture. Girls like you and me will
always be ignored and forgotten unless we make ourselves known.
Salsa and Jive women may always rule the world of men, but at
least I may see to it that they know I exist and have worthwhile
qualities."
Leslie finally burst out laughing. "Chris!" she cried, "You're
always so dramatic! It's like you're fighting a war. I just don't know
if you can lay so much blame on Salsa and Jive. I mean, you're
gonna offend a lot of people with this. Is that really what you want
to do?"
Christina sighed, leaned back in her chair, and offered a small
smile to Leslie.
"Well, truthfully I wouldn't worry," she said. "It's not like
anybody reads CountDown anyway. I just don't want to stay
silent—as long as I say my piece, it doesn't matter so much how
many people hear it. I just want to know that I did the best I could.
"Oh Chris," said Leslie, shaking her head, and snuggling her face
into the pillow as a sign of resignation.
After a moment, Christina resumed her flushed pace of writing.
Two days later, on the first Friday in November, a two-page
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edition of CountDown was distributed in the dining halls. Christina
pounced on one the moment she got to lunch, scanned it quickly
and found her name, on the second page, in a manner of seconds.
The mediocre headline had been added: "Attack on Salsa and Jive."
She trembled lest the editors should have altered her submission in
any way, and her eyes flew hungrily across the words.
But the article was perfectly intact. Christina felt a delightful
thrill on arriving at the end, with the satisfaction that every word
was the way she had written it. It seemed even better to her in print
than it had in her dorm room, and she closed the pages with the firm
belief that she had made her point well.
After that, content that she had done her duty and spoken her
mind, she did not think of it again until late in the afternoon, when
she was walking from class back to the dorm. Countens College
was a rural campus, with acres of sloping green earth broken up by
concrete sidewalks and big brick buildings. The trees were either
bare or covered in brilliant red or gold leaves. It was a cloudy day
and pleasantly cool.
Christina happened to be just behind two girls who were reading
CountDown as they walked. Neither of them were of the Salsa and
Jive description but rather plain and thick-legged. They each held
CountDown open to the second page, reading in silence.
Finally one of them said, "Who is Chris McNath? I wanna meet
him."
Him. Christina stopped walking. She had submitted her name
as Chris McNath. It had not occurred to her that the hundreds and
hundreds of people on campus who did not know her personally
would see Chris as a masculine name. Her heart sank.
She rushed past the two girls, who were rereading the story and
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commenting on the parts they liked, and got back to the dorm as
quickly as possible.
"Thank God you're here!" Christina cried when she entered the
room and saw Leslie.
"People were talking about your article in my classes," Leslie
said.
"Leslie!" Christina wailed, pulling out her copy of CountDown
and holding it up. They think I'm a boy!
"What?"
"I signed it Chris McNath!"
Leslie stared at her for a moment. "Why?"
"I don't know! I'm used to being called that! This changes
everything. It completely warps the way people will read the article.
Now I just sound like a sexist male or something." She began to
pace the room, which offered her very little room for pacing.
"But isn't it clear from the article which gender you are?"
"No," Christina said miserably. "I wrote it formal essay style,
and avoided personal pronouns."
"Well, what can you do now?"
"I have no idea."
"Chris!" came a voice from the open door. They turned around
to see Katie, a girl from their floor, standing there short of breath.
"Chris," she said again, "three of the Salsa and Jive girls'
boyfriends are downstairs in the lounge right now! They want to
fight Chris McNath and they keep asking where his dorm room is!"
Leslie quickly put her hand over her mouth to stifle a laugh.
Christina looked aghast.
"What are you gonna do?" Katie asked.
Christina stood for a moment more in indecision, then a bold
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look came into her face and she strode out of the room.
"I'm going downstairs!"
Leslie and Katie bolted after her.
The three young men who had come to fight Chris McNath
presented an intimidating spectacle. One was a stocky, broadshouldered football player; another was a tall, athletic black guy;
and the last was thin and wiry, with a closely shaven head and fiery
eyes. They were hanging around the front desk, trying to get the
desk worker to give them Chris McNath's room number. The desk
worker was a young man who did not know Christina, but he was
refusing to look up the name because he didn't want to have any
part in a guy getting beat up. They were quickly reaching the point
where either the desk worker was going to give in and find Chris
McNath's room number, or the thin boy with fiery eyes was going to
try physical force.
Christina walked up to them while her two friends hung back
and watched.
"Why are you looking for Chris McNath?" she asked.
"Because," the football player answered, "he insulted our
girlfriends, and he's gonna pay for it."
"It seems a little unfair for all three of you to come after him."
"Stay out of it," said the boy with the fiery eyes, without looking
at her.
She crossed her arms. "Chris McNath is my friend and I don't
want you to hurt him."
"What are you gonna do about it," the black guy asked
disdainfully.
"Hey, you guys are here because some guy insulted your
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girlfriends, right?" she said. "So what right do you have to treat me
disrespectfully? What if I were somebody's girlfriend?"
They hesitated before answering this. In that moment of
silence, the front doors burst open and a girl rushed in, looking left
and right.
"Sam!" she cried, running to the football player. "Please don't
get in a fight! I don't want you to get hurt; it's not worth it!"
"Don't worry about me, baby," her boyfriend said, looking away
while she clung to his arm. "No guy is going to get away with saying
those things about you."
She was a tall, beautiful blonde, with long sparkling hair and
tight-fitting jeans.
"But Sam!"
"They won't be getting in a fight," Christina announced loudly.
"Chris McNath isn't a boy. I'm Chris McNath. Christina McNath.
I wrote the article."
"Yeah right," one of them said after a pause.
Christina produced her ID card and held it up for them to see.
For a moment nobody said anything. Leslie and Katie held their
breath.
The tall blonde suddenly dropped her boyfriend's arm and stood
up straighten
"You wrote that?" she asked in a tone that made Christina feel
cold.
"Yes."
The blonde stepped toward Christina until she was close to her
face. "Who do you think you are, you little brat?"
Suddenly, to the surprise of everyone present, Christina McNath
braced herself and swung with all her might at the tall blonde's nose.
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The punch landed squarely on her cheek.
The blonde gave a little shriek, stumbled backwards, and would
have leapt toward Christina if her boyfriend had not held her back.
Leslie and Katie rushed up to Christina, shouting her name in
shock. The desk worker had the phone in his hand, ready to call
campus security.
The blonde swore loudly at Christina and struggled, futilely, in
her boyfriend's arms.
"Come on, let's get out of here," the fiery-eyed boy said and
walked out, followed by the tall black kid.
The football player threw a curse at Christina and led his
girlfriend out of the dorm.
Christina stood staring after them, her hand throbbing, the
desk worker staring at her in wonder, Leslie and Katie hanging back
somewhat shyly.
"Dang, Chris," Katie finally said.
"Oh, you guys!" Christina cried mournfully, and turning, ran up
the stairs to her room.
The next day at three o'clock in the afternoon, a contrite
and dejected Christina climbed the stairs of an all-girls dorm at
Countens College, to a floor she had never once set foot on before.
She trembled in nervousness, and her steps slowed significantly as
she neared the room she was looking for. She stood just outside
the door and sighed heavily, before raising her hand and knocking
briskly.
"Come in," came a voice from inside.
Christina entered and found herself face-to-face with the tall
blonde Salsa and Jive girl, whose left cheek was slightly swollen.
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"Hi Kara. I found out your name and where you live."
Kara turned off her music, which had been playing loudly, and
rose from her chair.
"What do you want?"
"To apologize."
Kara crossed her arms. "Alright."
"I—I shouldn't have hit you."
Kara waited. "Well? What else?"
Christina flushed, looked at the ground, and said nothing.
"What about the article?" Kara asked. "What about the things
you said about me and my friends?"
Still Christina did not reply.
"Look, it isn't true," Kara went on. "My goal in life is not to
make you look bad and me look good. And I don't think that me
and my friends are the only people that matter. In fact, most of
the time it's you who avoid us. You're the ones who automatically
assume that we don't want you around, just because of the way we
look. You're the ones who judge us by our appearances."
Christina's face burned.
"And just so you know, it isn't easy to be in shape like this. Do
you know how many hours I train? Dancing is important to me, and
I work hard at it."
"I'm sorry," Christina said. She looked so miserable and humble
at the moment that Kara's heart softened.
"Well, Chris," Kara said, "it took guts to do what you did. I give
you that."
Encouraged by this comment, Christina confessed: "I've always
been jealous of girls like you, for getting attention from guys, and all
the student council positions, and the good jobs. I guess it was just
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easier to blame you than myself."
"Well," Kara said, "don't forget to blame men too."
A short laugh burst from Christina, and Kara allowed herself a
smile. There was a moment of silence.
"So, I guess I was encouraged by the fact that people were
reading my article," Christina went on. "I didn't expect it to make
such a stir. It made me realize that I could say something, and
actually be heard on campus. I could make an attack and actually
inflict damage. I was a little swelled up by this knowledge, and ...
sort of wanted to exercise my new-found power again, so I took a
swing at you."
Kara said nothing.
"It was very wrong and foolish of me. I'm sorry."
Kara hesitated for just a moment. "It's all right," she said,
extending her hand.
Christina gratefully shook it and departed from the room.
Leslie was waiting for her downstairs.
"Well, how'd it go?" she asked eagerly, as the two began walking
toward their own dorm.
Christina sighed. "Good," she answered. "Kara forgave me."
"Good. So now are you going to write a retraction for
CountDown or something?"
"No, of course not!" Christina snapped.
"Well, will you at least think twice about writing for it again?"
Christina turned to look at her roommate. "Leslie dear," she
said, "I could not be more pleased with the way things have turned
out. I assure you that, in the future, I will not hesitate to write
prolifically for CountDown."
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Water's Testimony
It spun in space in a tightly formed sphere
Glistening in the newly separated beams of warmth
Refracting the divine life-light in a million liquid strands Then simply absorbing, resting, waiting
A womb of potential, ready to burst
And then it did
And out came the speechless Word in swaddling clothes
(70% water, 30% dust)
Recollections of old promises kept made it fall from eyes in ellipses —
Reminiscent of its own beginning,
but now quickly swept from ignorant cheeks
It was a good sport It was used to such tasks as
swallowing up dissenters — armies, prophets and such But it found itself flowing out from deep within pure, yet torn and
naked skin,
which was no longer protected by cloth and loving arms
Such potential - but for what?
Drowning Pharaohs and signaling coroners that Hope had been
crucified?
Yet it was familiar with tides —
It knew what is was to be born again
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It was enthralled, but not surprised, with this new birth;
The fragile body erupting from immersion Enabled to bask in the eternal light again,
The orb rotation just beginning
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NONFICTION

Tails of a Code Monkey
The Adventures of Grant Hollis
Part 4: Bikini-Clad Women
^

J hen I was in high school, I worked nights and

l/l/ weekends at the local swimming pool, substituting for
*

the other lifeguards who needed time off. I sat up in the

chairs overlooking the pool full of happy swimmers and dreamt of
when I would jump down and save the day just as I was taught in
lifeguarding class. As it was, I never made a rescue: I never had
to rescue the girl I had a crush on, saving her life and having her
fall madly in love with me like in the movies. Perhaps such scenes
should be left to idle dreams.
So there I was, minding my own business out in the middle of
Bellingham, Washington, my headquarters for the summer. I was
on my bike again, at the intersection of North and South Shore
Drive and Alabama Street and was about to turn back when I
noticed that the park opposite me was none other than Whatcom
Falls Park, my favorite park from the previous summer. This park
had been known for its 30-foot cliff that attracted those with an
adventurous spirit. They would jump off the cliff to the river below,
which conveniently eddied out into a calm body of water for their
swimming enjoyment. Twice I had thought about jumping last
summer, but never had I attempted to do something so crazy. I had
decided today would be the day. Fear or no fear - I was going to
take the plunge.
I entered the park at a quick speed, and it was not long before
I dismounted to walk down to the lower level of the park. My bike
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bounced behind me as I traveled the steep, eroded steps, and with
each jostle behind me, I questioned my decision to jump.
Did I really want to do it? No. Of course not. Was I an idiot?
Did I really want to do it? Yes. Why not? Was I a coward?
It was a tricky affair all in all.
Pushing aside my better sense, I mounted my bike at the bottom
of the stairway and rode onwards - up hills and down hills. The
trail was narrow, but the constant up and down motion made the
distance absolutely fly by.
As I approached the steps down to the cliff's edge, the woods
disappeared, leaving me in a field of shoulder-high grass. The tall,
peaceful, browning blades reminded me of the great prairies of
Nebraska, and I pushed away gentle homesickness when, suddenly,
something large disturbed the grass to my right. While the cause
was unknown, the foreign object continued to move; in fact, it
headed straight for me on a perfect intersection path.
Just before I began to brace myself for the oncoming collision, a
head popped up from the vegetation. It belonged to teenage girl.
"Sir!" she cried out. "Sir! Do you have a cell phone?!?"
Her panicked state made me slow to a stop as quickly as I could.
I had debated about whether or not to bring a cell phone for what
was going to be a short bike ride. Fortunately for this girl, I had
decided to throw it in the backpack that I take along on all of my
adventures.
"What seems to be the trouble?" I asked as I fished for the
phone.
"I need to call the cops right now," she replied.
I found the phone and handed it to her. Before I could instruct
her in the use of it, she had dialed 911, and I was left standing
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next to what was probably a fifteen-year-old girl wearing absolutely
nothing but a yellow string bikini.
Yes, there are those people who seem prone to adventure, and I
do believe I am one of them.
Because it was my phone and I wondered what all the trouble
was, I figured I was justified in eavesdropping on her side of the
conversation.
"Yeah, 1 need you to call the cops. . .Yes, I need them to come
right now. . .I'm at Whatcom Falls Park.. .No, Whatcom FALLS,
not STALLS.. .Yes, I'm here with my mom. . .Chelsy Flannigan. .
.My mom's in a fight. . .No, she's fighting with another girl. . .No,
she's fighting by the cliff, you know, overlooking the river. . .1 ran to
get help. . .Yes, they might do something crazy. . .1 don't know.. .Oh,
I don't know. This isn't my phone. Okay. Bye."
She handed the phone back to me, and it soon become very
apparent to me that I was standing next to a girl who really needed
to vent. She probably needed her best friend or boyfriend or
someone who would be a good listener. All she got was me.
And so she began.
The girl in the yellow string bikini and I walked down the
trail back toward the falls as I tried to make sense out of her stillhysterical tone of voice.
"You see, there's this girl at school, Michelle. She's quite a
bit fatter than me, so one day I happened to mention that she
was bigger than me, and she got all upset. She said that I called
her fat, but she is, so I wasn't lying. After that, the girl came up
and punched me in the face - right there in front of teachers and
everything. She beat me pretty bad.
"I told my mom about this, and she said that she was going to
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kill this girl if she ever saw her. So then I showed up at the falls, and
I told my mom that she shouldn't go down there because Michelle
was down there. So my mom, she walked right on down to the
cliff, and she said to Michelle, 'Why don't you come over here so
I can throw you over the cliff?' Then Michelle got real mad, and
she threw a punch at my mom. Then they started shouting at each
other, and everyone started backing away. I thought something
awful was going to happen, so I ran for help, but there wasn't
anybody around. And then I thought Michelle was following me to
kill me or worse, so I hid in the grass until you came along, and then
I thought I should call the cops, so I asked you if you had a phone
and you did and now the cops are coming and I hope my mom is
alive and hope that fat #$*@#@A&$ got what was coming to her."
She took a breath.
I took a breath.
It was quite the tale.
Suddenly, Chelsy froze. "Hide me!" she whispered harshly.
I ask you now, how is a twenty-one-year-old man supposed to
hide a fifteen-year-old girl wearing nothing but a yellow string bikini
out in the middle of the woods of Whatcom Park? To this day, I still
do not know an appropriate answer to that question.
Fortunately, I did not need one, for Chelsy took off, ran back
down the trail, and dove back into the green grass from which she
had appeared. I walked my bike to the spot where it was unnaturally
rustling.
Her face peered out of the vegetation. She instructed, "Okay,
if she starts killing me, you call the cops again, and let them know
what's going on."
I nodded obediently; however, in my head, I thought, "If you
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are getting killed, I'd probably stop it from happening." I kept the
thought to myself though. Fifteen-year-old girls in yellow string
bikinis do not have to make sense. They probably don't like logic
either.
After a few minutes, I heard several girls pass. They took the
other trail - the one she was NOT hiding next to. I stood by ready
to call the cops - just in case. I felt a little silly.
After a period of time, I heard a dramatic sigh, and Chelsy
moved out of the grass. We again moved up the trail to the ominous
cliff.
The top of the cliff was absolutely empty. No person or pet
could be found. Chelsy ran to the cliff's edge and peered over.
Fortunately for both of us, her mother was nowhere to be found
either. This, however, was not as reassuring as I thought it might
be to her, for she started sniffling and shaking and sunk down to a
nearby rock.
At this point, I applied logic.
"Where did you park?" I asked her.
"Back the way we came from."
I tried to use my calm-the-still-mildly-upset-female voice. "Let's
head back there. I'll bet she's at the car waiting for you."
Then my logic won her over, and we headed in the direction of
the parking lot.
As we began walking, I realized that in the rush of the previous
moment, I had not introduced myself. She had still been calling me
"sir." While I do respond to that title, I thought it appropriate to
introduce my self.
"By the way, I'm Grant."
"Nice to meet you, Grant. Thanks for protecting me."
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I did not feel like I had protected her, but it seemed silly to argue
semantics at this point.
After about another 100 feet of walking, Chelsy's mother came
walking back on the trail to meet us. She, ironically, also was clad
in nothing but a yellow string bikini. Following her were four other
girls - from about age six to age ten I would guess - all in yellow
string bikinis as well. It was like they took advantage of Wal-Mart's
buy one get five free sale.
So there I was, standing in the midst of six women clad in
nothing but yellow string bikinis in Whatcom Falls Park, and the
only thing I could think of was, I really want to leave. There are
some situations that make a guy feel uncomfortable, and this had
finally become one of them.
But, no, I had to meet the mom. Chelsy was so kind as to
introduce us. I got to shake her hand. I asked if there was anything
more that I could do to help, and they told me that I was no longer
needed. Sensing this as my opportunity to leave, I bid farewell, and
headed for the park exit.
As I turned to go, Chelsy stopped me. She touched my shoulder.
"Thanks for saving my life," she said.
One could almost hear the romantic music cue up in the
background.
We almost had a moment. Almost.
I did not want to have a moment.
I turned in such a way as to make it impossible for her to
continue to be in physical contact with me, and said something
corny. It was probably like, "That's what I'm here for." I forget. All
I know is that the moment was over before it began. Praise God for
the gift of corniness.
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I hopped on my bike and rode back home. I never did jump off
the falls. Somehow, I had found enough adventure in the park for
one day.
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Atrocity
Like broken glass shattered on the gray wooden floor.
Shards of green and dirty clear littered about my feet.
The sun is setting slowly beyond the tips of the hills...
Dying into a pool of deep scarlet and ginger.
I smell it.... The scent of rotten wood drifting up from my
childhood.
I feel it... the oppression of the thunder on the horizon.
I taste it... the salty sweat pouring from my brow.
Where am I? Suddenly, sharply I open my eyes.
Where am I? Falling? Falling?
I take a step... unsteady, unsure.
Where am I going? Suddenly, sharply I feel my foot touch down.
Where am I going? Drifting? Drifting?
I hear it... the distant cries of my heart aching for love.
I see it... coming along the horizon like an army with one purpose in
mind.
I am in it... burning with hate... bold with atrocity.
Flicker... flicker like a match in a dark room.
Just enough light to see before me.
I burn my fingers. Once, twice.
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Where am I, where am I going, what am I doing here?
My heart slows to a supple beat ...
Thump... Thump... Thump...
My mind flashes rapidly, fiercely...
Image after image of the storm.
Thump... Thump... Thump...
Surely I will wake soon. Surely I will wake.

Wont I?
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Black Petals
To be blind is to live in ignorance:
The silky black petals of lilies in a trickling spring.
Their delicate little points bond at a fuzzy common ground.
The black water quickly surrounds my fingers
in a swirling world of wet.
The smooth black feathers of a swan.
The black lightening that rips across the sky.
The "Black Beauty" is my brother among many,
Like the blackboard that displays no markings.
To be blind is to live with enlightenment.
The rough and ridged touch of building bricks,
Much like that of sandpaper which creates
The paradoxical contrast of a smoothed wall
With a black confectionary sugar residue.
The sucking noise of black mud that is
reluctant to give your black shoe back.
When the blind see more than the seeing,
There is enlightenment; is there ever ignorance?
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Unknown Allah
Face to the groundBefore a white wall where
Allah resides.
He is the
Cumbersome object of our desire.
His God-form we all worship
Knowingly or unknowingly
Through a gust of wind, a slip
Of sunlight, a moment of
Bitterness. This Allah
Resides within the sparksWithin the blinks of all
That is real.
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FICTION

Tears in a Bottle

I

n Pennsylvania that third day of July, 1863, the warm humidity
made the heat close and sticky, but overall, even after two

. days of fighting, energy was still high in the Union camp at

Gettysburg stationed at Cemetery Ridge. Rose O'Connor sat on
a hard wooden bench talking to her best friend Anne, who was

reclined in the grass, about everything and nothing in particular.
Today was not a day to dwell on the war at hand—at least not out
loud. As they swatted at the swarming flies and mosquitoes and
listened to the wind rustling the tall grasses, they each silently
wondered what the day would bring about. No one at Cemetery
Ridge could explain what emotion he or she felt, but all felt a
sense of anticipation that hung as thick and close in the air as the
humidity that made the beads of sweat trickle down Rose's back.
A breeze wafted mingled scents of ether, sweat, and cooking foods
towards Rose. Overriding all of these was the smell of sickness
there in the medical tent where Rose and Anne worked. So many
men hopelessly and brutally injured by their own brothers never to
live a normal life again! Rose's heart swelled with compassion and
indignation at the thought of the depravity of this anything-butcivil war. Her 18-year-old mind could see the reasoning for this war
from President Lincoln's and the rest of the North's perspective;
but up close and personal to it all, she at times became enraged by
the indescribable hatred and selfishness she saw all around her. It
emanated from both the North and the South armies.
The familiar laugh of her childhood friend drew her from her
reverie. "...And your brother Thomas would insist on working,
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even when he was sicker than—Anne stopped talking midsentence and they both strained to discern the words of the shouting
they heard. Soon they understood what hung in the air other than
mosquitoes. They ran in the tent to gather their medical bags
and supplies. "Battle!" they cried excitedly in unison. Scouts had
seen the Confederate troops led by George Pickett lining up and
organizing for battle. Rose's heartbeat began to pick up speed, and
her palms became moist and cold despite the heat. Though she
didn't like seeing soldiers suffer and struggle to stay alive, she thrived
on the adrenaline rush just trying to keep safe. Maybe the South will
finally surrender today! She was excited, yet dreaded seeing death
and the moral downfall of mankind killing mankind for reasons not
seemingly worthy enough for such slaughter of innocent life.
Once the all-out battle had ensued, there was much work for
her. She kept her head up and her eyes wide open, even while
taking care of fallen soldiers. She and Anne were working together
wrapping bandages on a soldier's arm when a glint in the grass not
five yards off caught Rose's eye. It was the knife they used for cutting
bandages. We must have dropped it while running to this patient. "I'm
going to get that knife we dropped. I'll be right back, Anne."
"Okay, hurry back!"
As Rose turned back from picking up the knife, she saw the last
split second of a shell impacting the earth just in front of Anne and
the soldier. The next instant, everything went black.
She awoke to the sound of a woman's soothing voice humming
some kind of tune. She was instantly aware of the feeling of a
canvas cot beneath her, and after that the realization that she could
not open her eyes. She groaned and licked her dry lips, trying to
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roll over towards the direction of the voice. Her first thought was to
how long she had been incapacitated and kept from helping soldiers.
She heard an unfamiliar, husky voice—her own—ask: "What time is
it?"
"It's three p.m. on the ninth of July, dear," replied the kind voice.
"Emmiel! She's awoken."
"Oh, my!" Rose exclaimed, lifting her hand to her head to feel
why she couldn't open her eyes. She felt gauze wrapped around her
eyes and forehead. She was filled with fear as the realization hit her.
What happened to me? She couldn't recall any reason for her to be in
such a state.
Just then an older male voice joined them. "Just relax, Rose,
you're doing fine. I'm Dr. Emmiel Harper and I believe you've
already spoken to my wife, Jane. She's also a nurse here at the
hospital."
Hospital? Rose's heart skipped a beat.
Finally she voiced her question, afraid of the answer. "What
happened?" her voice quaked.
"You had an accident on the battlefield—an exploding shell."
Rose's stomach flip-flopped. She had seen the damage done to men
by the small, hollow, shrapnel-filled cannon balls. "Your eyes were
the most seriously injured," the doctor continued, "but we've yet
to see if you will be permanently scarred," the doctor explained as
gently as he could. "Don't fret; we'll take good care of you."
After Dr. Harper was done checking her over, he and his wife
left. Rose listened to their footsteps retreat, finally left alone to
her thoughts. However, since her emotions and imaginations
threatened to overwhelm her, she pressed them out of her mind and
drifted back into a slumber filled with dreams of war and seeing men
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die—and she, immobilized, powerless to help.
Weeks later, she was cognizant enough to sit up in a chair and
have a conversation, but her head wrap was still on. Each day she
asked about Anne, but they would not answer her. They probably
don't even know who I'm talking about, she guessed. Finally, one day,
she received a letter from Anne's family. It started out reminiscent
of the memories the two shared as girls and young women. As Mrs.
Harper read out loud to her, her thoughts began to drift back in
time. Her mind's eye pictured herself and Anne swinging out over
the summer pond on the branches of the weeping willow and falling
into the shockingly cold water, giggling all the while. Then they
were sitting together in school, talking when they weren't supposed
to be. Well, I did most of the talking. Anne would always tell me to be
quiet and listen to the teacher! She almost grinned at the memories.
Then something Mrs. Harper said snatched her out of her reverie.
"Could you repeat that please?" Fear choked Rose.
"Oh, child! I'm so sorry!" Mrs. Harper's tear-filled voice came
near her and she put her motherly arms around her. "Anne is—well,
her parents informed you in the letter that she was—she was killed
by the same shell that injured you."
NO! she wanted to scream! She bit back the sob that welled
up in her throat. And this after she had just found out she would
probably never see again! How am I supposed to survive after losing my
best and only friend, when all my family lives miles away in the frontier
of Kansas, and too poor to come to me? She felt as though, with the
culmination of all this news, her entire world was caving in on her.
Dr. Harper and his wife, the kind souls, tried their best to be like
a father and mother to her. Only a few times was she receptive;
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most of the time she was indifferent and contemplative—especially
after she got her head wrap off and found out she would not regain
sight. Jane Harper read Rose the Bible during the slow hours of
the day. Most of the readings were familiar to her, thanks to the
catechisms she had growing up, so Rose found herself tuning out
the words and simply listening to the lyrical voice. I don't know if I
can believe what it says anymore. What good are words when the world
around me is decomposing like a cesspool1 Rarely did she voice these
thoughts, yet in their conversations, Emmiel and Jane, (as she now
called them by their request), addressed her secret ponderings as
though they knew her heart. This just disturbed her more, and the
pain—both physical and emotional—increased. She wanted to be
wrong about her doubts, but her dreams and personal losses sucked
her deep into despair.
Between Rose's long, fitful naps and other activities (though
few), Jane would help her write letters to her family, and would
read her family's letters back to her. These always invoked fond
memories and a longing to be with them again and see them. No
matter if they had all the money in the world and could come visit me, she
thought sadly, I will never see them again. She thought of her proud
Irish father and Spanish mother, instilling pride in her heritage into
her everyday life as a child. Each of her three brothers, her sister,
and herself had been brought up the same. She remembered one
time when her oldest brother Thomas had stood up for her when
she was being teased. He would not let those school-kids get away
with mistreating her. Now 23 years of age, he had written her that
he had enlisted in the Union army. He had taken himself a "real
sweet wife" too. They were happy together, as he said in the letters.
Rose's heart felt heavy with the pain of losing her favorite brother
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to his wife, even though she congratulated him in her letters. She
mourned the passing of sweet childhood and the carefree games
they all played. She mourned him joining the war that she hated so
much, too. Always the compassionate humanitarian, she thought. I
should have known he would serve where he knew the cause was just.
Now she sat back after Jane reread one of her brother's older
letters and thought about what it said:
August 28, 1863
My dearest sister Rose,
I have volunteered, as you know, to fight the good fight for
the North. I miss you terribly and the rest of our family. I miss
my Eliza, too. I can't wait until you meet her. She is a lot like you.
Sweet and compassionate; stubborn yet vulnerable. She can't wait
to meet you, either. I know you will like her. Please try not to get
discouraged by your circumstances. Hard as they may be, you've got
to pull through for Mama and Pap. They love you so, as do I and
the rest of us kids.
God can use you even through blindness. Remember, you are
not incomplete. You can become a stronger character because of
your blindness. Remember how crippled Aunt Maria used to say
that the loss of the use of her legs gained her better arms? We are
all pulling through hard times with the war, Rose, and as much as I
want to be there to hold you and protect you, I know that you need
to hear this: Please, don't wallow in self-pity.
I hear that in a couple of months, the famous speaker, Edward
Everett is coming to your town to dedicate the new Gettysburg
National Cemetery. The president will be there too. Get up,
get out of the hospital, and go to it. I think it would be good
for you. I think I will come and bring Eliza. She's moved out to
Massachusetts now, where I built us a small home before I married
her and then joined the Union army, so on my time off, we'll be
near enough to come by train and take you to the dedication. Be
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ready for us! I hope you can find some hope in this world. It's not
all as bad as it may have seemed to you in the past nine weeks.
I must go now, being a soldier doesn't allow much time for
writing letters, and I have so many I need to write.
Goodbye for now,
Your devoted brother, Thomas

She was challenged by the words of her esteemed brother, and
so had determined on reading it two months ago, that she would get
out of the hospital and go with him and his new bride, Eliza, to see
the dedication, just to please him.
Today was the day she had secretly been looking forward to for
almost two months—November 19. She heard the excited chatter
throughout the hospital that Mr. Everett was in town. She wasn't
exactly sure when her brother would be arriving, because she had
not received any mail from family whatsoever since that one from
him in September. In fact, she was a little concerned. Usually,
letters from her brother or parents came regularly, updating her on
what was going on. But since this letter, received two months ago,
she had heard nothing. She had dictated a letter to her parents a
few weeks ago, but still no reply. She was fearful, but always Dr. and
Mrs. Harper loved her and encouraged her not to give up hope.
A few days ago, during the Bible reading, Mrs. Harper read Psalm
56:8-9: "Thou tellest my wanderings: put thou my tears into thy
bottle: are they not in thy book? When I cry unto thee, then shall
mine enemies turn back: this I know: for God is for me." This stuck
in Rose's mind, for some reason. She pondered its meaning: Does
God know each of my tears? Has he kept them and recorded them? If
this is true, He will not have let my sufferings be in vain. This served to
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calm her nerves for a while over the absence of a letter from home,
but today she was uneasy again.
"Rose, dear!" Jane's skirts bustled as she ran to Rose's side. "A
letter! You received a letter today from your parents!" Her voice
carried a lilt of laughter that lightened Rose's dark thoughts.
"Please read it, Jane," Rose requested with some enthusiasm.
They sat down and Jane recited the letter to Rose.
Ten minutes later the two women held each other in a tearful
embrace. The letter contained news from her mother that Thomas
had been seriously injured in battle shortly after she received his last
letter. He would live, but the prognosis was uncertain; he might
never be able to walk again.
"My dear, I'm so sorry," comforted Jane, stroking Rose's arm in
a motherly way. "He will be fine. Did you hear what your mother
said? 'Life goes on.' And so it does, Rose."
"I know," sniffed Rose, wiping her eyes. "Thomas will do fine; he
always was an over-comer—unlike me." She lowered her head, the
last two words almost whispered.
"Rose, you have come through some trying times, but I believe
the Good Lord has a purpose for the best for you." She cupped
Rose's face in her wrinkled hand. "You can be an over-comer, too."
It hurt Jane to see Rose go through more pain. She prayed night and
day for God to come through for the girl. Jane had never even seen
her smile. She hoped this news would be the last of such a kind for
a long while. She tried to take Rose's mind off things. "We'll take
you to the dedication, Rose. Emmiel and I. That is, if you still want
to go."
"Are you sure that's okay?"
"Fine, dear. We wanted to hear this famous speaker, too."
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"All right. I suppose I'll come along."
Just then there was a knock on the door to her hospital room.
"Excuse me, Nurse Harper. Rose, there is a young couple here to
see you," announced the nurse, curtsying slightly to Mrs. Harper as
she left.
Jane looked up and saw a plain but sweet-looking young women
walk in, attending to and followed by a young man hobbling along
on crutches. One leg was missing up to the mid-thigh.
"Who is it?" Rose queried.
The young man lifted his gaze from the ground; the young woman
was already staring at Rose.
"Rosebush?" The young man almost whispered the word.
Rose's shocked reply caught in her throat, and she sat there with
her mouth open, willing to say something, but unable to vocalize
anything. Could it be? Maybe I'm dreaming! No, 1 don't want to be
dreaming if it's him!
She heard an emotion-filled voice whisper, "It's me, Thomas."
She stood to her feet and Jane led her to him. She cupped her hands
to his face, feeling every curve and whisker.
"I thought..." she began.
"I'm gonna be okay. I'm missing my left leg, and I'm on crutches,
but I'm gonna walk again. There's this new invention—a wooden
leg—that can help me walk again."
Now tears were streaming down Rose's cheeks. She'd barely
gotten out two words before. All she could do now was weep.
"Rose, I'd like you to meet my wife, Eliza." He took her hand and
placed it in Eliza's.
"How do you do?" they both said in unison. Eliza let out a tearful
giggle.
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Thomas pulled Rose to him and gave her a smothering hug. His
whiskers tickled her tear-soaked cheek.
"It's so good to hear your voice again," she mumbled into his
shirt.
"I've missed you so much, Rosie. Listen, do you still want to go
to the dedication?"
"I—but I—well," she sputtered. Then she got out, "Yes!"
"Alright, let's go," he guffawed. "I never break a promise, and
we've still got a few minutes to get over there."
Later, as Rose sat between her brother and Mrs. Harper, listening
to the "great orator" drone on and on, her mind thought back to
the past four months. She was thankful for the love and spiritual
guidance Dr. and Mrs. Harper had shown her, and she felt very
blessed to have that love plus the added blessing of her brother being
well enough to visit her. And yet she still felt empty...
The first speaker had finished speaking. Everyone was
applauding. Then someone announced the President. Everything
was silent while he walked to the platform. Initially, Rose was
captivated by his rich, deep, yet familiar-sounding voice. Then
something stirred inside her at his message. She listened closely:
"Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this
continent, a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the
proposition that all men are created equal.
"Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that
nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long
endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have
come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting place for
those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is
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altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
"But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate—we cannot
consecrate—we cannot hallow—this ground. The brave men,
living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above
our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor
long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what
they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to
the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so
nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great
task remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full
measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall
have a new birth of freedom—and that government of the people,
by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth."1
With that, he stepped off the platform, but it remained silent
some while longer. Rose ruminated on the president's profound
words. She felt he was talking directly to her! Anne and so many
others did not die in vain! And it was up to her, spared from the
same fate, by the grace of God, to dedicate herself to the work
that still needed to be done. She became suddenly tired—tired of
holding on to her grief. Tired of doubting. Within two minutes,
Lincoln had finished his speech, but what he said had impacted
her more than Everett's long-winded oratory. She sighed deeply
and allowed a smile to spread across her face, as a tear rolled down
her cheek, finally content with what she'd come through. She had
finally overcome.

'Gettysburg Address
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A Defense of Corn
I hit the dirt part of Sanford Rd, looking straight into the sun, which
shed a golden light seemingly straight out of heaven on the entire
landscape. It looked like something out of one of my old neighbor
lady's paintings. Suddenly I hit the corn lanes where the stalks come
right up to the edges of the road, not leaving room for a ditch. At
fifty the corn just looked greeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeen.
At 25 it was more greengreengreengreengreen. The air was cool and
sweet and it was nice to feel the breeze on at least the left side of my
face coming through the window.
Sometimes I forget that feeling like something is happening
doesn't necessarily mean something is. Maybe, both literally and
figuratively, my country roads will be the narrow ones.
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Accidental Essay: Writing a
Parnassus Bio
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) is paranoid in reverse that everyone's out to
please her. She is a writing major who loves film, fashion, and
writing about characters that won't stop following her around.
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) doesn't really write like JD Salinger. She is a
writing major who loves film and living in fiction, but will only write
about a character if he follows her around for over a month.
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) has never been told she looks cute when she's
angry. (But her roommate says she's cute when she rubs her eyes
when she's tired.)
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) has the habit of falling for fictional characters.
She is fascinated by movies, photography, and hats and is, quite
unfortunately, nicknamed Lij.
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) promises she is not obsessed with JD Salinger.
She is only obsessed with film, actors, and rummage sale sweaters.
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) is a writing major who likes cheap sweaters
found at rummage sales. She once caught a glimpse of Lance
Armstrong on his bike and wishes she had never let herself gain the
nickname Lij.
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Elizabeth Boltz ('05) rewrote the same story ten times as a
child about a speaking dog. She is now a writing major and has
successfully avoided any more rewrites of The ABC Dog. She has
not avoided the unfortunate nickname, "Lij."
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) goes to rummage sales in search of books, hats,
scarves, typewriters, and sweaters. She once had a rummage sale of
her own, but promised never to do that again.
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) believes Lij is a terrible nickname but still
answers to it. She has a fascination with film and hats, but mostly
those belonging to her father. (Who is not, contrary to rumor, Alan
Cumming.)
Elizabeth Boltz ('05) calls her car Donna Blue, her computer Lex,
and her bike Roberto. She is a writing major who watches movies
and steals hats from her dad. She likes her friends, even though they
call her Lij.
ElizabethBoltz ('05) is unfortunately called Lij. She loves second
hand hats and books, is fascinated by film, fashion, and Oscar
Wilde, and personifies everything, including her TV, Jamie Oliver
II. No one has ever told her she's cute when she's angry.
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Lia Angell ('04) born in Ireland, is an English Education major. She
enjoys being outdoors, traveling abroad, and being finished with
student teaching.
Jared Bane ('06) is an English writing major. He owes everything he
has and is to his family.
Emily Brown ('04), who will someday go by the pen-name "Jera
Brown," is a writing major. She plans to someday support herself
through her writing and singing, this might not happen until she is
seventy-two, but it will eventually come to be.
Meredith Burns ('05) is an English writing major. She enjoys her
husband Chris and son Philip and plans to attend seminary after
graduation. Her biggest dream is to retire in Scotland.
Joanna Campbell ('04), an English writing concentration major and
an art minor, is from Seattle, WA. She likes art museums, the word
'seldom,' and she takes her tea with sugar, no cream.
Joe Cressman ('04) is a Mass Communications major, English
writing minor. He hates Sunday lunches in the DC, pencil erasers
that just smear, and people who run their wiper blades when it's
hardly raining.
Joe Darling ('05) enjoys reading, writing, and listening to horribly
sad music. John Irving, Eddie Vedder, and John Cusack have all
inspired him. Minimalism is the key: a fishing rod, an acoustic guitar,
a pen and paper, and a good novel is all he really needs.
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Rebekah Denison ('04) is a senior English writing major with a
philosophy minor. She loves poems, art, fall, and people who care
enough to read her bio.
Hannah DeRegibus ('03) is a writing major with a minor in
psychology. She enjoys rice pilaf, playing in the rain, getting out of
the country and the occasional underwater basket-weaving.
Caellyn Joy Everson ('06) is an Art major, with the hope of adding
a Writing minor. Her dream job is to get paid to go on exotic
vacations with families and then take pictures of their kids on
the beach. She immensely enjoys playing soccer and is currently
learning how to speak Czech.
Grant Hollis ('04) is a computer science major with a theater minor.
He enjoys watching quality movies, running, playing hockey, and
adventure.
Jennifer Hunt ('06) is an English Education major. She loves
working with people of all ages, and is hoping to develop her heart
for the world through continued travel and immersion into different
cultures.
Stephen Jones ('05) majors in philosophy and literature. His
primary passion is music particularly world music, jazz, folk, and all
permutations therein, but secondarily he is interested in all other
humanities. His favorite combination of words is "Skittle-Button".
Emily Kiefer ('05) is an English writing major. She enjoys reading
and writing fiction and working for the school newspaper.
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Joel Looper ('05) is an English major with a writing concentration. I
enjoy listening to and playing music and sports other than distance
running.
Katie McCullum ('05) is exceptionally fond of the many reasons
her friends give her to enjoy life. She also feels it is her place to now
mention the future and, of course, football.
Eric Moore ('06) is an English Education major with hopes to
eventually be a pastor. He loves spending time with friends and
enjoys being out in God's creation.
Nathan Ricke ('05) is a history major who likes books. He would
love to travel the world to see all of the places he has read about and
enjoy the local foods.
Chris Salzman ('06) is an English writing major with a minor in
guitar performance. In the future he will write bad poetry and
sub-par love songs only to perform them in coffee shops around the
United States.
Professor Satterlee has taught at Taylor University for the past
four years. His poem "Plague Tract #3: Miasma" is part of a larger
collection of poems about the Black Death, a plague that devastated
Europe in the middle part of the 14th century.
Jessica St. Clair ('06) is an English Education major at Taylor
University. She is originally from South Bend, Indiana and spends
her summers there with her family and friends. She enjoys writing,
mostly for herself, but is beginning to see the value in sharing. She
enjoys life and looks forward to living more of it.
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Michael Stohrer ('07) believes that brevity is the soul of wit.
Sarah Swartzendruber ('05) is an English writing major and
environmental biology minor. She loves to write, laugh, and enjoy
God's goodness, and is thankful for this opportunity to improve her
creative writing abilities.
Michael Thong ('06) is majoring in Management and Psychology.
Whitney Vander Wilt ('05) is from Salt Lake City, Utah and has
lived on four continents this year. She loves her family, using her
hands when she talks, Purple Skittles, blue eyes, and all things
African.
Tim Svensen ('04) is a computer graphic arts major.
Corie Wendzel ('05) returned to Taylor this fall, after taking a year
off to marry her wonderful husband, Jason. She is majoring in
Psychology, and loves movies, holidays, and spending time with her
family and friends.
Brandon Mathis ('04) is a computer graphic arts major is who enjoys
playing guitar, studying theology, and interactive design.
Latoya Webb ('04) is a computer graphic arts major.
Ryan Lane ('06) is an Art major who enjoys photography and
computer graphic arts, as well as the performing arts and music of all
kinds.
Ryan Renner ('04) is an International Studies Major.
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